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Abstract
Increasing availability of on-line and off-line multilingual resources along with
the developments in the related automatic tools that can process this information,
such as GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003), has made it possible to build new multilin-
gual resources that can be used for NLP/IR tasks.
Lexicon generation is one such task, which if done by hand is quite expensive
with human and capital costs involved. Generation of multilingual lexicons can
now be automated, as is done in this research work. Wikipedia1, an on-line
multilingual resource was gainfully employed to automatically build multilingual
lexicons using simple search strategies.
Europarl parallel corpus (Koehn 2002) was used to create multilingual sets of
synonyms, that were later used to carry out the task of Word Sense Disambigua-
tion (WSD) on the original corpus from which they were derived. The theoretical
analysis of the methodology validated our approach.
The multilingual sets of synonyms were then used to learn unsupervised mod-
1http://www.wikipedia.org/
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els of word morphology in the individual languages. The set of experiments we
carried out, along with another unsupervised technique, were evaluated against
the gold standard. Our results compared very favorably with the other approach.
The combination of the two approaches gave even better results.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Initial Motivation
Over the past two decades the web has been transformed from a limited resource
available to the lucky few, who could afford it or were working on the technol-
ogy behind it, to an immense resource rich in all kinds of information. But its
size causes its own problems, one of which is the inability to extract useful infor-
mation from this plethora of written material. The increasingly more advanced
hardware is making it possible to process all this information relatively faster.
That is where Natural Language Processing (NLP) comes in. It is a technol-
ogy for automated processing of natural languages, which uses computational
devices to extract useful relevant information.
That makes NLP an important task and with increasing information, it is be-
coming increasingly important. Without useful automated techniques, this vast
2
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pool of information would remain exactly that and its size would lose its mean-
ing.
A lot of work has already gone into NLP but still there are a number of tasks
which may take a number of years before they could be considered as resolved,
such as Machine Translation (MT), and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) to
name a few.
Despite the fact that a lot of work has already been done on NLP, the multi-
lingual aspect has still not been fully explored and no truly reliable commercial
tools have been developed that could replace the human effort required for such
tasks with machines.
The motivation behind this research is to see how a multilingual corpus can
be used to:
• extract new lexical resources;
• see how these lexical resources can assist in NLP or Information Retrieval
(IR), where documents are retrieved based on a query, tasks in the original
multilingual corpus from which they were derived.
1.2 NLP and Information Retrieval (IR)
Though IR is considered to be a different task than the subtasks of NLP, it relies
on some of the NLP methods and approaches, such as stemming.
1.2.1 NLP
NLP has a long history with a number of people spending years on building
useful real world applications. It has some success stories specially where NLP
has been employed in daily tasks, such as spell checker and grammar checker.
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NLP is a fairly complex problem and needs background knowledge in lin-
guistics, machine learning and statistics. That requires a long learning curve
which makes the talent pool working in it relatively scarce. Also, one important
ingredient is missing from most NLP tasks, its interface with speech. Ignoring
how humans express themselves and only focussing on language analysis breaks
a crucial link in the evolution of NLP technologies, making it a very difficult
task to develop machines passing the famous Turing Test that could communi-
cate with humans on equal footing (Turing 1950). Till that is achieved a lot of
effort needs to be put into designing and implementing systems that can incre-
mentally increase the performance of NLP tasks.
NLP covers a wide range of subtasks, such as WSD, MT, morphological anal-
ysis Question Answering (QA), Sentiment Analysis, and Part-of-Speech (POS)
tagging, to name but a few. A number of techniques and models have been used
to achieve the above mentioned tasks, such as statistical methods and graphical
models.
NLP tasks require rich text resources. Over the years, specially with the
advent of the internet, such resources are available in vast numbers and are often
free. Corpus based approaches can help in gathering statistics related to use of
language constructs in a real world environment.
1.2.2 Corpora based Approaches
Over the years a number of mono- and multi-lingual corpora have emerged.
Starting from the Brown Corpus (Francis 1964), an American English corpus
that covered 1 million words. Subsequent efforts include the British National
Corpus (BNC) (Burnard & Aston 1998), a 100 million word corpus. Such mono-
lingual corpora can obviously help in mono-lingual tasks. Both the mentioned
corpora were not annotated with lexical semantic information. An example of an
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annotated mono-lingual corpus is Wall Street Journal (WSJ) Treebank (Marcus
et al. 1993) which is annotated with syntactic tree structures for all sentences in
the corpus.
The annotations provide auxiliary information that is helpful when super-
vised learning approaches are used for training and testing purposes. It can also
act as a gold standard for evaluation purposes. The unannotated corpora lack in
auxiliary information and supervised approaches are not suited for such corpora.
Unsupervised approaches on the other hand can take into account the statistical
information hidden within the corpus and thus need no information provided by
experts.
Un-annotated corpora can also be developed more cheaply since no expert
knowledge is required to provide annotations. Annotated corpora on the other
hand do not come cheap. A certain level of consensus is required among experts
before the annotated corpus could be used as a gold standard. That puts an extra
cost on the development of such corpora.
Apart from the above mentioned mono-lingual corpora some multi-lingual
corpora are also freely available. Normally speeches made in multi-lingual fora
are a good source of such corpora. One example is the Hansard which are the
parliamentary proceedings in the Westminster style of governments. The Cana-
dian Hansard1 is bilingual in English and French. Another example from more
recent history is the Europarl (Koehn 2002) which is a very comprehensive ac-
count of European Parliamentary proceedings updated regularly and is freely
available in a refined form ready to be used for NLP tasks2 in 11 European lan-
guages, or a subset of them.
Europarl is immensely useful as an un-annotated corpus and is well suited
to unsupervised learning. Statistical approaches are well suited to process it and
1http://www.parl.gc.ca/housechamberbusiness/chambersittings.aspx
2http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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extract useful information, for instance, as to how the words are aligned between
any two languages (Brown et al. 1993). Since such corpora are lacking in any
annotated information, the algorithms have to themselves build statistical tables
based on the frequency of words. GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003) is now considered
to be a standard tool in bilingual word alignment. It has been used in for the
purposes of this research work as well.
Supervised or un-supervised, corpora based approaches can be used to au-
tomatically create resources such as WordNet, rather than doing it manually as
for the original Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Fellbaum 1998), or EuroWordNet
(Vossen 1998), which took years to be built.
Though, hand-crafted resources are generally more comprehensive and fine
grained, such as WordNet, the automatically generated ones take less time and
fewer number of human resources. But such processes are prone to errors, since
normally statistical approaches are employed and they are far from perfect, in-
ducing their own errors that may be multiplied over multiple languages. They
also normally still require pre-processing to be done before any useful tool could
be employed to extract any useful information.
1.2.3 Information Retrieval (IR)
Lancaster (1968) defines IR as:
An information retrieval system does not inform (i.e. change the knowledge
of) the user on the subject of his inquiry. It merely informs on the existence (or
non-existence) and whereabouts of documents relating to his request.
van Rijsbergen (1979) gives a detailed account of automatic IR in his book
which is freely available on the internet3.
IR pertains to searching documents of interest. The brute force approach
3http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/Keith/Preface.html
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would be to look at each available document and see if it is of interest to the user
by comparing it with the query given by the user. A more refined approach would
be to cluster documents which are closer to each other based on a certain metric
such as the Euclidean distance in the Vector Space Model (Salton et al. 1975).
The closer the documents, the greater the chances that they belong to the same
cluster. Thus clusters of documents are formed with a class assigned to each one
of them. When a query is given by the user the whole set of documents in the
cluster closest to the query is returned.
In this work we have treated each speech delivered in the European Parlia-
ment as a document and performed clustering on them with and without the sense
tags in order to evaluate the multilingual synsets that were generated. This step
essentially is IR.
1.2.4 Multilingual NLP and IR
While monolingual NLP is generally concerned with using NLP techniques from
the perspective of one language at a time, for instance, finding English synonyms
using the Distributional Similarity measure (van der Plas & Tiedemann 2006),
where there is no need to compare the context in one language to the context in
another. For such tasks a corpus in one language suffices.
Yet, the full potential of NLP techniques can not be realized unless they are
set in the environment where multiple languages are considered. Using more than
one language may increase the overhead of dealing with more than one language
at a time but could be very useful for certain tasks, for instance, trying to reduce
polysemous ambiguity in the language of interest. A polysemous word may
be translated into different word forms in another language, indicating different
senses in which it might be used. That helps in narrowing down the number of
senses in one of the languages, in which that word could be used in that particular
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context. It is essentially the WSD task, but rather than relying on one language
we take cues from other languages.
Multilingual corpora are also useful in some other tasks, such as Machine
Translation, where models can be trained to learn word/phrase pairs in the lan-
guages of interest. The larger the size of the corpora the greater the accuracy of
such alignment. They can also be useful for creating multilingual lexicons, a task
hitherto done by teams of human experts which is quite time consuming and is
also costly. Automating such tasks can save a lot human effort and can also be
less costly.
IR can also be done in the multilingual context. One of the earliest ex-
periments were conducted by Salton (Salton 1970) for English and German.
Other methods that have been used include similarity thesauri (Scha¨uble 1997)
(Sheridan & Ballerini 1996) and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Landauer &
Littman 1990) have also been used for the said purpose. Comparable Corpora
have also been used for Multilingual IR (Talvensaari et al. 2007), and (Braschler
& Scha¨uble 1998). McEnery (2003) defines comparable corpus as the one that is
collected using “the same proportions of the texts of the same genres in the same
domains in a range of different languages in the same sampling period.”.
1.3 Multilingual Resources
The need of international organizations, such as the United Nations (UN)4 or the
European Union (EU)5 together with the advancements in Computer technology
made it relatively easier to exploit them.
Different resources vary widely on what they offer in terms of the topics
and languages. The UN defines six languages viz. Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin),
4http://www.un.org/en/
5http://europa.eu/
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English, French, Russian and Spanish (Castilian) as official languages. EU on
the other hand defines 23 different languages as official. Being official grants
a special status to that language and all publications are done in all the official
languages. These provide an immense resource of multilingual parallel corpora,
where the translations of the documents are available. Southeast European Times
(SETimes)6 is the manifestation of parallel corpora available online consisting of
the news items.
Apart from the above mentioned corpora Wikipedia7 is a rich resource avail-
able freely online in 282 languages. It makes it easy for the users to edit it and
contribute articles on any conceivable topic under the sun. The articles may or
may not be translated in different languages depending on their interest and are
not translations of each other. Thus, they are not parallel in nature, yet expanding
on the same topic but in different context and perspective.
1.4 Problem Statements
The thesis has three main aims, two of which (building multilingual lexicons and
generating multilingual proto-synsets) are independent while the third (morpho-
logical analysis of the proto-synsets) is dependent on the second.
1.4.1 Building Multilingual Lexicons
Premise A: Wikipedia is a freely available online resource which can be seen as
a multilingual comparable corpus.
Premise B: The title(s) of each Wikipedia article across languages are faithful
translations of the same concept.
6http://www.setimes.com/cocoon/setimes/xhtml/en GB/homepage/
7http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Premise C: A crawler can be used to mine Wikipedia and extract the titles of the
articles on the same topic in languages of interest.
Conjecture A: The fact that article titles are translations of each other across
languages, can be used to generate multilingual lexicons.
Conjecture B: The Wikipedia categories can be used to select terms from a
particular domain.
Our first aim is expressed in the following research questions:
Is it possible to use an online freely available multilingual resource, such as
Wikipedia, to create a multilingual lexicon? Can it be done to create a general
as well as domain-specific dictionaries?
1.4.2 Creating and using Multilingual Synsets
Premise A: Monolingual, PWN, (Miller et al. 1990) and Multilingual, EuroWord-
Net, (Vossen 1998) WordNets already exits. Where a WordNet is a lexical se-
mantic resource in which the semantics of a word is defined by the list of all
words sharing that meaning. Such lists are referred to as synsets. The original
PWN is for English, while EuroWordNet is for various languages of the Euro-
pean Union, which are linked to the PWN through Inter-Lingual Indexes.
Premise B: Standard word alignment tools, such as GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003),
exist that take in a bilingual parallel corpus, and word aligns it, mapping a word
in one language onto one or more words representing its probable translations in
the other, using the contexts of the two words in their respective texts.
Conjecture 1: Word-aligning a multilingual parallel corpus would produce a set
of words/phrases containing synonymous expressions for all languages. These
can be used as a kind of multilingual synsets annotating the words and phrases in
the corpus from which they have been derived with a lexical semantic tag. The
result can be used in unsupervised approaches to NLP/IR as no additional human
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annotation of the parallel corpus is required.
Conjecture 2: The notion of multilingual synsets can be employed with the ul-
timate aim of being able to disambiguate between the meanings of words and
phrases in any given language represented in the corpus.
That raises the following research questions:
Can the existing word alignment tools, such as GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003)
be used to word align parallel corpora across different languages? Can the
word alignments, thus created, be used to merge the aligned words and create
phrases? Can the sum of multilingual phrases be used as multilingual synsets
to disambiguate the word meanings in the corpus from which they have been
derived? Can we use them in general purpose tools beyond the parallel corpus
from which they have been derived? Can meaningful evaluation be done in the
absence of any gold standard?
1.4.3 Morphological Analysis of Multilingual Synsets
Premise A: There are a number of approaches for the unsupervised learning of
word morphology that can be used to map word forms onto their base forms
(i.e., lexical entries) (Snyder & Barzilay 2008), (Kazakov & Manandhar 2001),
and (Goldsmith 2001).
Premise B: Any approach using multilingual synsets would benefit from a tool
mapping word forms onto lexical entries in order to avoid spurious variations
among these synsets.
Premise C: The multilingual synsets provide additional context to the word
forms for any given language that could be used with benefit when applying
unsupervised learning of word morphology.
Conjecture 1: We can use this data to produce a word morphology model in an
unsupervised way.
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Conjecture 2: The result can be used to improve the quality of the multilingual
synsets.
That raises the following research questions:
Can we test Conjecture 1 and evaluate it by comparing against a gold stan-
dard (van den Bosch et al. 1996) or with other unsupervised techniques?
1.4.4 Evaluation and its Challenges
Creating the multilingual lexicons and a WordNet like resource posed their own
challenges but their evaluation proved to be a really hard nut to crack. In the
absence of multilingual gold standard corpora, evaluating our own algorithms
was tricky.
The way the multilingual lexicons could be evaluated were through building
the languages’ family tree structure and comparing it with the real world family
tree structures for the languages considered. The sparsity of the lexicon provided
clues to which languages shared common set of articles and were thus considered
to be closer since the people who had written in those languages seemed to be
interested in similar topics probably due to the fact that they belonged to the same
geographical region or shared cultural, political or religious leanings.
Evaluation of multilingual synsets proved to be even harder in the absence of
any gold standard. Thus we assumed the original English corpus to be disam-
biguated, as the gold standard and the results of disambiguation were evaluated
against it after clustering both the original and the disambiguated corpus.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a literature review on using
Wikipedia to create multilingual resources, aligning parallel corpora, morphol-
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ogy, WSD, evaluation, and IR. Chapter 3 gives a detailed explanation of how
the multilingual lexicons were generated from Wikipedia. Chapter 4 expands on
the extraction of multilingual proto-synsets from the aligned corpora, and their
evaluation. Chapter 5 explains how the multilingual proto-synsets were used to
do morphological analysis of the languages at hand. Chapter 6 discusses the
conclusions and future work.
1.6 Note on Terminology
One aim of the thesis is to create multilingual proto-synsets that could become
the basis of an automatically created fully-fledged multilingual WordNet with all
the nuances of semantic relationships as defined in the PWN, such as hyponymy,
herpnymy, synonymy, and meronymy. But before we embark upon such an en-
deavor it would be appropriate to define what a multilingual proto-synset really
is.
A multilingual proto-synset, as the name implies, would be multilingual in
nature. The term synset, as originally used for the PWN is a set of synonyms.
But in our case we are putting together words and phrases in different languages,
their alignments put together constitute the synset. For instance, 〈resumption of,
wiederaufnahme, reprise de, ǫπανα´ληψη της〉 is one such multilingual synset.
We add the notion of proto to convey the message that these synsets are still in
their raw form and will need a lot of processing to make them into refined set of
synsets, for instance, merging synsets that are syntactic inflections of each other.
The synset describing the concept dog and the dogs are basically the same and
are just inflectional variation of each other.
CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
This work falls under the larger umbrella of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cov-
ers a variety of sub-domains, such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Information Retrieval (IR), Machine Learning (ML), Computational Lexicogra-
phy, and using search to build lexicons and using statistical methods combined
with a deterministic algorithm to build a multilingual resource.
Since, it covers all these sub-domains of AI, it would be appropriate to shed
light on what they are and what contributions have been made by other people
relevant to our research.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 discusses vari-
ous mono- and multilingual resources available that could be used to carry out
NLP/IR tasks; Section 2.2 discusses various tasks that fall under the category
of NLP/IR, such as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), Morphology, and IR
itself; Section 2.3 expands upon ML approaches relevant to our work; and fi-
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nally, Section 2.4 discusses various approaches adopted to build resources from
corpora.
2.1 Resources
Over the years many online and offline resources have been built that can be used
by applying AI or ML techniques to either build new resources or to carry out
other useful tasks, such as WSD and morphological analysis.
A lot of human effort has gone into building these resources, with or without
the modern technology available in the form of micro-processors. The available
resources are both mono- and multi-lingual in nature, and are either machine
readable or can be converted into one.
We have used a few of these resources in our research. The rest of this section
covers a few of the available resources.
2.1.1 Wikipedia
Beginning in 2001, Wikipedia1 has emerged as one of the largest online sources
of multilingual information, “attracting 400 million unique visitors monthly as of
March 2011 according to ComScore”2. “There are more than 91,000 active con-
tributors working on more than 17,000,000 articles in more than 270 languages.”
(September 20, 2011) 3 With a very high flexibility for editing, virtually anyone
can add pages in Wikipedia.
It is a freely available multilingual encyclopaedia which can be edited by
anyone with access to the internet. To ensure the veracity of information avail-
1http://www.wikipedia.org/
2http://stats.wikimedia.org/reportcard/
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About
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able there, administrators4 are promoted through consensus among the Wikipedia
community. One of their tasks is to ensure that articles are properly referenced.
It caters to multitude of writing systems and covers every conceivable topic in
the world that attracts enough attention that people want to write about it. The
objectivity and quality of articles on Wikipedia may be brought to scrutiny but
Giles (2005) showed that their quality is comparable to Encyclopedia Brittanica.
It is based on wiki which is a collaborative tool that allows users to edit online.
Ward Cunningham5 the first prototype in 1995. Wikipedia is based on it and the
word “Wikipedia” is a portmanteau of the words wiki and encyclopedia6.
2.1.2 Parallel Corpora
Parallel corpora are translations of a text in different languages. The languages
covered in any particular corpus is dependent on the purpose for which it is cre-
ated. For instance, the Canadian parliamentary proceedings, known as the Cana-
dian Hansard7, covers English and French.
The quality of parallel corpora is dependent on the quality of translators.
They may or may not be tagged. Tags can be syntactic or semantic in nature.
An example of a lexical semantic resource is Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Miller
et al. 1990), which is discussed later in section 2.1.3. Tagged corpora can be used
both for supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. While the untagged
corpora can only be used for unsupervised learning approaches unless they are
tagged first.
Parallel corpora can be used to carry out certain NLP/IR tasks, such as Word
Alignment (Och & Ney 2000), and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) (Tufis
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ward Cunningham
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About
7http://www.parl.gc.ca/ParlBusiness.aspx?Language=E
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et al. (2004), Ng et al. (2007)).
There are a number of parallel corpora available for NLP/IR tasks. Examples
include Europarl (Koehn 2002) and Canadian Hansard 8 etc.
Europarl
Europarl (Koehn 2002) provides the translated proceedings of the the Euro-
pean parliament freely available for carrying out NLP/IR tasks. It is currently
available in 11 different languages9, covering a variety of language families and
writing styles. The aim of the project is to create sentence aligned corpora. Ear-
lier versions were less refined and hence needed a lot of pre-processing. Later
versions are relatively easier to process with less pre-processing required and are
already sentence aligned.
OPUS: the open parallel corpus
OPUS (Tiedemann 2004) is a project that aims to provide a wide range of
parallel corpora to the research community. The corpora are taken from several
online resources, sentence aligned and converted into a uniform XML format. It
covers more than a 100 languages and is thus rich in linguistic diversity. It uses
a number of sources to build these parallel lexical resources, such as Europarl
(Koehn 2002), European Central Bank (ECB) corpus10, and Southeast European
Times11.
Canadian Hansard
Canadian Hansard is the record of Canadian Parliamentary Proceedings12.
They are available in both English and French and is tagged with information
related to the speakers and the language used by them.
8http://www.parl.gc.ca/housechamberbusiness/chambersittings.aspx
9http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
10http://www.ecb.int/pub/html/index.en.html
11http://www.setimes.com/
12http://www.parl.gc.ca/ParlBusiness.aspx?Language=E
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2.1.3 WordNet: A Lexical Semantic Resource
The notion of synset, or set of synonyms, comes from a project at Princeton,
guided by George Miller (Miller et al. (1990), Fellbaum (1998)). He started
work on a lexical database, as opposed to an alphabetical dictionary, known as
PWN.
Conventional dictionaries put everything in alphabetical order, which seems
to be the most natural way of storing such information. Yet it has proved to
be highly in-efficient in terms of finding synonyms, antonyms and other such
semantic information, which might be of great use to the user.
PWN divided the lexicon into three different categories: nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives, and adverbs. It provides a mapping between word forms and word
meanings by building a lexical matrix, with word forms being the headings of
the columns and word meanings being the headings of the rows. Any entry in
this matrix builds a relationship between the form and the meaning. If there are
two entries in a row, the words are synonymous, and if there are two entries in
the same column, the words are polysemous. Where synonyms are words with
the same meaning and polysemous are the words with multiple meanings. PWN
defines other semantic relationships as well, such as antonymy, hyponymy, and
meronymy.
Synonymy
Synonymy defines a relation between any two word forms which share a
common meaning. Thus, two words are synonymous if substituting one for the
other in a sentence, does not change its truth value. This is a very strict definition
of synonym, and such synonyms are rare, if they exist at all. A more weaker ver-
sion of the definition relates to the context in which the word forms are used. So
two word forms are synonymous if substituting one for the other in a linguistic
context does not change its truth value. For instance, in the carpentary context,
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substituting plank for wood will not change its truth value, hence they are syn-
onyms. Such words can be combined in the form of sets, known as the synsets.
Thus the synset in this case will be {plank, board}.
Antonymy
Antonymy is a relation between words that carry meaning opposite to each
other. It also has to do with word forms and not just the meaning. It would be a
mistake to assume that not-x would be an antonym of the word x. For instance,
rich and poor are antonyms but to assume that not-rich is antonym for rich would
be a folly, since not being rich does not necessarily mean being poor.
Similarly rise and fall are antonyms, and so are ascend and descend. But rise
and descend are not. Thus, word form is also important, and not just meaning, in
deciding whether two words are antonyms of each other or not.
Hyponymy/Hypernymy
It defines the IS A relation between word meanings. In other words it de-
fines the subordinate/superordinate relationships, where hyponymy corresponds
to subordination and hypernymy corresponds to superordination. For instance a
tiger IS A cat or the hypernym for tiger is a cat and the hyponym of a cat is a
tiger. It helps building the inheritance systems, which may be used for IR.
Meronymy/Holonymy
It defines the HAS A relation between word meanings. For instance a car
has a tyre, which is holonymy relation. Meronymy is the opposite relation, e.g.,
that tyre is a part of a car.
Synset is the basic unit of information that PWN deals with. Figure 2.1 gives
a snapshot of the synset in WordNet13. Words at the same level form a synset,
which in this case is for the concept car. In the WordNet version 3.0, there are
a total of 117,659 synsets. Every synset in WordNet has a unique ID and is also
13http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=car&sub=Search+WordNet
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assigned a POS tag. For instance, for the word Actifed, the ID is 02680086 and
the POS tag is n, which means that it is a noun.
Figure 2.1: A snapshot of PWN showing a synset.
2.2 NLP and IR
NLP and IR are by now established areas of research in the realm of Computer
Science. NLP is the branch of Computer Science (CS) which deals with interac-
tion between computers and natural languages used by humans. It falls under the
broader category of Artificial Intelligence (AI). NLP has both the computational
and the linguistics aspects, since the knowledge of both is required in order to
build effective NLP systems.
IR is the science of searching relevant documents, the information within
documents, or meta data related to documents based on a search query given the
by the user.
NLP has a number of subtasks, of which Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
and Morphological Analysis are discussed here.
2.2.1 Word Sense Disambiguation
Ambiguity is natural in any natural language. The task of disambiguation refers
to the process by which the software narrows down the meaning of a target word.
It can be performed in the mono-lingual or multi-lingual context, based on the
availability of resources.
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A common example of ambiguity is the word bank has two common inter-
pretations: the bank of a river and the financial institution. The task of disam-
biguation is to estimate in which sense it is used in a given context. It is known
as polysemy in linguistics.
Chomsky (1965) gives many examples of ambiguities that exist in English.
For instance the sentence “flying planes can be dangerous” can be interpreted in
two different ways: “flying planes are dangerous”; or “flying planes is danger-
ous”.
Another example quoted by Chomsky is “I had a book stolen”. It can be
interpreted in three different ways: “someone stole my book”; “I had someone
steal a book”; or “I had almost succeeded in stealing a book”.
Polysemy occurs quite often in any natural language. For English, the Prince-
ton WordNet (PWN) (Miller et al. 1990) gives an average polysemy of 2.79 for
nouns, 3.57 for verbs, 2.71 for adjectives, and 2.50 for adverbs14.
Polysemy is just one kind of ambiguity inherent in a natural language. Prepo-
sitional phrase (PP) attachment ambiguity and ambiguity in tagging are also ex-
amples of ambiguities in a language.
PP attachment ambiguity refers to the problem of deciding whether the PP
attaches with a noun or a verb. More light is shed on it in section 2.2.1.3.
Ambiguity in tagging refers to what part of speech (POS) tag should be as-
signed to a word. For instance the word butter could either be a noun or a verb.
Using a word as a verb rather than as a noun might totally change the meaning
of the word and thus could be viewed as a WSD problem. In order to disam-
biguate such ambiguities, nearby structural cues might help such as the use of a
determiner before the word.
Both supervised and unsupervised learning approaches could be used for re-
14http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/wnstats.7WN.html
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solving ambiguity in the text. The difference between the two is that in Super-
vised Learning we know the classification of each example but in Unsupervised
Learning the classification of training data is unknown in advance. Thus unsu-
pervised learning can be seen as clustering while supervised learning can be seen
as a classification task, or as a curve-fitting task.
2.2.1.1 Supervised Disambiguation
In supervised disambiguation the task is to train the algorithm based on labeled
examples and then to generalize it in order to classify the hitherto unseen ex-
amples. It can not work without the availability of annotated data, which is
expensive to create. An example of this approach is the Bayes Classifier.
Bayes Classifier
The Bayesian approach looks at words surrounding the target word in the text,
making its context. Words in a context carry useful information about the target
word and help in narrowing down its sense. The Bayes classifier uses the Bayes
decision rule to decide the class of the target word. Its aim is to minimize error
in classification (Duda & Hart 1973). The rule can be described mathematically
as in equation 2.1.
Decide s′ if P (s′|c) > P (sk|c) for sk 6= s
′ (2.1)
Here s′ and sk are two different senses of the target word, and c is the set of
words in its immediate context.
The probability P (sk|c) is usually not known but can be estimated using the
Bayes rule as given in equation 2.2.
P (sk|c) =
P (c|sk)
P (c)
P (sk) (2.2)
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In equation 2.2 P (sk) is the prior probability of sense sk, without any in-
formation about the context in which the word has occurred. It is updated with
a factor that incorporates the context into its calculations. P (sk|c) is the poste-
rior probability. However, P (c) is independent of the sense and does not help
in disambiguating the word sense and hence can be removed from the equation
to give: P (sk|c) ∝ P (c|sk)P (sk). The classification process is then reduced to
maximizing the posterior probability (Equation 2.3).
s′ ∝ argmax
sk
P (sk|c)
∝ argmax
sk
P (c|sk)
P (c)
P (sk)
∝ argmax
sk
P (c|sk)P (sk)
∝ argmax
sk
[logP (c|sk) + logP (sk)]
(2.3)
Gale et al. (1992) describe a particular kind of Bayes classifier, known as the
Naive Bayes Classifier.
Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes Classifier essentially sees the words in a text as conditionally
independent. It removes the structure from the text, and is referred to as the
bag of words model. In the bag of words model, words are not dependent on
each other so that their order does not matter any more. For instance, the word
professor is more likely to occur in the context of a university and not a trade
union. But that relationship is lost in the bag of words model. Mathematically
the Naive Bayes assumption can be expressed as in equation 2.4.
P (c|sk) =
∏
vj∈c
P (vj|sk) (2.4)
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Equation 2.5 redefines the decision rule in equation 2.1 in the light of bag of
words model.
Decide s/ if s/ = argmaxsk [logP (sk) +
∑
vj∈c
logP (vj |sk)] (2.5)
Dictionary-Based Disambiguation
In order to disambiguate a word in one language we can take clues from its
translation in another (Dagan et al. (1991), Dagan & Itai (1994)). The reason
being that two different translations may be used in another language for two
different senses of a word in the original language.
Manning & Schu¨tze (1999) gives an example of the English word interest,
which has two different meanings and are translated as two different word forms
in German. One is Beteiligung, meaning the legal share, and the other is Inter-
esse, meaning attention or concern. The first meaning can be used as “somebody
has more than 50% interest in the company”. The second meaning can be used
as “she has shown interest in Computer Science”.
We look for occurrences of the word interest in the English text and see if it is
used in a particular sense in the translated contexts in German. If that is always
the case, then our job is done and we assign that particular sense to the target
word.
If that is not the case then the context of the target word needs to be looked
more carefully for other clues. For instance, let’s suppose the word interest is
used in the sense of to show interest. The translation of show in German is
zeigen, and it will occur in the context of Interesse, since legal shares are not
shown. Thus, we can conclude that in the phrase to show interest, the word
interest is used in the second sense.
The goal is to disambiguate the target word in a particular context. Let us de-
fine a relationship R(w, v) as the ‘object-of’ relationship, or we can say word
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w is an object of word v. For the case of interest, one such relationship is
R(interest, show). Given the two translations of the word interest in German,
and one translation of the word show, we count the number of times beteiligung
occurs as the object of zeigen, and also the number of times Interesse occurs as
the object of zeigen. Or in other words we take counts of R(beteiligung, zeigen)
and R(Interesse, zeigen). The count of R(Interesse, zeigen) would be higher so
we can conclude that it is used in the second sense of the word.
Let R(w, v) be the ‘is-object-of’ relation, S be the second-language corpus,
T (sk) be the set of possible translations of sense sk, and T (v) be the set of
possible translations of v. Then,
comment: Given: a context c in which w occurs in relation R(w, v)
for all senses sk of w do
score(sk) = |{c′ ∈ S|∃w/ ∈ T (sk), v/ ∈ T (v) : R(w/, v/) ∈ c/}|
end
choose s/ = argmaxsk score(sk)
In some cases using dictionaries for disambiguation may not make sense,
specially for closely related languages. For instance, the word interest in English
and its French equivalent inte´reˆt are ambiguous in both languages in more or less
the same ways. In such cases bilingual dictionaries might not be of much help in
resolving ambiguity. It makes sense to make use of dictionaries when they make
sense and to make use of other alternatives when it does not (Gale et al. 1992).
Information Retrieval (IR) Approach to Sense Disambiguation
Gale et al. (1992) treated contexts just as documents are treated in a prob-
abilistic information retrieval (IR) model (Salton 1989), (van Rijsbergen 1979).
Let the tokens be represented by t, the relevant and irrelevant documents by r and
r′ respectively, and the two senses by s1 and s2 respectively, then the IR model
sorts documents by:
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score(d) =
∏
t∈d
P (t|r)
P (t|r′)
(2.6)
for WSD contexts c would be sorted by:
score(c) =
∏
t∈c
P (t|s1)
P (t|s2)
(2.7)
where P (t|si) denotes the estimate of the probability that whether the token
appears in the context of s1 or s2.
They defined the context as a window of 50 words to the left and also to the
right of the ambiguous word. Other studies have chosen to keep the context to
the words that are quite nearby. An approach that finds its basis on Kaplan’s
(Kaplan 1950) observation “a context consisting of one or two words has an
effectiveness not markedly different from that of the whole sentence.” Yet they
figured that in the Hansards (official records of the Canadian Parliament), context
was found to be relevant to noun disambiguation up to ten thousand words away.
Yet information at some remote distance from the ambiguous word may just
duplicate the information available at some nearer point. They also showed that
not many examples were needed for training to achieve good accuracy. In their
experiments three examples gave 75% accuracy and ten gave 80%. Thus the
marginal utility of extra examples was not very high. Thus useful systems could
be built for senses not occurring too many times in the corpus.
2.2.1.2 Unsupervised Disambiguation
Unsupervised methods, as opposed to supervised methods do not require anno-
tated corpus to carry out any useful tasks. They use contextual information to
describe the properties of the target words, phrase, sentences, and documents.
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Sentence Level Translation
Brown et al. (1990) chose as the translation of the French sentence F that sen-
tence in English E for which P (E|F ) is greatest. It is defined by the Bayes’rule
as:
P (E|F ) =
P (E)P (F |E)
P (F )
(2.8)
Since the denominator is independent of E, the equation reduces to maximiz-
ing P (E)P (F |E). The first factor corresponds to the statistical characterization
of the English language, and the latter corresponds to the statistical characteriza-
tion of the process of translation from English to French. Different models can
be employed to estimate the values of the probabilities.
Translation Model
The approach used the concept of alignment in which each English word,
independent of other words, produced 0 or more words in French. If A denotes a
typical alignment then the probability of translation from English to French can
be expressed as a sum over all possible alignments.
P (F |E) =
∑
A
P (F,A|E) (2.9)
The number of possible alignments increase rapidly with the size of the sen-
tences in the two languages. Yet not all of them contribute equally to the sum.
The one that contributes the most is called the Viterbi Alignment between the two
languages. The words thus aligned are known as connections. They obtained
over 12 million connections from the Canadian Hansard (Brown et al. 1990).
They defined as p(e, f) as the probability that the connection chosen at ran-
dom from the set of connections would connect the English word e to the French
word f . It could be used to compute the mutual information between a French
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word and its English mate in a connection. Mutual information estimates give us
the relationship between the two variables and gives us the information that each
one of them shares. It gives us a measure of how much uncertainty is removed
about one if we have information about the other.
Brown, Pietra, Pietra & Mercer (Brown et al.) described a method for label-
ing a word with the sense depending on the context in which it appears, so as
to increase the mutual information between the words in a connection. In the
French sentence Je vais prendre ma propre de´cision, the word prendre should be
translated as make since its object is de´cision. If de´cision is replaced by voiture,
meaning car in English, it should be translated as take to yield I will take my own
car. Thus the sense assigned to prendre depends on the first noun to the right,
which they called the informant for prendre.
They defined seven informants for French: the word to the left; the word to
the right; the first noun to the left; the first noun to the right; the first verb to the
left; the first verb to the right; and the tense of either the current word, if it is a
verb, or of the first verb to the left of the current word. For English they only
considered the previous two words.
For the French word prendre, the noun to the right yielded the most infor-
mation, 0.381 bits, about the English translation of the word. The nouns which
appear most frequently on the right of prendre were identified, with the proba-
bility of occurrence greater than one part in fifty. They were divided into two
groups depending on the sense they translate the French word prendre into. The
word is assigned the sense depending on the group to which the word on its right
belongs to. They discovered that if the noun on the right of prendre was de´cision,
the probability of its translation as to make was 3 times higher than its translation
as to take.
Yarowsky (1992) used Roget’s Categories to disambiguate words in English.
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Roget’s categories tend to correspond to sense distinctions. Thus finding the
Roget category for a word is akin to discriminating between different senses of
the word. The most probable category given the context was selected. There are a
total of 1,043 such categories. Each word may belong to one or more categories,
identifying different senses in which it could be used.
For each category in the Roget Categories, they first collected contexts repre-
sentative of the category. The goal of this step is to collect a set of words that are
typically found in the context of category. In order to achieve it they collected
contexts of 100 surrounding words for each occurrence of each member of the
category in the corpus (June 1991 electronic version of Grolier’s Encyclopedia).
Then in each collective context, they extracted the words that would give
significantly more information about the meaning of the target word. They called
them the salient words. In order to find the salient words they used a mutual
information like estimate: P (w|C)
P (w)
, where P (w/C) is the probability of a word
that it appears in the context of the category, and P (w) is its overall probability
in the whole of the text. The higher the estimate, the higher the probability that
the word is a salient word. Log of salience gives the weight of the word.
Occurrence of a salient word in the context of the target word indicates that
the target word belongs to the category for which the salient word is related.
Presence of several such words provides further evidence of it.
In order to determine the category of the target word they summed the weights
of the salient words in a context and chose the category with the highest sum, us-
ing equation 2.10.
argmax
C
∑
w in context
log
(
P (w|C) x P (C)
P (w)
)
(2.10)
The algorithm was applied to 12 words: star, mole, galley, cone, bass, bow,
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taste, interest, issue, duty, sentence and slug. Accuracy ranged from 100% for
some, such as the Securities sense of the word stock to a low of 25% for the
ornamentation sense of ribbon. For most of the words accuracy remained fairly
high.
Properties of a Word in a Document and in its Context
Yarowsky (1995) used the notions of “one sense per discourse” and “one
sense per collocation” to do unsupervised learning for disambiguation. Their
corpus contained 460 million words containing news articles, scientific abstracts,
spoken transcripts, and novels. The notions stated above are defined below as:
One sense per discourse:
The sense of a target word is highly consistent within any given document
(Yarowsky 1995).
One sense per collocation:
Nearby words provide strong and consistent clues to the sense of a target
word, conditional on relative distance, order and syntactic relationship (Yarowsky
1995).
They first extracted all examples of a given target word (plant in this case)
from the corpus. They then put together these extracted examples to form the
untagged training set. For each sense of the target word, they identified a few
seed collocations. For instance, they chose the words life and manufacturing as
seed collocations for the senses of the word plant relating to trees and indus-
trial plants. They then collected all the training examples containing the seed
collocations and tagged them with the appropriate senses. That yielded 82 ex-
amples (1%) of the sense of plant being life form, and 106 examples (1%) of the
sense of plant being an industrial unit. The rest of the 98% were residual training
examples, making a total of 7,350 examples.
The seed collocations were used to identify other collocations for each sense
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using the decision list algorithm (Yarowsky 1994). Decision list gives a list of
collocations with the corresponding sense ordered by the log-likelihood ratio
Log
(
P (SenseA|Collocationi)
P (SenseB|Collocationi)
)
. A new instance would be compared against the de-
cision list and the first collocate would be identified matching it, from the top
of the list. The corresponding sense would be assigned to that new instance. A
collocate, such as life might appear in different collocations, for instance as life
(within ±2-10 words) or plant life.
After applying the “one sense per collocation” principle, they used the “one
sense per discourse” principle to tag the training examples. If many instances of
the target word were tagged with a particular sense in a discourse, the rest of the
instances were also assigned the same sense. The principle can also be used to
correct certain misclassifications. If a training instance is classified as something
else originally, its sense tag can be changed if the rest of the examples, or most
of them, in a discourse share a particular sense.
By applying both the constraints, the original seed sets keep expanding with
new examples being added while the residual keeps shrinking till the algorithm
converges to a stable residual set.
They showed that their algorithm gave similar performance as the supervised
algorithm (decision list algorithm applied to the same data without using any
discourse information) given identical training contexts (95.5% vs. 96.1%).
2.2.1.3 PP Attachment Ambiguity
Prepositional Phrase (PP) attachment is an attachment ambiguity problem that
has intrigued both linguists and computational linguists for decades. It basically
pertains to deciding whether the PP attaches to the noun or the verb. An example
could be “He saw a man with the telescope.” It is difficult to decide in this case
whether the telescope was carried by the person watching the other one, or by
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the one being watched.
Collins & Brooks (1995) used the backed-off model to ascertain the probabil-
ities of pp attachment to the noun or to the verb. It uses the 4-tuples comprising
the four head words, denoted by 〈verb,head of noun phrase1,preposition,head
of noun phrase2〉. An attachment decision value was defined, with 1 for noun
attachment and 0 for verb attachment, and was denoted by A, to create the quin-
tuples. Since the attachment value of A was dependent on the four head words,
conditional probabilities were used. It was assumed that the default was noun
attachment (A = 1), thus the actual probability of A given the four head words
was estimated using:
pˆ(1|v, n1, p, n2) (2.11)
where v is the verb head, n1 is the head of the noun phrase 1, p is the prepo-
sitional phrase, and n2 is the head of the noun phrase 2. The decision could be
made based on the test:
pˆ(1|v, n1, p, n2) ≥ 0.5 (2.12)
Thus if the above test is true then attachment is assumed to be noun, otherwise
verb. The probability estimates were based on frequency counts. The maximum
likelihood estimated (MLE) method was used for estimation, which gives the
following:
pˆ(1|v, n1, p, n2) =
f(1, v, n1, p, n2)
f(v, n1, p, n2)
(2.13)
Where f denotes the frequency with which a tuple occurs in the training data.
Thus, f(1, v, n1, p, n2) is the frequency with which the tuple (1,v,n1,p,n2) occurs
with a noun attachment. The denominator does not contain any information re-
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garding noun or verb attachment, and thus is just the count of number of times
that tuple occurs with any attachment in the training data. Thus if the above ra-
tio between the two frequencies is greater than or equal to 0.5, then it is noun
attachment, else it is verb attachment.
The backed-off model (Katz 1987) is based on predicting the probability of
the word n, given the n − 1 preceding words. But since these estimates are
based on frequencies of n-grams, the higher the order of these n-grams, lower
the frequency. Thus it is quite possible that for any order n, the frequency might
be less than a certain threshold, which would give inaccurate estimates. Due to
this problem in the backed-off model the order of n-grams is reduced in each
iteration, which increases the chances of frequency of such n-grams be greater
than the threshold. It is backed off till sufficiently accurate estimates can be
made.
Using the backed-off model for PP attachment prediction (Collins & Brooks
1995), the tuples are reduced in size first from four head words to three, and
then to two, given that those tuples would have a preposition in them. It yields
frequency counts of three different 4-tuples: f(1, v, n1, p), f(1, v, p, n2), and
f(1, n1, p, n2). Further reduction would yield three different frequency counts
of 3-tuples: f(1, v, p), f(1, n1, p), and f(1, p, n2). Thus first it would try to esti-
mate the probability of PP-attachment for the case when we are taking frequency
counts of all the four head words. If it is not greater than 0, then it backs off,
reducing the order of n-grams to three, and tries to estimate the probability if the
combined frequency of all the 4-tuples are greater than 0. In case it fails, it backs
off to the last case where the order of n-grams is reduced to 2, and the estimates
are made based on the combined frequencies of the 3-tuples. If all the above
cases fail then it gives the default pp-attachment of noun to the phrase.
The study proved more successful than other studies hitherto done on the
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Wall Street Journal corpus, yielding an accuracy of 84.5%, which was very near
to the human performance of 88%, using four head words alone. One of the
important discovery of this study was that “ignoring events which occur less
than 5 times in training data reduces performance to 81.6%”.
Kazakov et al. (2006) used Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) to learn rules
that would help in resolving PP attachment ambiguity. They used the ILP tools
Progol and CLOG. They used WordNet to assign all possible semantic tags to
label the 〈Verb, Noun, Prep, Noun〉 4-tuples. The 4-tuples were also labeled
with the attachment class, ‘N’ for noun attachment, and ‘V’ for verb attachment.
Both the tools learned attachment rules. The rules were learnt separately by
Progol while CLOG learned them together. Progol learned pure prolog programs
with no ordering between them while CLOG learned the rules with an ordering
from the most specific to the most general. Only the most specific applicable
rule would apply. CLOG rules are intended to learn the most likely rules that
explained an attachment given a particular context. CLOG would only learn one
rule per example, but Progol might learn many rules for each example.
They adopted both greedy and non-greedy approaches for learning with pro-
gol. In the greedy approach once a clause was learnt, all the positive examples
covered by it were removed. That speeded up the process by removing a few pos-
itive examples at each step but that made evaluation more difficult since knowing
how many positive examples are covered by a clause is important. In the non-
greedy approach Progol takes one positive example at a time and finds the best
clause that covers it. The process of inducing a clause is independent for differ-
ent examples and hence it can be parallelized. It does not remove any positive
examples once a clause has been covered.
Both Progol and CLOG learned a number of rules. For the non-greedy ap-
proach Progol learned 1,542 rules for noun-attachment and 1,996 rules for verb
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attachment. For the greedy approach it learned 257 rules for noun attachment
and 541 rules for verb attachment. CLOG on the other hand learned 338 rules in
total.
It could not improve on the Naive Bayesian approach since the original data
had a lot of ambiguity.
PP Attachment and WSD
The context in which the word appears plays a great role in disambiguating
any ambiguous words. That is where PP Attachment disambiguation comes into
the picture. By changing the noun or verb attachment, the whole meaning of the
sentence might change and it might also change the sense in which a particular
ambiguous word has been used.
Consider an example of a sentence:
I saw a star in the park with a telescope.
It has different semantic interpretations:
1) I saw [a star [in the park]] [with a telescope.]
2) I saw [a star [in the park [with a telescope]]].
3) I saw [a star] [in the park [with a telescope]].
Depending on whether with a telescope attaches with the star, in which case
it might mean a tv or film star having a telescope, or it was me who had the
telescope, in which case star could mean any celestial body. Thus resolving PP
attachment ambiguity can help in WSD.
2.2.1.4 WordNet and WSD
The richness of PWN (Miller et al. 1990) as a lexical semantic resource, makes
it a good choice for carrying out WSD (Banerjee & Pedersen (2002), Mihalcea
& Moldovan (1999), Li et al. (1995), Agirre & Rigau (1995)).
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Banerjee & Pedersen (2002) made changes to the basic algorithm defined by
Lesk (Lesk 1986) but rather than using Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
they used WordNet.
The original Lesk algorithm takes a small context around the target word
in the text and looks up into the dictionary for the definitions. For a phrase,
such as coal ash, they will look for the definitions of both the words, and see
if the word ash was used in the sense of a color, a tree or the natural resource
which started the Industrial Revolution. They will see how many words were
in common between different sense of the two words, and the senses for each
word that shared the maximum number of words in definitions would be used to
sense tag the original words. They discovered that the words that the definitions
of coal and ash shared the most for any of their senses, were combustible, burn,
and solid. That coincided with the definition of coal that when burnt left ash, and
that is the abundant natural resource.
Banerjee’s use of WordNet rather than a dictionary improved the performance
up to 32% accurate as compared to 16-23% for different variations of the Lesk
algorithm.
Li et al. (1995) used semantic networks that exist in WordNet to create word/word
relationships and later used them for WSD. The semantic network defined by the
WordNet has nodes where each node carries a synset. At one node the synset de-
fines the strict synonymy relationships between words. Each sense of a word, as
we get as a result of querying the WordNet search engine, has a separate node for
it in the semantic network. One level up is the parent synset of a particular synset
and one level down is the child synset. Similarly sibling synsets are defined that
share a common parent synset. The synonymy relationship only goes one way
from the child to the parent, where the parent synset can be taken as the extended
synonym of its child synset. They used the notion of semantic distance which is
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proportional to the shortest distance between any two synsets in the network.
They only looked for noun objects of verbs in the given text (the Canadian
Income Tax Guide) but they reckon it could be extended to cater for noun subjects
as well. They used verbs as the context of the noun objects, essentially creating
verb-noun word pairs and looked for semantic similarity between different nouns
and verbs using the WordNet semantic network. They used different heuristic
rules that were based on the idea that noun objects that shared same or similar
verbs were similar. They found their method to be 72% accurate and only 4%
of the results were wrong for noun object sense disambiguation. The rest were
judged to be partially correct.
2.2.1.5 Multilingual Disambiguation
Multilingual resources come in handy when it comes to word sense disambigua-
tion since a polysemous word in one language may be translated into distinct
words in another. Distinct words in the other language might be due to the bias
of the translator or the context of that word. Such clues are important if one
wants to ascertain the true sense in which the original word is used.
Diab (2000), Diab & Resnik (2002) reported some initial investigation into
using word alignment and creating sets in the target language, English in this
case, for each word F in the source language, French in this case.
They identified a few words in French to be disambiguated, for instance
catastrophe. After word alignment they took all the words in the English cor-
pus aligned with the target word in French to form the target sets. For the word
catastrophe, the target set was disaster, tragedy and situation.
Then within the target set they considered all possible subsets of pairs of
words and looked at their senses in WordNet and estimated which sense of a
word got support from which sense of another word in the sense. For instance,
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the word tragedy might mean a kind of drama, as opposed to say comedy. But
that would get little support from senses of the word disaster. The calamity sense
of tragedy gets more support from senses of other words in the set. That helps in
narrowing down the senses of the words in the target set.
Since we know the instances in English that correspond to the target set dis-
aster, tragedy and situation, we assign them the sense tag calamity. This sense
tag is later propagated to instances in French, and the instances where catastro-
phe are aligned with the target set disaster, tragedy and situation, are all assigned
the sense tag calamity. That is how WSD is performed.
Another example is that of the word bank, which can be used either in the
sense of shore, or in the sense of a financial institution. Using PWN (Miller
et al. 1990) taxonomies, distances were measured between different senses of all
the words in the target set. The French word rive would translate into bank and
shore in the parallel English corpus. Bank has 10 different senses defined in the
WordNet 1.6, with only the second sense corresponding to the river bank. Shore
has two senses defined with the first one a more appropriate translation of rive.
Thus distance between the senses of bank and shore related to bank of a body of
water would be expected to be lower than say the distance between shore and the
financial institution sense of bank. Propagating the assigned sense to the tokens
in the original corpora essentially formed the WSD step. They evaluated their
algorithm on an artificially created corpora and found the accuracy to be up to
79%.
2.2.1.6 Disambiguation in Wikipedia
Wikipedia, owing to its vastness of information, diversity of topics covered, and
the number of languages represented, is a useful resource that can be put to the
task of WSD. It already has some ways of dealing with disambiguation.
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The disambiguation process in Wikipedia deals with the problem in page
titles. For instance, there are two cities by the name Hyderabad, one in Pak-
istan and one in India, and there are scores of other things that start with the
word Hyderabad, which interest people enough to have written separate pages
on Wikipedia. Resolving such plurality of meanings is a tricky issue.
Disambiguation Links
If a user searches for a term on Wikipedia that has ambiguity, in the sense that
more than one page are associated with that term describing different concepts,
then Wikipedia helps the user in reaching the correct page.
Topics that are ambiguous have a hatnote on the top of their webpage indi-
cating to the user that the word is ambiguous and guides them to other uses of
the term. If there is only one other webpage then a link to it is provided. If there
are more than one, then it provides a link to disambiguation page, listing all the
senses of that term for which webpages exist in Wikipedia.
If the majority of the people agree on one particular meaning of the word,
then the Wikipedia 15 takes us to a webpage related to that particular meaning.
On that page it also has a link that directs us to a page with links to all different
meanings of the word.
When there is a general disagreement on the meanings of an ambiguous word,
then Wikipedia does not lead us to the page of any particular meaning but directs
us to a page with links to all different meanings of the word.
15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Links to disambiguating pages
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Types of ambiguities
Name place ambiguity, as explained above, is one type of ambiguity, where
many places share the same name. For instance, there are cities by the name
London, in both the UK and Canada. The same could be true for the names of
people. Two or more different people with same names could have entries on
Wikipedia. Similarly, certain classes of concepts might have ambiguity as well.
For instance, the word plant, might mean a living thing, or an industrial unit.
2.2.1.7 Using Wikipedia for WSD
Mihalcea (2007) used Wikipedia as a source of sense annotations. Hyperlinks
within Wikipedia are created using unique identifiers, which consist of one or
more words separated by spaces or underscores, and occasionally parenthetical
explanations. These identifiers are also reflected in the URLs. For instance,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space Music %28album%29 is the URL for Space
Music (album), which incorporates all the three words in it. Anchor text repre-
sents the surface form of the hyperlinks. Another example is “Henry Barnard,
[[United States—American]] [[educationalist]], was born in [[Hartford, Con-
necticut]]”. It contains links to the Wikipedia pages on United States, educa-
tionalist, and Hartford, Connecticut. The double brackets surrounding words
convert surface forms into hyperlinks. [[United States—American]] is a special
kind of link known as the piped link, which links the surface form American to
the Wikipedia article United States. These links can be used as sense annotations
for WSD.
They used hyperlinks as sense annotations for the corresponding concepts.
Since the hyperlinks are created by the users, they are mostly accurate and lead to
the correct pages. They used the links for all the hyperlinked occurrences for the
given word, thus for the word bar, five annotations were extracted: bar(counter),
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bar(establishment), bar(landform), bar(law), and bar(music).
For a word to be disambiguated they extracted all the paragraphs in Wikipedia,
where that word was part of a link, or a piped link. Then they extract the left most
part of the link. Thus, from the link [[musical notation—bar]], musical notation
is extracted what they call a label. Then the labels are mapped to their PWN
senses by two human annotators. That mapping is the WSD step and thus a
sense tagged corpus is created. This sense tagged corpus was then used to train
a classifier, Naive Bayes in this case.
The ambiguous words used were a part of the words used in the SENSEVAL-
2 and SENSEval-3. 30 words were chosen that had at least two senses in the
WordNet. Two baseline cases were used: Most Frequent Sense (MFS), using an
informed sense tagged corpus; and the corpus based version of the Lesk algo-
rithm (Kilgarriff & Rosenzweig 1999). Wikipedia based WSD was found reli-
able with average accuracy of 84.65% using Wikipedia as compared to 72.58%
for the baseline case of MFS, and 78.02% for the baseline case of Lesk-corpus.
The study also showed that with increased size of data the accuracy increased.
2.2.2 Morphology
Morphology is the branch of linguistics that deals with morphemes, where mor-
phemes are the smallest meaning bearing units of words. For instance, the word
house is a morpheme. Another example is the word increasingly, which can be
analyzed into three morphemes: increase, ing, and ly. Here, increase is the base
form or the stem, ing indicates that after concatenating it with increase it be-
comes increasing which is an adjective, and ly indicates that after concatenating
it with increasing it becomes an adverb.
Lately, computers have been increasingly used for carrying out morphologi-
cal analysis of wordforms, giving rise to the area of computational morphology.
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Chapter 5 in this thesis deals with the related experimental work done as one of
the aims of this research work.
2.2.2.1 Analogy
de Saussure (1959) described a phenomenon in natural languages where in the
long term word forms tend to follow a certain pattern as given below:
Pref1 + Suf1 : Pref1 + Suf2 =
Pref2 + Suf1 : Pref2 + Suf2 (2.14)
Thus, four words walks, walking, talks, and talking could be segmented as:


walk
talk




s
ing

 (2.15)
That is the correct segmentation of the words into prefixes and suffixes as
any person with even rudimentary knowledge of English would figure out. But
erroneous segmentations could also be created, as below:


wal
tal




ks
king

 (2.16)
Still the original words can be produced by combining the prefixes and the
suffixes but the segmentation point chosen is incorrect since stems wal and tal
do not exist in English and also ks and king are not valid endings either.
In order to only create the valid segmentations a heuristic can be used so
that a segmentation is only valid if there is support for it in the corpus. So a
segmentation would only be considered valid if within the corpus at least 3 words
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are found which form the same proportion in Equation 2.3 (Pirelli 1993), (Yvon
1996).
2.2.2.2 Harris’s Approach
Harris (1955) describes an unsupervised approach where utterances are seg-
mented into phonemes. It counts the number of phonemes following a Prefix
of phonemes, denoted by br(n), where n is the prefix length. The utterance is
segmented whenever br(Prefix) reaches a local maximum.
Harris’s approach can be adapted to segment words rather than utterances and
letters could be used instead of phonemes. To graphically represent it a trie can
be generated with labeled edges, corresponding to individual letters. There is a
unique root and leaves correspond to end of word markers.
Figure 2.2: Trie structure for a list of words. (reprinted with the author’s permis-
sion.)
Figure 2.2 (Kazakov & Manandhar 2001) gives a pictorial view of a trie for
words but, cut, cuts, bread, spot, spots, and spotted. Figure 2.3 (Kazakov 2000)
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Figure 2.3: Segmentation points and br(Prefix) (shown after the last letter of each
prefix). (reprinted with the author’s permission.)
gives the br(Prefix) values for the words, as can be computed from the trie. It
gives segmentation points as cut-, cut-s, spot-, spot-s, and spot-ted, while but
and bread are not segmented. The segmentation points are the local maxima
occurring for br(Prefix), as can be verified from the figure.
Figure 2.4 (Kazakov & Manandhar 2001) gives different scenarios where
different shapes have different segmentation points, based on the occurrences of
local maxima as depicted by the character •. If a plateau is reached as in 2.4(c),
then all points on the plateau are the segmentation points provided it is followed
by a downward slope.
2.2.2.3 Unsupervised Approach
Unsupervised morphological segmentation is a well researched area (Schone &
Jurafsky 2000), (Goldsmith 2001), (Adler & Elhadad 2006), (Creutz & Lagus
2007), and (Dasgupta & Ng 2007).
Can & Manandhar (2009) induced morphology using unsupervised learning
methodology by using POS tags as syntactic classes to separate the suffixes for
pairs of words from any two clusters. They used Clark’s distributional clustering
approach (Clark 2000) to learn syntactic categories in an unsupervised manner.
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Figure 2.4: Segmentation points for various shapes of br(n). (reprinted with the
author’s permission.)
These pairs of words form the paradigms, with their stems and endings. They re-
peated the process for English, German and Turkish. For German the compound
words were taken into account and such consideration improved precision by a
significant margin though at the cost of recall. For Turkish, given its tendency
for long words, a validity check was defined which would split a word into a
morpheme and the rest of the word and checked if the rest of the word was a
valid Turkish word. Validity checks improved precision by a big margin.
Snyder & Barzilay (2008) used non-parametric Bayesian model to identify
segmentation boundaries in words in the three Semitic languages: Arabic, He-
brew and Aramaic as well as English. They showed that multilingual learning of
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morphology reduced errors by 24% as compared to monolingual learning. The
statistical model they used prefered more frequent morphemes.
Goldsmith (2001) used HMMs to learn morphology for modern Hebrew which
is morphologically rich as compared to English. There exist certain morphologi-
cal ambiguity in the analysis which needs to be removed in order to increase the
proficiency of morphological analysis. They used rules for word formation for
disambiguation.
Creutz & Lagus (2007) described a set of models, jointly named as Morfes-
sor that created a lexicon of morpheme like structures called morphs, which are
extracted from the corpora. Morphs do not need to carry any meaning and could
just represent syllables. The use of shorter morphs than more stricter morphemes
made it possible to analyze morphologically rich languages, where words are
composed of multiple prefixes, stems and suffixes.
Schone & Jurafsky (2000) described a method of using the well defined tech-
nique of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester et al. 1990), (Landauer
et al. 1998) which uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to take a term-term
matrix and decompose it into three matrices U, D, and VT, where D contains the
singular values (squared eigenvalues). These values can be ranked so only a few
of them are chosen, the rest are truncated, by ensuring that any loss of informa-
tion would be minimal. They showed that semantics helped in morphology at
least as much as frequency based approach.
2.2.3 Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval (IR) is the task of retrieving documents on the basis of a
query given by the user. The documents are indexed according to their content,
and that helps in quick retrieval since rather than looking at the whole set of
documents, the retrieval system only looks at the indexes. The indexes can be
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used to cluster documents based on some similarity metric. When a person gives
a query, then the query is matched with index terms and the cluster with index
terms closest to the query is retrieved.
2.2.3.1 Vector Space Model
Salton et al. (1975) defined the vector space model for indexing. According
to them each document could be taken as a point in a multi-dimensional space
where each dimension corresponds to a term, (index element) in the index. A
vector can be drawn from the origin to each point, what could be termed as an
index vector. If all the index vectors are normalized to one, the documents are
nothing more than points on the envelope of a sphere with a unit radius. How
close or how far the points are defines how similar or different they are.
In case there are t different terms (dimensions) and Di different documents
in the document space, each document could be represented by a t-dimensional
vector Di = (di1, di2, ..., dit), where dij represents the weight of the jth term.
Assigning different weights to different terms affects clustering, which might
ultimately affect retrieval.
Since points in the near neighborhood of each other correspond to broadly
similar documents, any retrieval effort might not just retrieve the one best doc-
ument, but might also fetch many documents in its neighborhood. Such an ap-
proach would broaden the horizon and relevance of search. However if the doc-
uments are far apart in the document space, chances are that only one particular
document would be retrieved given a particular query. That would mean high
precision output, since the only document retrieved would also be the most rel-
evant. But in case there are also other documents in its vicinity that are also
relevant to the query, and they are also retrieved along with the best document,
recall would also be high along with precision.
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The optimal approach would be one that tries to incorporate both the above
mentioned characteristics: it does not only have documents far apart that are low
on relevance, but also has documents in the neighborhood that are also high on
relevance. It results into a clustered document space, where similar documents
are found in clusters while the irrelevant documents are found in other clusters.
Clusters may also overlap with a document belonging to two or more classes.
Each cluster is defined by its centroid, which is basically obtained by taking
averages of each index element in all the documents in that cluster.
Thus for a cluster K with m documents, each element of centroid C may be
defined as the average weight of the same elements in the corresponding docu-
ment vectors, that is,
cj =
1
m
m∑
i=1
dij (2.17)
Similar to the cluster centroids, a main centroid may be defined for the entire
document space. It could be obtained from the individual cluster centroids, in
the same way the cluster centroids were calculated based on index vectors.
A good model is where the intra-cluster distances are small but inter-cluster
distances are big, which increases the chances of increasing both recall and pre-
cision. It would thus make sense to increase similarity between documents in
the same cluster, while decreasing similarity between different clusters or cluster
centroids. That could be achieved by giving more weight to terms whose occur-
rence is highly skewed, they occur with high frequency in some clusters while
they occur with very low frequencies in others, and by assigning lesser weights
to terms that occur in a large number of clusters. For the purpose the standard
tf − idf , term frequency - inverse document frequency, could be used.
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2.2.3.2 TF IDF
TF stands for Term Frequency and IDF stands for Inverse Document Frequency.
Combined it is the best way of weighting terms for indexing. Even though it is
considered to be a heuristic, much has been written on its theoretical foundations.
Taking just TF does not take the length of documents into account (Sparck Jones
1972). Larger documents are more likely to contain the same term more fre-
quently than the smaller documents. Thus the document lengths must be nor-
malized. A straightforward way is to divide the TF with length of the document.
It essentially normalizes each document vector to length 1 and is called as rela-
tive term frequency.
Sparck Jones (1972) in her pioneering work defined the term Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (IDF), which later became the cornerstone of research in the
field of IR. It gives how common is the term in the entire document space. It is
defined as below:
IDF (term) =
|N |
|d : t ∈ d|
(2.18)
whereN denotes the total number of documents in the corpus, and |d| denotes
the number of documents in which the term t occurs.
The aim is to increase the weights of those terms, which are more frequent
in individual documents, or small sets of documents, but rare in the entire docu-
ment space. They are more useful in discriminating like documents from dislike
documents. The reverse is true if the term is found very frequently in the en-
tire corpus but rarely in individual documents. Such terms may not be useful in
discriminating documents and are thus assigned lower weights.
2.2.3.2.1 Zipf’s Law This is an empirical law outlining an interesting rela-
tionship between the frequency of a word and its rank, as outlined below:
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Figure 2.5: Hyperbolic curve relating the frequency of occurrence, f and the rank
order, r
“The product of the frequency of use of words and the rank order (of fre-
quency) is approximately constant (van Rijsbergen 1979).”
Luhn (1959) described two cut-off points: the upper and the lower cut-off
points, see Figure 2.5. The words that exceeded the upper curve were too com-
mon and those below the lower cut-off were too rare. Both of them were not con-
sidered to be good discriminators and were thus relegated as the non-significant
words. It could also be applied to phrases rather than just words.
2.2.3.3 Performance Measures
In order to evaluate the performance of IR systems, some performance measures
have been defined.
Precision and Recall “Precision is the proportion of retrieved documents that
are relevant, and recall is the proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved”
(Buckley & Voorhees 2000).
Average Precision “The mean of the precision scores obtained after each
relevant document is retrieved, using zero as the precision for relevant documents
that are not retrieved” (Buckley & Voorhees 2000).
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The mathematical formula for Average Precision is (Robertson 2006):
AveragePrecision =
1
|R|
∑
rǫR
P@r (2.19)
where R is the set of relevant documents, r is a single relevant document, and
P@r is the precision at the rank position of r.
Its computation involves successively taking larger sets of top retrieved doc-
uments, with evenly spaced values of recall and by computing their precision.
Normally five (0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9), nine or eleven recall points are chosen (Oard
& Dorr 1996).
2.2.3.4 Probabilistic Information Retrieval
Miller et al. (1999) used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to do Information
Retrieval. Their results achieved an Average Precision of 28.0%, which was quite
closer to the best in TREC-7, MDS/CSIRO, which gave the Average Precision of
28.5% (Voorhees & Harman 1999).
They used a two state HMM where one state was General English, represent-
ing queries being posed using words that may not have anything to do with the
documents being queried but might be common in any natural language queries.
The other state being Document, which represented the queries that were based
on the words taken from the documents themselves. Two transition probabilities
were defined to enter these states, a0 to enter General English and a1 to enter
Document. Based on this model and the transition probabilities, the posterior
probability P (Document is relevant/Q), which is the probability that a doc-
ument is relevant given that a query Q is generated, was determined using the
Bayes’ formula, signifying the relevance of the documents based on the query.
They experimented with the TREC-6 and TREC-7 test collections, with 556,077
documents in the former and 528,155 in the latter, using 50 queries. Documents
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were ranked and the rankings were compared with the standard tf.idf . Their
HMM based system outperformed the standard tf.idf , exceeding it by as much
as 8%.
Four refinements were made to their system using blind feedback, bigram
modeling, query weighting, and document-feature dependent priors.
In the blind feedback model, first the retrieval is carried out using the user
query and then based on the relevance of the top documents retrieved thus, an-
other search is carried out before presenting the results to the user. It further
improved the Average Precision by 3.5% on the TREC-6 queries.
Certain words are more meaningful when they occur in pairs, for instance
White House, known as the bigrams. They tried to use bigrams to provide more
meaning to Information Retrieval. For that purpose the Document state was fur-
ther divided into two: Document unigram and Document bigram, with an extra
transition probability a2. The results were even better using bigrams with im-
provement in both TREC-6 and TREC-7 tasks.
They figured from the previous TREC evaluations that the words in the ti-
tle had a dis-proportional impact on the retrieval compared to the words in the
rest of the document. In order to account for this discrepancy in importance of
words, they devised a simple way of repeating words in query to signify their
importance. The results were further enhanced in this way with an improvement
in Average Precision of 2.9% for TREC-6 and 1.2 for TREC-7. They called their
methodology Query Section Weighting.
They also set aside the norm of using the same prior probabilities for all the
documents in the Bayes’ formula. Instead they used certain assumptions, such
as that the articles in journals are more informative than those from a super-
market tabloid. Such assumptions assign different prior probabilities to different
documents. They found that most descriptive features were source, length, and
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average word-length. Using this heuristic they found marginal improvement for
TREC-7 but more improvement for TREC-6.
2.2.3.5 Multi-Lingual Information Retrieval (MLIR)
Exponential growth in information on the internet, and with people from so many
different countries having different mother tongues trying to express themselves
in their native languages, web is becoming more and more diverse and multi-
lingual in nature. In order to tap such a huge resource of instant information,
techniques must be developed to cut across linguistic barriers and retrieve infor-
mation in any language, given the subject of the query given by a user. Realizing
such a goal is quite challenging yet people are working and trying to make it a
reality.
Salton (1970) carried out one of the earliest experiments in multi-lingual IR
on the SMART system. The experiments were carried out using the German
and English corpora with queries in both English and German. Multilingual the-
saurus was created for the said purpose by manually translating the available En-
glish version into German. The multilingual thesaurus assigned concept numbers
to concept categories in English, and also provided the corresponding German
translation. For instance, for the category activity in English, the concept number
234 is assigned and the thesaurus also contains its German translation aktivitet.
Some of the concept categories have no corresponding entries for German. The
process would take queries and documents in both English and German, com-
pare them with the multilingual thesaurus and create the corresponding concept
vectors. Since the same concept categories (numbers) are used for the same con-
cepts in both English and German, the system can accept mixed language input
and process it.
The system would create the concept vectors for queries and documents in
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English and German by comparing them against the thesaurus and replacing
words with concept numbers. The MLIR system then compares the query vec-
tors in English and German, with document vectors in both English and German,
essentially performing four groups of experiments: English-English, English-
German, German-English, and German-German. The document vectors, in ei-
ther English or German, sufficiently similar to query vectors, in either English or
German, are then retrieved.
The English collection consisted of 1095 document abstracts, while the Ger-
man collection consisted of 468 document abstracts, with 50 common docu-
ments. 48 queries were used both in English and German. They were originally
available in English but were translated into German manually.
Salton discovered that the performance of his system on cross-lingual was
almost equally efficient as on mono-lingual, with minor variations in recall values
ranging from 2-3%. Yet he found the runs with German corpus to be less effective
than the English one. Thus it was concluded that some aspects of the German
collection needed improvement.
The problem identified related to the completeness of the thesaurus. It was
found that approximately 6.5 words per English abstract were not found in the
thesaurus, while the figure for the German abstracts was 15. Those missing
words might be very important from the IR point of view and thus it needed to be
sorted out. This was latter confirmed. One particular document with 14 missing
entries, had 12 of them playing a major role in the analysis of the document.
Thus the need was felt to use more complete thesaurus for future experiments.
Hull & Grefenstette (1996) worked on English documents using the trans-
lated French queries. The size of the documents they used, which consisted of
news components from the TIPSTER text collection, comprised of nearly half
a million documents, with a total size of 1.6 GB of text. 50 queries, selected
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from the previous TREC experiments, were chosen and translated into French.
The process of translation was carried out by an external translator and was not
done automatically. It has been recognized that normally the queries are small in
length, thus it was decided to use shorter queries, with an average of seven words
per query.
They also built a word-based transfer dictionary from the on-line French-
English dictionary (Oxford Hachette, 1994), by removing a large amount of ex-
cess information. Yet it encountered a lot of ambiguity in translation, since many
French entries had many translations in English. For instance, one word pendre
had 23 different translations and there were 521 entries, most of them common
words, with ten or more translations. That undoubtedly introduced a lot of ambi-
guity in translation, exactly what makes Natural Language Processing (NLP) so
hard and tedious. Yet resolving ambiguities was not done in this experiment to
keep things simple. The queries were retranslated into English using the trans-
fer dictionary and the translated queries were then input to the monolingual IR
system, a modified version of SMART (Buckley 1985).
The experiment compared the Average Precision values for the original En-
glish queries, to their three different translations using different versions of the
transfer dictionary: The first used the dictionary generated automatically de-
scribed previously; and cleaner versions of the same. The first cleaner version
simply removed entries which missed on the correct definition or were irrele-
vant. The second cleaner version was sought by incorporating multi-word noun
phrases. The original English queries had an average precision of 0.393; Auto-
matic word-based transfer dictionary had an average precision of 0.235; Manual
word-based transfer dictionary has an average precision of 0.269; and Manual
multi-word transfer dictionary had a value of 0.357. The difference in average
precision scores for the first (mono-lingual) and the last case (multi-lingual) is
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not significant. The conclusion that could be drawn is that Multi-lingual IR can
be as efficient as mono-lingual IR, given that a comprehensive transfer dictionary
is available.
2.2.3.6 Probabilistic Multi-lingual IR
Xu et al. (2001) used the HMMs for CLIR, which is an extension of the Miller
et al (Miller et al. 1999), which used HMMs for monolingual IR. For this study
the queries were in English and the documents were in Chinese. They used two
manual lexicons and one parallel corpus. The test corpora used were TREC5
Chinese track (TREC5C) and TREC9 cross-lingual track (TREC9X).
It also defines a General English state and a Document state. The former used
for generating queries that might not be relevant to the documents, and generated
using some probability distribution from the available English vocabulary. The
latter generating queries by selecting words from the documents at random using
some probability distribution. The probabilities for entering the two states are α
and 1-α respectively. α was fixed at 0.3 based on prior experience. The HMM
models the query generated by a user.
Since the quality of retrieval of documents can be judged from the rank-
ing of documents retrieved, in this study they used Baye’s rule to estimate the
page ranks. The aim was to ascertain the posterior probability P (Document
is relevant/Query), or in other words its the probability of a document being
relevant given that the query Q is generated. It can be evaluated from the proba-
bility P (Query/Document is relevant), which is the probability that query Q
is generated given that the document is relevant, which in turn depends on which
state was entered, General English or Document, to create the query. In the doc-
ument state to generate the query, it chooses a Chinese word at random from the
document and then translates it into English, using a manually created bilingual
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lexicon on its own, using a parallel corpus on its own, and then combining both.
For the lexicons they assumed uniform translation probabilities. So if a word
in Chinese could have n translations into English, each of them was equally
probable. For the parallel corpus, they used statistical machine translation mod-
els (Brown et al. 1993) in order to automatically create a bilingual lexicon.
Based on the queries generated they carried out IR by retrieving documents
based on queries in English. The system performed at 90% performance level of
monolingual IR. They proved that using a mixture model, combining bilingual
word lists and the parallel corpora, can work better than using either of them
alone.
2.2.3.7 Dictionary-Based MLIR
Pirkola (1998), studied the effects of using a general dictionary and a domain-
specific dictionary, using structured and unstructured queries, on CLIR and com-
pared its performance with the monolingual IR. It was found that structured
queries created using both the domain specific and the general dictionaries per-
formed almost equally well, but not better, as the baseline queries used for mono-
lingual IR.
The findings were based on medicine and health related queries and thus a
medical dictionary was used for the purpose. The languages of interest were
English and Finish, the author being a native Finnish speaker, and thus could
produce quality translations of English queries into Finnish.
The study used TREC’s health related topics, documents and relevance as-
sessments. The collection comprised of 514,825 documents, with 34 health
related requests. Two Machine Readable Dictionaries (MRDs) were used: a
general dictionary and a medical dictionary. The general dictionary had 65,000
Finnish and 100,000 English entries, while the medical dictionary had 67,000
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Finnish and English entries. The Information Retrieval system used was IN-
QUERY.
There were four types of query types: the structured Natural language sen-
tence based queries (structured NL/S); the unstructured Natural language sen-
tence based queries (unstructured NL/S); the structured Natural language Word
and Phrase based queries (structured NL/WP); and the unstructured Natural lan-
guage Word and Phrase based queries (unstructured NL/WP). The baseline queries
written in English were translated into Finnish by the author, emphasizing more
on the quality of Finnish language than on precision of translation. They tilted
the results in favor of the baseline queries, which is clearly evident from the
comparison results.
The NL/S queries were processed in a manner that important words were ex-
tracted from them and new queries were formed, the NL/WP queries. As an ex-
ample the original query (NL/S): “What research is ongoing to reduce the effects
of osteoporosis and prevent the disease”, was reduced to “osteoporosis prevent
reduce research”, which is the NL/WP. Yet it can be seen that the order of words
in NL/WP has changed owing to their relative importance in the original query.
The NL/WP query was translated into Finnish and then the query was expanded
and structured based on the MRDs: the general and the specific (medical) dictio-
naries. The structured query was once again in English owing to a retranslation
process using the two dictionaries. But since a word in Finnish may have many
English translations, all of them were incorporated into the re-translated queries
in English. That caters to some extent the disambiguities inherent in any word or
phrase translations between any two languages.
Three translation methods were used in the study: gd translation, in which
translations were done using the general dictionary; sd → gd, with translations
first done in the domain-specific dictionary and then in the general dictionary
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only if the first one failed; sd and gd, translations done in both with duplicates
removed.
It was observed that the baseline queries performed the best, with Precision
at 10% recall at 37.9% in the case of NL/S, and 31.8% in the case of NL/WP.
With unstructured queries and for NL/S, the best performance was observed in
the case of sd and gd with P@10% being 20.4%; followed by sd → gd with
P@10% of 19.2%; and least of all for the simple case of gd with P@10% at
15.4%. The performance was further improved with structuring of the queries,
with the three results as: 30.9%; 30.4%, and 35.9%.
In the case of NL/WP and the same performance measure, the results were
for unstructured: 16.5% for gd; 14.6% for sd → gd; and 19.3% for sd and gd.
The results improved as before after structuring the query, with the results as:
24.9% for gd; 26.1% for sd → gd; and 31.1% for sd and gd.
2.2.3.8 Corpora based Approaches for IR
Braschler & Scha¨uble (1998) used document alignments to create a multilingual
resource using the relevance feedback approach. A query in the source language
would be used to retrieve documents in any of the languages in the comparable
corpora. First the query would return documents in the source language. Docu-
ment alignment mappings were then used to locate the most relevant documents
in the target language. Terms were then extracted from the highest ranked re-
trieved documents, forming a new query that was used for a new search. They
showed that their approach combined with pseudo-translation of the query, where
the query is translated into the target language when the relevance feedback ap-
proach did not retrieve any documents. This combined approach gave better
results than using any of the two approaches separately.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) has also been used along with the paral-
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lel corpora for Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) (Young 1994), and
(Chew et al. 2007). Talvensaari et al. (2007) used comparable corpora for multi-
lingual IR.
2.3 Machine Learning (ML)
Machine Learning is the branch of CS that deals with automatic learning of con-
cepts by machines through experience, either supervised by a teacher or without
him.
Supervised learning is more expensive in the NLP context, since you need
previously annotated data to learn a concept. Unsupervised learning does not
require previously annotated data for learning, and the software learns from the
text itself. Unsupervised learning can be seen as the clustering task (Manning &
Schu¨tze 1999).
2.3.1 Clustering
Clustering is the task of partitioning objects into groups or clusters (Manning &
Schu¨tze 1999). A number of clustering techniques are defined, such as K-means
(Hartigan 1975). But here we will concentrate on Hierarchical Clustering (HC)
(Manning & Schu¨tze 1999).
In HC, as the name suggests, is a clustering approach that builds a hierarchy
of clusters. It can be bottom up, Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC)
or top down, known as divisive (Jain & Dubes 1988). In the bottom up approach
initially every data point belongs to a separate cluster and progressively they are
merged, based on some similarity metric, to form one big cluster. The merging
is done based on how similar two clusters are, or how smaller is the distance
between them. The divisive technique goes the other way. So initially all the
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data points belong to one cluster, and progressively they are divided into smaller
and smaller clusters, till each data point belongs to one cluster. The splitting is
done based on coherence. So a cluster would be split if it is least coherent, or in
other words the data points in it are least similar.
A number of similarity metrics can be used, such as the Euclidean distance,
Manhattan Distance (Black 2006), and Cosine Distance (Lee 1999).
Based on the similarity measures, similarity functions are defined which tell
between which two data points distance will be measured in order to merge or
divide the clusters. Common similarity functions that are used in Information
Retrieval are single link and complete link (van Rijsbergen 1979). In single
link clustering, the distance is measured between two closest data points in the
clusters. In complete-link clustering, the distance is measured between the two
most dissimilar data points in the clusters.
Sedding & Kazakov (2004) describe WordNet based text document cluster-
ing. WordNet provides semantic relations between words in terms of synonymy
and hypernymy, among others.
They built on this basic infrastructure to improve on their document cluster-
ing. They defined a few preprocessing steps: POS tagging, stopword removal,
stemming, assigning WordNet Categories, pruning, and clustering, in that order.
While tagging gives syntactic information, WordNet adds meaning in terms of
synonymy and hypernymy.
Tagger assigns a POS tag to each word in the corpus and is done before
any other modifications are done, since order of words is very important in any
tagging exercise. Stopword removal removes all the words that do not add much
meaning to the corpus. For this particular study all tokens that were not nouns,
verbs or adjectives were removed. Stemming refers to getting the basic form of a
word while removing any morphological inflections that might provide syntactic
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and semantic wrapping to the word. WordNet categories, as described above, add
meaning to the words. Pruning prunes all the words that occur below a certain
threshold in the corpus, because they might be good discriminators but we might
end up with clusters with just a few documents, and might affect the efficiency of
the clustering technique in terms of recall and precision. Then the terms or words
were assigned weights using the tf.idf weighting mechanism. Finally clustering
was done using bisecting k-means algorithm, which was found to be the current
best clustering technique (Steinbach et al. 2000).
They used Reuters-21578 as the test collection for being not specific to any
domain, free availability and for comparable studies. The corpus comprised of
21578 newswire articles from 1987.
Five configurations of data were used: Baseline, which includes all the ba-
sic pre-processing techniques, i.e. stopword removal, stemming, pruning and
weighting but POS tags are removed; PoS Only that is identical to Baseline in
every sense except that the POS tags are kept; Syns that includes all WordNet
senses of each PoS tagged token over and above all other aspects in the previ-
ous configuration; Hyper 5 that includes 5 levels of hypernyms over and above
everything in Syns; and Hyper All that includes all hypernym levels.
Results indicated that the quality of clustering increases with the number of
clusters. Better clusters were obtained for Baseline than for any other configu-
ration when the background knowledge was added using WordNet. That might
be due to the reason that WordNet provides many senses for each word, thus
for every correct sense many incorrect senses were added, which is the added
noise. The results also indicated that including only five levels of hypernyms
was better than using all. It could be because with added levels of hypernymy
the terms become too general and loose their discriminating power, which is bad
for clustering.
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2.3.2 Measures of Clustering Quality
Some of the measures that could be employed to ascertain the veracity of clus-
tering are Purity, Precision, Recall and F-score. They can be used for comparing
the results of clustering with the gold standard, an external measure. Purity de-
fined in (Wong & Fu 2000), indicates how many of the documents in a cluster are
correctly assigned a class. If K is the set of clusters, C is the set of classes, N is
the number of documents, Wk is a particular cluster, Cj is a particular class, and
|wk ∩ cj| denotes the number of documents in cluster k that belong to a certain
class, then:
purity(K,C) =
1
N
∑
k
max
j
|wk ∩ cj| (2.20)
Precision, as defined in (Church et al. 1991) creates a relationship between
the fraction of documents in cluster C that also belong to class L, as below:
precision(C,L) =
|C ∩ L|
|C|
, C ∈ CALL, L ∈ LALL (2.21)
Recall, is defined as the fraction of documents in class L that is also in cluster
C. Thus,
Recall(C,L) =
|C ∩ L|
|L|
, C ∈ CALL, L ∈ LALL (2.22)
F-Score (Wong & Fu 2000), (Steinbach et al. 2000), combined the evaluation
metrics of both precision and recall by assigning them equal weights, as:
F − Score(C,L) =
2 ∗ Precision(C,L) ∗Recall(C,L)
Precision(C,L) +Recall(C,L)
(2.23)
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Gini Index can also be used to ascertain the purity of clustering.
2.3.3 Decision Trees
Decision trees are a supervised learning approach with a set of examples belong-
ing to different classes. The learning algorithm learns takes in a table of attributes
and at each node of the tree decides which attribute to put, which would split the
data set that helps in reducing the expected Entropy by the maximum (Mitchell
1997), or that has the maximum Informaton Gain. More details on it can be
found in Section 4.7.4.
2.4 Building Resources from Corpora
Corpora, either monolingual or multilingual, parallel or comparable, are a very
useful linguistic resource, which in machine readable form can be used for com-
putational linguistics tasks. Building these resources is an expensive task in terms
of human and capital costs required for the purpose. Advancements in computer
technology has made it possible to harness their computational power to auto-
mate the task.
2.4.1 Extracting Linguistic Resources from Wikipedia
Adafre & de Rijke (2006) used the multilingual aspect of Wikipedia to pro-
duce parallel corpora. They also created a bilingual English-Dutch lexicon using
hyperlink information on a typical Wikipedia page, which was done manually.
(Ahn et al. 2004; Ferra´ndez et al. 2007) used it to develop a cross-lingual question
answering system. (Kawaba et al. 2008) used Wikipedia titles in the multilingual
context to retrieve blog feeds in English and Japanese. (Potthast et al. 2008) used
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Wikipedia to construct a multilingual retrieval model, using the comparable cor-
pora in different languages in Wikipedia. (Richman & Schone 2008) used it for
Multilingual Named Entity Recognition. Other uses include text classification
(Gabrilovich & Markovitch 2006), information extraction (Ruiz-Casado et al.
2005), computing semantic relatedness (Zesch et al. 2007), and named entity
disambiguation (Bunescu & Pasca 2006).
Automatic extraction of lexicons makes the task less labor-intensive and makes
the resultant lexicons more amenable to changes and adaptable to new wordforms
that keep appearing. Since, they are machine readable they are easier to use for
other NLP/IR tasks or to build more resources.
Tyers & Pienaar (2008) used a list of English words to build a multilingual
lexicon using multilingual nature of Wikipedia. The lexicon was built for Mace-
donian (mk), Afrikaans (af), Iranian Persian (fa) and Swedish (sv), the languages
for which native speakers were available for manual evaluation of results. They
chose a set of nouns in English and for each noun they would go to the Wikipedia
webpage in English and then collect the corresponding words/phrases in other
languages using the links for them on the original English webpage. Their eval-
uation gave Precision ranging from 69% for Swedish to 92% for Iranian Persian.
Zesch & Gurevych (2008) defined Wikipedia and Wiktionary 16 as Collabo-
rative Knowledge Base CKB, as opposed to a Linguistic Knowledge Base LKB,
such as WordNet (Fellbaum 1998).
Wiktionary17, like Wikipedia, is freely available online and is editable by
anyone with due access to the internet and with some basic knowledge of the web
technologies. But unlike its cousin it attracts lesser contributions from the online
community and has fewer number of languages covered with lesser cross-lingual
translations available for a commonly used word, such as car, than Wikipedia.
16http://www.wiktionary.org/
17http://www.wiktionary.org/
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Thus, Wikipedia is more comprehensive in that sense.
They developed Java APIs to exploit the information contained within the
Wikipedia and the Wiktionary using their database dumps and have made them
freely available for research purposes18. The APIs are useful for data mining
tasks.
They imported database dumps into a database rather then using the crawler,
since a crawler goes through the webserver to retrieve particular web pages and
puts an extra overhead. They used indexing which is available as part of the
database and makes accessing particular webpages really fast and efficient. Thus
it is more suitable for large-scale NLP applications. Another disadvantage of
using a crawler is that probably the results are not reproducible since the online
edition of Wikipedia keeps changing, while no matter how many times you run
a program on the same database dumps, they are going to yield the same results.
Yet, an advantage of using the crawler is that it automatically incorporates more
updated information since it directly connects with the server and latest informa-
tion can be accessed as soon as it is available on the server.
Wikipaedia has also been used to extract lexicons as an auxiliary task. (Sagot
& Fis˘er 2008) created a WordNet for French, what they called WOLF. It was
based on the extend approach (Vossen 1996). They used freely available re-
sources, such as: JRC-Acquis19 parallel corpus, Wikipedia and the EUROVOC20
thesaurus. To extract synsets for monosemous words a bilingual lexicon is enough
since no disambiguation is required. For that purpose they created a bilingual
English-French lexicon with 314,713 entries.
Jones et al. (2008) showed that using domain specific dictionaries improved
the performance of the Cross Lingual Information Access (CLIA) systems. They
18http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/ukp-home/research-areas/nlp-and-wikis/
19http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
20http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
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used Machine Translation (MT), augmented with domain specific phrase lexi-
cons mined from Wikipedia, for query translation. They created domin specific
bilingual lexicons for English-Spanish, Spanish-Italian and English-Italian. The
domain they chose was Cultural Heritage (CH). Domains are represented as cat-
egories in Wikipedia with each category covering articles related to the domain
in multiple languages.
They automatically created the lexicon in three steps. In the first step they
used a crawler to collect pages in their domain of interest. In total they down-
loaded 458,929 English webpages. In the second step they extracted hyperlinks
to in Spanish and Italian. In the third step they extracted the basenames, embed-
ded titles within the URLs and put them together to build the multilingual lexi-
con. Each Wikipedia webpage has the name of the article embedded in the cor-
responding URL. E.g., the URL http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cupid and Psyche
is a URL to the webpage whose title is Cupid and Psyche. The corresponding
webpage in Italian is http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amore e Psiche. Putting Amore e
Psiche and Cupid and Psyche together make an English-Italian translation pair.
Their lexicon contained about 90,000, 70,000 and 80,000 multiple word phrases
in English, Italian and Spanish.
Given a query, it will first be translated using the WorldLingo21 MT system.
Then they will search for the longest subsequence that would match an entry in
the domain specific dictionary, and would be translated in the target language
using the lexicon. The process would be repeated till no match was found. They
discovered that at least one phrase was found in 90% of the queries, which shows
the usefulness of the approach. For the phrases that have already been recognized
and translated using the domain specific lexicons, they are translation once again
to the MT system. If the two translations mis-match, the one done by the domain-
21http://www.worldlingo.com/
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specific dictionaries takes precedence.
Their system was assessed by bilingual speakers of languages and was found
to have improved upon the performance of the WorldLingo MT system. Accord-
ing to them 79%, 58%, 40%, and 45% of the incorrectly translated phrases were
corrected using the domain specific dictionaries for EN-IT, EN-ES, IT-EN, and
ES-EN respectively.
Sato (2009) used the crawler to extract an English-Japanese person-name lex-
icon. The algorithm picks a person-name from a pool of monolingual names and
then searches for their Japanese transliterations using Yahoo Japan!’s22 search
engine and then rank them according to a transliteration score to choose the best
candidate from amongst a list of possible candidates.
2.4.2 Building Multilingual Lexicons and WordNets using Par-
allel Corpora
Recently, there have been efforts in building WordNets for other languages auto-
matically. Parallel corpora are a good source of lexical semantic information and
hence can be used to extract that information to automatically build a WordNet.
Two approaches for creating a WordNet are the merge approach and the ex-
tend approach (Vossen 1998), whereby in the first approach a WordNet is created
independently and then merged with already existing resources, while in the sec-
ond a new WordNet is created using the structures and choice of words in already
existing WordNet. The latter approach makes the coverage of the new WordNet
limited to the words in an existing WordNet and presupposes that the same se-
mantic relationships hold true for any language. But then you do not have to
re-align the new WordNet with the old ones. BalkaNet (Tufis 2000) and Multi-
WordNet (Pianta et al. 2002) are examples of that.
22http://www.yahoo.co.jp/
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Fisˇer (2007) used the translated versions of the George Orwell’s Nineteen
Eighty-Four (Dimitrova et al. 1998) in five different languages viz. English,
Czech, Romanian, Bulgarian and Slovene. Pair-wise word alignment was done
to create bilingual lexicons which were later combined to create a multilingual
lexicon. The multilingual lexicon was then compared with the corresponding
WordNets: PWN was used for English and BalkaNet for the rest. Since Balka-
Net is aligned with the PWN, comparing the lexicon entries with the correspond-
ing language WordNet in BalkaNet would give the same synset ID as for the
corresponding English entry in PWN.
If all the language entries in the multilingual lexicon entry shared the same
synset ID, it was assigned to the Slovene lexical entry as well. The Slovene
entries that shared the same synset ID were combined into the form of a synset
as they were treated as synonymous.
Sagot & Fis˘er (2008) used the JRC-Acquis parallel corpus23, Wikipedia, and
the EUROVOC thesaurus24 to create the French WordNet WOLF25, based on the
extend approach (Vossen 1998).
Since 82% of the literals in the PWN are monosemous and hence do not re-
quire any disambiguation, bilingual translations were enough and Wikipedia and
EUROVOC were used for the said purpose. For the rest of the literals in PWN
which are polysemous in nature, the parallel corpus was used to create a multilin-
gual lexicon for English, French, Romanian, Czech and Bulgarian. Since word-
alignment would only yield mappings between words, multi-word expressions
were not used. Entries in each language in the multilingual lexicon were then
compared with the corresponding WordNet in BalkaNet. The synsets IDs were
then taken from the WordNets and if all the languages, except French, shared the
23http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
24http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/
25http://raweb.inria.fr/rapportsactivite/RA2008/alpage/uid96.html
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same synset ID for the same multilingual lexical entry, the same synset ID was
assigned to the French word.
WOLF contains 32,351 synsets containing 38,001 unique literals. For eval-
uation it was compared with the French WordNet in the EuroWordNet (Vossen
1998), FREWN. Precision was calculated as:
|WOLF | ∩ |FREWN |
|WOLF |
(2.24)
and Recall was calculated using:
|WOLF | ∩ |FREWN |
|FREWN |
(2.25)
They achieved precision and recall of 80.4% and 74.5% respectively over
nouns, and 63.2% and 52.5% over verbs, with combined figures of 77.1% and
70.3%.
Lefever & Hoste (2010a,b, 2009) defined the Cross-Lingual Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation task which was Task 3 in SemEval-2010. The participants were
asked to automatically determine the correct sense of pre-defined set of nouns
from the contextual information available in the Europarl corpus in any or all of
the five languages, viz. German, French, Spanish, Italian and Dutch (5 of the
11 languages in which parallel corpora are available for European Parliamentary
proceedings).
A sense inventory was created by first word-aligning the parallel corpora us-
ing GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003). The resultant alignments were then verified by
certified translators, who were also asked to build the sense inventory, which lists
different meanings of each of the target words. The sense inventory lists all pos-
sible combinations of words in the six languages corresponding to that meaning.
and then clustering by meaning of the target word.
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The sense inventory translations were used by the annotators to assign sense
tags to the 20 trial and 50 test sentences each for 5 trial words and 20 test words.
They produced two frequency based baselines: one for the Best result evalu-
ation and the other for the Out-of-five evaluation from the word alignments ob-
tained from GIZA++ ordered by the frequency of that particular alignment in the
whole corpus.
Performance Issues with Word Alignment
GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003) is based on statistical models and hence its re-
sults may not be much reliable in case of terms that do not occur frequently. Such
limitations on the part of GIZA++ renders the whole process of alignment and
subsequent creation of multilingual synsets error prone and subject to noise.
Specia et al. (2005) identified that for the English-Portuguese parallel corpora
GIZA++’s word alignment accuracy fell to 29%. Such low levels of accuracy
might be attributed to the fact that how close or far apart are two languages lin-
guistically. English and French or English and German might give fewer number
of errors due to their linguistic proximity.
Och & Ney (2003) observed that if German was used as a source language
alignment error rate (AER) was higher than if English was used as a source lan-
guage in English-German word alignment, the reason being in GIZA++ German
word compounds, which occur frequently, are not aligned with more than one
English word. AER, as calculated by them, was only 21.1 in case of German-
English translation when German was used as the source language as opposed to
10.0 when English was used as the source language for a corpus of size 0.5K.
Increasing the corpus sizes to 34K reduced AER substantially to 8.8 and 4.6
respectively.
For the English-French parallel corpora, AER was 27.8 when French was
used as a source language as opposed to 23.1 when English was used as a source
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language for a corpus of size 0.5K. Though it declined to no more than 8.6 for
either case for a corpus of size 1,470K. They provide no alignment results for
English and Greek.
Charitakis (2007) reported results for English-Greek word alignment using
Uplug (Tiedemann 1999) as a tool. 50.63% of the results were found to be accu-
rate. They attributed it to the small size of the corpora used (400,091 words) and
different morphology of the two langues.
CHAPTER 3
Extraction of Multilingual Lexicons from Wikipedia
The spread of internet over the years, has brought under its umbrella a diverse
group of people with different linguistic, cultural, religious and political back-
grounds. That is also reflected in certain online resources. This is an effort
to harness the prowess of one such resource, Wikipedia, to create linguistic re-
sources.
3.1 Main Idea
Wikipedia is an online resource of multilingual information, which has been in-
troduced in section 2.1.1. Here, it is used in the context of creating new resources.
Figure 3.1 gives a snapshot of the English Wikipedia page on art. The title is
highlighted and the links to further articles on the same topic in other languages
are zoomed in for better viewing.
In this project the potential subjectivity of Wikipedia articles is of no conse-
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Figure 3.1: A Wikipedia snapshot showing the links to pages in other languages.
quence as long as the titles are meaningful and correct. That is a safe presumption
since administrators working for Wikipedia and their software bots, which carry
out more mundane tasks such as correcting ISBN numbering, and1 adding miss-
ing references section, together make sure that any such errors are removed if
they ever occur.
The idea is to start at a Wikipedia article given by the user, extract its title
and the translations of the title by following the language links on the Wikipedia
page on languages of interest. The title and its translations are put together to
form an entry in the multilingual lexicon. More URLs are collected from each
page visited, if they are valid Wikipedia pages, following a search technique.
It follows the links till the list of URLs to be searched is exhausted (Shahid &
Kazakov 2009).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bots
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methodology, and describes the crawler that we used and the search strategy
adopted by it; Section 3.3 discusses the general and domain specific lexicons
that we generated and also gives histograms of number of words per keyword for
different languages in a particular lexicon; Section 3.4 discussed some program-
ming related issues that we encountered during our work; Section 3.5 gives an
analysis of languages in Wikipedia; Section 3.6 gives results of evaluation; and
finally, Section 3.7 is for conclusion.
3.2 Methodology
In order to extract the titles and their translations, a web crawler is used. A
Web crawler is software that runs either online or offline. It follows a URL to
download a page and then to extract useful information if required. It may follow
other pages based on links on the first URL.
There are many crawlers available on the net but the one that was chosen,
for its brevity and usefulness, was the one available on the Java Sun Develop-
ment Network, now part of Oracle Technology Network2. We have made some
necessary modifications. The crawler by design used Depth First Search (DFS),
whereby the crawler first goes down deep one particular path before it backtracks
and looks for other options, to explore the set of URLs in its memory. This was
not considered optimal for the purpose of building multilingual lexicons, because
rather than looking at all the links on one page, it would go down deep one par-
ticular path visiting pages whose topic would rapidly drift away, rarely, if ever,
backtracking to look at other options that might be closer to the needs of the user.
Najork & Wiener (2001) showed that the crawlers that use BFS as the search
strategy find good quality pages at the early stages of the search, however, as the
2http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html
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Figure 3.2: Pictorial illustration of Depth First Search.
search progresses the quality of pages also goes down. They defined the good
quality pages as those having higher Page Rank (Brin & Page 1998), defined by
the indegree of a page which measures how many pages with high Page Rank
connect to that page. Having many links from other pages increases the chances
that a high quality page is found early. BFS explores pages in the order they are
discovered, reducing chances that it would vist pages whose topics drift away
from the starting point. That provides credence to our choice of BFS as the
search strategy.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 give pictorial views of DFS and BFS respectively.
A starting point has to be provided to the program. This could be any Wikipedia
page. The program goes to all the links on that page, one by one, and then follows
them to download more webpages in the order they were originally discovered,
making it BFS. It keeps track of the pages already visited so that the program
avoids having redundant information. Each page that is visited by the program
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Figure 3.3: Pictorial illustration of Breadth First Search.
has links to corresponding pages in other languages.
3.3 Lexicon Generation
In order to create the lexicon, the crawler parses the HTML information of a
page. It takes out the title of the original page by looking for the ‘〈tiltle〉’ tags on
the page and extracting only the initial information till it encounters Wikipedia
related information, since each title apart from the topic that it refers to also con-
tains some information regarding Wikipedia. For instance, the page on Science
has the title embedded in its HTML as:
〈title〉Science - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia〈/title〉
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Where between the title tags we have the actual information regarding the
title, which in the case above is Science - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. In
it “ - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia” is redundant information and has to be
removed to get the title. It is true for all the languages in Wikipeida.
It then goes to the corresponding page in the other language, takes out its title,
and thus enters a row in the file, giving the keyword in the first language followed
by the keyword in the other language, in the form of tuples: 〈keyword first language,
keyword second language〉. For instance, assume that we have chosen English as
the first language, and the search takes us to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer.
The title of the page is also Computer. Let us suppose we have chosen French
as the second language, then in the language frame we can seek the link from
the word Franc¸ais to URL http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordinateur. Our program
would go to the corresponding page based on this link. That is the correspond-
ing page in French on the same keyword as for the original language, which
is Computer in this case. It takes out the title once again, which in this case
is Ordinateur. The assumption is that this title is the French translation of the
original English term. So the first entry that could be put into the file would be
〈Computer,Ordinateur〉.
The process is then repeated for other languages, each time extracting the
translations of the English title and puts them in the form of tuples in the lexicon.
Each such tuple forms the lexicon entry.
The web crawler works till either its “To Search” list is exhausted or the
program runs out of heap space. After that we have to restart the program to get
more results starting from a new page each time.
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3.3.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 defines the whole process of crawling through Wikipedia pages and
collecting titles and creating multilingual tuples to be put as entries in the lexicon.
Algorithm 1 Build Multilingual Lexicon
Data Structures
queue URLsToBeSearched (ENQUEUE-AT-END* function)
list URLsSearched (in order not to repeat the discovery of entries in the lexi-
con)
list MultilingualLexicon (contains keywords and their translations)
string CurrentURLToBeSearched (the URL from which new pages and titles
are to be extracted)
string LinksOnCurrentURLToBeSearched (URLs on the current page which is
being searched)
string Link (a link on the current page)
Initialize
URLsToBeSearched← {StartingWikipediaPage}
URLsSearched← {}
MultilingualLexicon ← {}
repeat
CurrentURLToBeSearched← head(URLsToBeSearched)
EnglishT itle← EnglishWikipediaWebpageT itle(CurrentURLToBeSearched)
ForeignT itles← ForeignWikipediaWebpageT itles(CurrentURLToBeSearched)
MultilingualLexiconEntry ←
< EnglishT itle, ForeignT itle1, ..., F oreignT itleN >
MultilingualLexicon ← MultilingualLexiconEntry
for all Link ∈ LinksOnCurrentURLToBeSearched do
if Link is a valid Wikipedia page then
URLsToBeSearched← append(URLsToBeSearched, Link)
end if
end for
until URLsToBeSearched ! = 0
* ENQUEUE-AT-END enqueues at the end of the queue as defined on page
74 by Russell & Norvig (1995)
The search is exhaustive in the sense that no valid link on a page would be
missed and it will search for all the pages in the to search list until and unless
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either the list is exhausted or the memory has run out.
3.3.2 General Lexicons
The first set of lexicons considered for generation are the general lexicons. Gen-
eral lexicons can have entries covering any conceivable domain, constrained here
by the topics covered on Wikipedia, the starting point of the search, and the num-
ber of entries that is aimed for in the lexicon.
3.3.2.1 EBG and EGFP
Two sets of languages were considered for creating the lexicon. One was 〈English,
Bulgarian, Greek〉, hence after known as EBG, and the other was 〈English, Ger-
man, French, Polish〉, hence after known as EGFP. The program was run to ex-
tract around 20,000 entries for each dataset.
EBG is a general lexicon with more than 20,000 entries. Yet, most of the
entries have nothing for Bulgarian and Greek since these 2 languages are under
represented in Wikipedia. After the removal of entries that had null for either
Bulgarian or Greek, we ended up with around 4,000 entries (see Figure 3.4 for a
snapshot of the lexicon).
EGFP is also a general lexicon with around 20,000 entries collected. Of
these, only 10,000 were useful in the sense that all the languages had something
for the corresponding English word/phrase (see Figure 3.5 for a snapshot of the
lexicon).
As can be seen from the two lexicon samples, the lexicons are fairly general
and cover a wide array of topics and concepts, from religion to politics to science,
geography and history. That is due to the underlying diversity of Wikipedia
which is fairly general in itself.
Not every language on wikipedia is equally represented, with some languages
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Figure 3.4: Selected Entries from EBG
Figure 3.5: Selected Entries from EGFP
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far more equal than others, such as English, which pre-dominates Wikipedia.
Others have far fewer number of articles on Wikipedia such as the Greek. That
causes the code to find a lot of null entries in languages other than English.
After English, German, French, Japanese, and Spanish have the largest number
of articles.
3.3.2.2 Histograms for EBG
Based on the initial results, histograms were plotted to study the length of our
entries for each language. The first ones were plotted for EBG and then for
EGFP.
The average number of words in a Bulgarian keyphrase, of which there were
only around 7,000, as found to be only 0.608, which eludes to a large number of
nulls in the lexicon.
Greek is one of the least represented among the European languages on
Wikipedia. Similar to Bulgarian, most of the entries were null as well, 15,564
out of 20,569.
Since “null” entries are not of much use it was but essential to remove them
and then analyze the data using the histograms. That would give a much better
and clear picture of the results.
A large number of keywords/keyphrases were removed from the EBG corpus
after the purging of the corpus off all the nulls. Only 4,267 keywords/keyphrases
were left which constituted only a little more than 20% of the original. Figure
3.6 shows the histogram for English without nulls in the EBG corpus.
As can be seen from the histogram for English, single word titles are the most
frequent, numbering 2,700, followed by phrases of length 2 that number 1,114,
followed by the rest.
Removing the nulls reduces the number of keyphrases of length 1 from 6,681
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Figure 3.6: English Histogram for the EBG corpus without nulls
in the original lexicon to just 2,700, a drop of 60%. The keyphrases of length
2 have dropped from 7,892 to 1,114, a drop of around 86%. It has a reasonable
explanation. The keyphrases with large number of words in them are uncommon
and may refer to a very specific topic. The chances are low that a person writing
in another language would also be interested to write on the same topic. In the
original lexicon the largest keyphrase had a length of 26, but after the nulls have
been removed the largest English phrase has a length of only 9 words, which is
almost a three times drop. There are very few keyphrases of length 5 or more
and hence such topics are uncommon.
Figure 3.7 gives the Bulgarian histogram without nulls. In this case, similar
to that of English, the highest frequency is that of keyphrases with just one word
in them, which is 2,232, which dropped from 4,031 in the original lexicon, a drop
of around 45%. The ones with length 2 dropped from 2,198 to 1,462, a drop of
34%. The reason for this drop has more to do with Greek than either English
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Figure 3.7: Bulgarian Histogram for the EBG corpus without nulls
or Bulgarian. Most of the keyphrases were dropped because their corresponding
values for Greek were null. If it were only an English-Bulgarian lexicon, then
out of a total of 20,569, 7,381 entries would have something for both English
and Bulgarian, which comes to around 36% of the total. Even though 64% of the
keyphrases would still have an entry only for English, it would have been a much
better figure than around 80% that we have now. The largest keyphrases remain
with 9 words in them.
Looking at the Greek histogram (Figure 3.8), one can see that the highest
number of keyphrases are those with just one word in them, numbering 2,200,
which is a very small drop as compared to 2,460 which we had originally. It
translates of a drop of just over 10%. It can be explained in terms of the avail-
able resources in wikipedia in English, Bulgarian and Greek. Since Greek is the
smallest of them all, there are very few one word keyphrases that have webpages
in English and Greek but not Bulgarian. And that drop basically refers to those
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Figure 3.8: Greek Histogram for the EBG corpus without nulls
single word keyphrases that do not have a corresponding Bulgarian entry in the
corpus. The largest keyphrase in Bulgarian now has 6 words in it as opposed to
7 earlier.
Across the languages, it can be seen that they tend to follow the same pattern
with keyphrases of length 1 being the most frequent, followed by keyphrases
of length 2. The lengths of largest phrases have much less variance now. Both
English and Bulgarian have largest phrases of length 9, while Greek has the
largest phrase of length 6.
3.3.2.3 Histograms for EGFP
Similar to the EBG lexicon, an EGFP lexicon was created, which corresponds to
four languages, English, German, French and Polish. But opposed to the EBG
lexicon, which had one of the least used European languages on the internet, the
Greek, this lexicon comprises the languages which have the largest number of
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articles in Wikipedia. English tops the list with over 2 million articles, followed
by German with over 750,000, French with over 650,000 and Polish with over
500,000 as of 31st May 2008.
Once again the null entries were removed so that we only had entries in the
lexicon where translations were there for all the languages considered. Figure 3.9
depicts the English histogram after the removal of nulls, that reduced the total
number of entries in the lexicon from 20,383 to 10,157. Once again the phrases
with length 1 are the most frequent followed by phrases of length 2. The same
can be observed for other languages (Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12).
Interestingly, despite being the second most used language on Wikipedia,
German has null entries for 6,253 English phrases, that is more than 30% of the
entries. French has 6,956 null entries and Polish has 8,805 null entries.
Across the languages, French and Polish have the highest length phrases with
a length of 13. The figure is 10 for German and 11 for English. German also has
a large number of entries of length 1, totalling 5,741. The figures for English,
French and Polish are 5,026, 4,353, and 4,424 respectively. It depicts the prop-
erty of German which has more compound words, not only reducing the prob-
ability of lengthy phrases but also increasing the probability of smaller length
phrases.
3.3.2.4 Removal of Redundancy and Numeric Values
The multilingual lexicons thus created still contained redundancy and many of
the entries were purely numeric in nature. Due to some implementation issues,
the process had to be restarted and that caused some redundancy as some of the
articles already vistited were revisited on subsequent runs. Also, sometimes a
link on a Wikipedia page links to part of an article, and thus the same parts of
the same article may be visited creating the same entry in the lexicon. For in-
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Figure 3.9: English Histogram for the EGFP corpus without nulls
Figure 3.10: German Histogram for the EGFP corpus without nulls
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Figure 3.11: French Histogram for the EGFP corpus without nulls
Figure 3.12: Polish Histogram for the EGFP corpus without nulls
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stance, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Center of mass and http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Center of mass#Barycenter in astronomy have the same title, Center of mass.
Later these redundancies were removed to get only the unique entries in the lex-
icon.
There were also a lot of entries that merely were different years. Like there
are Wikipedia articles for different years, such as 2008. But a 2008 in English
would still be 2008 in any other language, barring differences in writing styles.
Such entries are not of much use in any such multilingual lexicon. So apart from
the entries which occurred more than once, such purely numeric entries also had
to be removed.
After the removal of both, only 1,467, down from 4,267, entries were left
in the EBG lexicon, and 5,109, down from 10,157, in the EGFP lexicon. That
translates into a drop of 65% for EBG and a drop of 50% for EGFP. But that is
just 7% of the original for EBG, and 25% of the original for EGFP.
EBG Histogram
Now we look at the histograms after the removal of redundancies and the
purely numeric values. Figure 3.13 depicts the histogram for English in the EBG
corpus. As can be seen a large number of the keyphrases have length of either 1
or 2, with the single word keyphrases being most common, numbering 857 (58%
of the total). The largest keyphrase is of size 9.
Figure 3.14 depicts the histogram for the Bulgarian. Once again a vast ma-
jority of the keyphrases are of length 1 and 2, which make up 89% of the total.
The most common are of length 2, numbering 650 (44% of the total), closely
followed by keyphrases of length 1, numbering 653. The largest keyphrase is 9
words long, same as the English.
Figure 3.15 depicts the histogram for the Greek. As for English and Bulgar-
ian, Greek also has vast majority of keyphrases of either length 1 or 2, totalling
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Figure 3.13: The final English Histogram for the EBG corpus
Figure 3.14: The final Bulgarian Histogram for the EBG corpus
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Figure 3.15: The final Greek Histogram for the EBG corpus
1,285 (88% of the total). The largest keyphrase is of size 6.
EGFP Histogram
Now we look at the histograms for the EGFP corpus after the removal of
redundancies and purely numeric values. Figure 3.16 depicts the histogram for
the English. A large number of entries have length 1 or 2, totalling 4,065 (2,027
of length 1 and 2,038 of length 2) out of 5,109, or 80% of them. The largest
keyphrase has size 11.
Figure 3.17 is for German. 4,300 out of 5,109 entries have length of either
1 or 2, 84% of the total. The most common being of length 1 (2,452 entries),
followed by length 2 (1,848 entries). The largest keyphrase is 10.
Figure 3.18 is the French histogram. But contrary to German but akin to
English, in French the most frequent words are of length 2, numbering 2,099 and
the second most frequent are of length 1, numbering 1,718. Combined they make
up 3,817 of the total (74.5%), lesser than either English or German. The largest
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Figure 3.16: The final English Histogram for the EGFP corpus
Figure 3.17: The final German Histogram for the EGFP corpus
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Figure 3.18: The final French Histogram for the EGFP corpus
keyphrase is of size 13.
Figure 3.19 depicts the histogram for Polish. Similar to English and French,
the most common words have length 2, numbering 2,422 followed by single
word keyphrases, numbering 1,761, with a combined total of 4,183 (82% of the
total). The largest keyphrase is of size 13.
German, once again shows that it uses fewer words to describe the same
concept. The maximum length of a phrase is 10, as opposed to 11 for English
and 13 for French and Polish. In German the most frequent phrases have length
1, as opposed to 2 for all other languages. That probably indicates the use of
compound words in German. French and Polish seem to use more words as in
both cases there are many more phrases of length 2 than length 1.
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Figure 3.19: The final Polish Histogram for the EGFP corpus
3.3.2.5 HeptaLex
The EBG and EGFP were just a prelude to HeptaLex (Figure 3.20), which as
the name implies is a lexicon of 7 languages: English, German, French, Polish,
Bulgarian, Greek and Chinese. It has 4,603 unique entries. It is quite dense in
the sense that there is only one missing value in it, there is nothing in German
for the English entry “0 (number)”.
The histogram for English phrases (Figure 3.21) indicate that the most fre-
quent are the keyphrases of length 1 as is the case with both EBG and EGFP after
removal of entries containing null or duplicate entries.
While crawling through Wikipedia and collecting URLs of interest, several
of them were found to be irrelevant to lexicon generation and hence had to be
ignored. We identified parts of the page URL that indicated their relevance to the
task at hand. The list is shown in (Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.20: A sample from HeptaLex
Figure 3.21: English Histogram for the HeptaLex
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Figure 3.22: Parts of URLs that indicated irrelevant Wikipedia pages
3.3.3 Domain Specific Dictionaries
Apart from the one general dictionary, two domain specific dictionaries were also
created: one in the domain of Computer Science and the other in the domain of
Artificial Intelligence with level of a category defined, which could be used to
build taxonomic structures and could also be used to define relationships such as
hypernymy and hyponymy.
In order to extract domain specific dictionaries use was made of categories in
Wikipedia (Kazakov & Shahid 2008). A category in Wikipedia can be thought of
as a particular domain, which may contain subcategories (see Figure 3.23). Each
category has in it some articles on topics related to the category. For instance, the
Arts category contains articles on Fine art, and Human figure (aesthetics) among
others.
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Figure 3.23: Categories on a typical Wikipedia webpage
We developed these domain specific dictionaries for Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence.
3.3.3.1 Computer Science Specific Lexicon
The Computer Science domain specific lexicon is based on the Computer Cat-
egory. It has got almost 2,500 entries in it in 37 different languages: English,
German, French, Polish, Japanese, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Russian, Swedish,
Chinese, Norwegian (Bokmal), Finnish, Catalan, Ukrainian, Turkish, Romanian,
Czech, Hungarian, Slovak, Danish, Arabic, Korean, Lithuanian, Slovenian, Bul-
garian, Estonian, Norwegian (Nynorsk), Thai, Greek, Hindi, Welsh, Latvian,
Cantonese, Urdu, Irish, and Classical Chinese.
This time a wide variety of language families were considered and much
bigger questions were asked, such as how any two languages may be related
and could such relationships between languages be determined using information
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overlap between any two languages on Wikipedia.
For the purposes of this particular lexicon, category information of Wikipedia
was used, which bunches together articles belonging to one particular category.
For instance, a person interested in politics might look into Politics category
and find articles of interest on topics as diverse as Legislative act and Regional
autonomy. Such diversity of information when bunched together in the form of
categories and subcategories, makes searching of relevant information simpler
and might also help in building taxonomies (see Algorithm 2 for details).
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the creation of Computer Science specific lexicon
Get first address from CommandLine
Add address to Queue
Entries← 1000
while Entries < 1000 do
Get first WebPageURL from Queue
Call URLAlreadyVisited()
if Not visited then
for Each link in WebPageURL do
process link (parse and filter)
add link to Queue
Entries← Entries+ 1
end for
end if
end while
while Links in Queue > 50 do
Get first URL from Queue
Call findTitle()
Remove URL from URLTable
Insert URL into AlreadySearchedURLsQueue
end while
Apart from the checks put on URLs it was also ensured that only those URLs
were considered which had the substring en.wikipedia.org in it (see Figure 3.25).
It was also ensured that no such URL was considered which was about a page on
a purely numeric value, such as the number 11, since translations of 11 would be
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Figure 3.24: A snapshot of the Computer Science specific lexicon with few of
the languages
the same in all the languages.
Figure 3.24 shows a snapshot of the lexicon, showing some of the languages
in the lexicon, depicting the variety of writing styles that have been covered.
Once again, English has been used as the pivotal language, being the most prolific
of all the languages on Wikipedia.
One can observe that quite a few entries for some languages are null. The
lexicon itself is very sparse with some languages, such as Classical Chinese,
Urdu and Welsh having fewer than 100 entries. This basically sheds light on
the interest of people belonging to particular language in Computer Science and
related subjects. It does not in any way mean that the language itself is not widely
spoken. For instance, Urdu is quite widely spoken in South Asia but is not well
represented on Wikipedia.
3.3.3.2 Category Translations
This work was further extended (Kazakov & Shahid 2008) to extract transla-
tions of categories for Computer Science (CS) and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
As already shown Wikipedia defines categories that encompass different areas
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Figure 3.25: Substrings of URLs that render them irrelevant
of interest. Each category may contain subcategories and articles on particular
topics in it (see Figures 3.26 and 3.27). In this case we only looked for categories
and their subcategories for CS and AI.
The CS domain specific dictionary (Figure 3.28) contains a little over 2,000
entries in 36 different languages. Classical Chinese was left out for this exercise.
The AI domain specific dictionary (Figure 3.29) was much smaller with around
450 entries.
3.4 Some Programming Related Issues
While creating the lexicon, some memory issues were encountered with Java.
In Java everything is an object and objects are stored in dynamic memory, or
heap space. For each URL stored on a vector, for the purposes of being explored
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Figure 3.26: Subcategories for Computer Science
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Figure 3.27: Subcategories for Artificial Intelligence
Figure 3.28: Lexicon for Categories of Computer Science and its Subcategories
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Figure 3.29: Lexicon for Categories of Artificial Intelligence and its Subcate-
gories
further to collect new URLs, a new String object is created. Since each page
contains a number of links, and if for each page all these URLs are put on to the
vector, soon the size of the vector becomes so large so as to consume all the heap
space.
To avoid such a problem from occurring we set the lower and upper limits of
URLs in the list of URLs to be searched, while extracting the Computer Science
specific lexicon. To avoid it becoming too big, an upper limit of 1,000 URLs was
set. To reduce the chances of it running out of URLs to search for a lower limit
of 50 was defined so if the number of URLs to be searched ever fell below that
level the program would start looking for more.
To make searching for URLs already visited more efficient, later for the con-
struction of Computer Science specific lexicons, hash tables were used. For the
said purpose 28 different database tables were created. One which stored all the
URLs to be visited. 26 tables, one for each letter in English alphabet, were used
to store already visited URLs. One last table, named URLExtra, stored all other
URLs. Such storing of already visited URLs improved efficiency by taking less
time to figure if a particular URL has already been visited or not.
We also calculated how long it took to create a particular lexicon for both
EBG and EGF. In order to get a total of 20,590 entries it took the crawler more
than 5 hours for EBG, and almost 9 hours for the EGFP.
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3.5 Analysis of Languages in Wikipedia
Lexicons have the basic purpose to find translations or meanings of a word. Yet,
they could be used for other tasks, such as discovering which two languages
are inter-related. We used the Computer Science specific lexicon for the said
purpose.
We base our findings on the principle that any two languages on Wikipedia
would share a fair number of concepts discussed in them if they share the cultural
background. For instance, Latin and Italian are likely to have much material on
the Roman Catholic Church. Similarly, languages spoken in the Middle East
might have overlapping entries on Islam in their lexicons. Similarly languages
that are linguistically related may have greater chances of such overlap since
material in one language can easily be translated into another, with some of the
shared diction, morphology and semantics.
Thus two languages with similar number of entries in the lexicon may demon-
strate a different degree of overlap. Such patterns are not too difficult to identify.
We used a simple relationship to calculate the degree of overlap.
Language1 ∩ Language2
Language1 ∪ Language2
(3.1)
where the numerator identifies the number of entries present in both the lan-
guages, and the denominator identifies the number of entries in each of the two
languages.
This similarity (min = 0, max = 1) can be measured on a sample of Wikipedia
pages, as we did, and the resultant clustering dendrogram is as shown in Fig-
ure 3.30.
It is difficult to make any judgements based on this data alone. Some of them
make more sense, such as German and French have been bunched together but
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Figure 3.30: The Language Clusters for the CS Domain
others can be attributed to noise in the data, such as Urdu and Irish, which are far
apart in every aspect, have been bunched together. Such grouping of languages
to build taxonomic structures need closer scrutiny with less sparse data.
Two graphs (Figures 3.31 and 3.32) were plotted, one showing the number of
entries in the lexicon for each language, as percentage of English entries. And the
other depicting the total number of articles in each language on Wikipedia. Two
of the outliers, English and Classical Chinese were removed. The first figure
shows that the expected overlap between any language and English is the de-
creasing linear function of its rank. Even if the number of articles as a function
of rank is non-linear in nature. The numbers represent the ranks of the languages,
e.g. 2 for German, and 36 for Irish.
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Figure 3.31: Percentage of English articles for each language with the trend line
Figure 3.32: Total number of articles on Wikipedia for each language
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3.6 Evaluation
We have evaluated the HeptaLex by asking native speakers to look at randomly
chosen 100 entries and give their feed back if the entries were correct or not, and
if they were not perfectly correct whether they were some morphological vari-
ation of what it should be? Or the translations were semantically related to the
original English word using some relationship, such as hypernymy/hyponymy.
The words/phrases in English, that were chosen at random from HeptaLex
are as in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
Table 3.4 gives results of our findings from evaluation by native speakers.
3.7 Conclusion
We used the Wikipedia articles in multiple languages to create multilingual lex-
icons by putting together titles of articles, which are faithful translations of each
other, in the languages of interest. We created general lexicons using different set
of languages: English-Bulgarian-Greek (EBG), English-German-French-Polish
(EGFP), and the HeptaLex in seven different languages.
The idea was further extended to incorporate the notion of categories in
Wikipedia, where each article may belong to one or more categories. Categories
may be further divided into sub-categories. We have used them to create domain
specific lexicons for Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence.
Most of the entries in the lexicons are of length 1 and 2. However, vari-
ation can be seen across languages in the maximum length of strings. German
shows the trend of smaller phrase lengths and even the maximum phrase length is
smaller than other languages. French and Polish show the opposite trend. It may
indicate the use of compound words in German. French and Polish, on the other
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hand, may use more words to express the same concept, and in fact after tak-
ing only the unique entries and removing the purely numerical values, both have
more phrases with length 2 than with length 1. However, throughout the lexicons
and across the languages, the phrases of length 3 and greater are relatively rare
and their frequency drops with the increase in length.
We also calculated how probable it was to find an entry in any language
given that it already exists for English. We came up with the following figures:
Bulgarian 0.355, Greek 0.239, German 0.691, French 0.656, and Polish 0.565.
We also created language clusters based on the fact how many concepts are
shared between any two languages. We did it for 37 languages from the Com-
puter Science specific lexicon. We also built a relationship between English and
other languages in the Computer Science specific lexicon and figured that the ex-
pected overlap between any language and English is the decreasing linear func-
tion of its rank even if the number of articles in Wikipedia as a function of rank
is non-linear in nature.
Finally we created the lexicons based on the translations of categories and
subcategories for Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence.
These lexicons can be used by translators and interpreters. The domain spe-
cific dictionaries can also be useful in the class where students from diverse
backgrounds, specially with non-English background, end up learning things and
need to discuss ideas. Such lexicons can be helpful in bridging that gap. They
can also be used to create taxonomic structures by trying to ascertain the tree
structures that implicitly exist on Wikipedia where each node represents a cate-
gory or subcategory; and to improve performance of domain specific information
retrieval systems (Jones et al. 2008).
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English
Multilingualism
Language
Linguistics
Brain
Art
Official language
Recent changes
Volunteer
Communication
Grammar
Science
Philosophy
Semantics
Syntax
Translation
Population
Capital
Government
Area
Water
Population density
Time zone
Cold War
Nationalism
Kindergarten
Capital punishment
Feminism
Potato
Maize
Milk
Writing system
Economics
Human geography
Table 3.1: First part of the 100 entries chosen from HeptaLex, at random, in
English
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English
Law
Politics
Ethics
Jew
Recursion
Poverty
Child
Reproduction
Bone
Skin
Hair
Pregnancy
Society
Information
Advertising
Book
Loanword
Deer
Domestic sheep
Court
Nation
Natural disaster
Genocide
War
Dictatorship
Racism
Waste
Iron
Bronze
Forest
Earthquake
Ship
Fishing
Rail transport
Coal
Marriage
University
Table 3.2: Second part of the 100 entries chosen from HeptaLex, at random, in
English
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English
Noun
Paper
Vertebrate
Sponge
Heart
Insect
Eye
Sleep
Scissors
God
Universe
History
Religion
Crusades
Literature
Animal
Fear
Painting
Sculpture
Number
Time
Year
Experiment
Company
Poetry
Cemetery
Poet
Sound
Lion
Ice
Table 3.3: Third part of the 100 entries chosen from HeptaLex, at random, in
English
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Language PercentageCorrect
Hyponyms
Hypernyms
Morphological
Variation Incorrect
French 93% 3% 2% 2%
Bulgarian 98% 0% 2% 0%
Greek 94% 2% 2% 2%
Chinese 97% 2% 1% 0%
Table 3.4: Results of evaluation of HeptaLex by native speakers of the languages
CHAPTER 4
Extraction of Multilingual Synsets from Aligned
Corpora
Parallel corpora, which are multiple translations of the same text, carry contex-
tual information that can be used to extract semantic information, such as which
word in one language translates into which word in the other, and which two
words are synonymous in a language of interest. Extraction of useful semantic
information from parallel corpora forms one of the cornerstones of this thesis.
4.1 Main Idea
The idea is to take any parallel corpus, such as the European Parliamentary Pro-
ceedings (Europarl), in the languages of interest, word align them so that we
know which word in one language is a translation of which word in another lan-
guage, and then where there is no 1:1 correspondence, group those words to form
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phrases. The sum of all translations of these phrases can be used as sense tags
to disambiguate the original English corpus or the words of any other monolin-
gual subset of the same corpus, in the same way in which a set of synonyms in
the same language narrows down the meaning of a word. The results can then
be evaluated using applications requiring word disambiguation, or directly on a
disambiguated multilingual corpus, if such exists. The range of relevant tasks
includes document clustering and document classification (Shahid & Kazakov
2011).
4.2 Assumptions
Since we used GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003) for word alignment, we had to bring
our parallel corpus in line with its constraints.
• GIZA++ does not accept sentences of length greater than 101, so we re-
moved all the paragraphs that had length greater than that. That reduced
our data set by almost one third. That still left us with 33,508 paragraphs.
Och & Ney (2003) obtained best results with a corpus of size 34K sen-
tences for English-German and 1470K sentences for English-French.
• That might impact the performance by losing a part of the informa-
tion.
• The sentence splitter that we had available, would split wherever it en-
countered a period. But a sentence in one language may not necessarily
translate as a sentence in another. A sentence in one language may be
translated into two or more sentences in another language. Thus, the splits
may not be ideal.
• Thus, we treated paragraphs as sentences for our work.
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The rest of the chapter is organzied as follows: Section 4.3 discusses the
parallel corpus that we used and how we pre-processed it; Section 4.4 discusses
how we word aligned the corpus using GIZA++; Section 4.5 gives the procedure
of collating words into phrases to create the multilingual proto-synsets; Section
4.6 discusses disambiguation by using the proto-synsets as sense tags to annotate
the original English corpus; Section 4.7 discusses the challenges encountered
and indirect evaluation of the proto-synsets; Section 4.8 discusses the results of
evaluation; Section 4.9 discusses creation of proto-synsets using SemEval data;
Section 4.10 gives a theoertical analysis of the SemEval data and provides theo-
retical support for use of our methodology; and finally, Section 4.11 offers some
conclusions regarding the methodology.
4.3 Parallel Corpora and Pre-processing
Parallel corpora are growing in number. The availability of these corpora makes
it possible to use them for NLP/IR tasks, specially in the multilingual context.
We used the European Parliamentary Proceedings (Europarl)1 for the pur-
poses of this research as they are freely available in 11 European languages: Ro-
mance (French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese), Germanic (English, Dutch, Ger-
man, Danish, Swedish), Greek and Finnish.
They are decently pre-processed, especially their latest versions, which are
sentence aligned. When we started work on word-alignment in 2009, the Eu-
roparl corpus available at the time were not sentence aligned, and a number of
pre-processing steps had to be carried out to bring it into the required input format
for GIZA++, which makes use of IBM Models for word alignment and Hidden
Markov Models to carry out pair-wise word alignment of parallel corpora. The
1http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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pre-processing proved to be quite time consuming as it involved a lot of manual
work.
For our experiments, we chose four languages, namely, English, German,
French and Greek. This choice provided a certain spread across the families of
Indo-European languages, and also ensured that the approach and the software
were not limited to texts in the Roman alphabet.
4.3.1 Structure of the Europarl Corpus
Europarl covers the debates taking place in the European Parliament, manually
translated into different languages by human translators. Despite their best ef-
forts and high expertise, the translators may use words which, at times, are not
the best. The corpus also contains a certain amount of mis-alignments, missing
text and other such imperfections which makes their use more difficult. We can
not improve upon the translations themselves, but we can remove mis-alignments
at the paragraph level. Thus a certain amount of pre-processing is all but essen-
tial to improve the alignment at the paragraph level, which ultimately contributes
to improvement in word alignment.
Before discussing pre-processing steps involved it would be prudent to see
how the corpus is structured in the first place and what refinements need to be
made to them so that they could be used for our needs.
Any typical day in the European parliament would comprise of debates by
different public figures duly moderated by the speaker of the house, which in
this case is the President of the European Parliament. Since the Parliament can
discuss any topic under the sun that falls under its jurisdiction, it is pertinent to la-
bel the proceedings according to topic of discussion. The tag<CHAPTER ID...>
fills that role. Each set of debates by different speakers is covered in one chapter,
and the text associated with the tag is the title of the debate. For instance, Safety
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advisers for the transport of dangerous goods is one such topic of discussion.
Each speaker’s name is recorded in the tag <SPEAKER ID...>, which gives the
number of the speaker, his/her name, and at times his/her language. Each speech
is further broken down into paragraphs, which are separated and identified by the
tag <P>.
An example is given below of a part of the English corpus (Table 4.1) and its
translation in German (Table 4.2).
English
<CHAPTER ID=1>
Resumption of the session
<SPEAKER ID=1 NAME=”President”>
I declare resumed the session of the European Parliament adjourned on Friday
17 December 1999, and I would like once again to wish you a happy new year
in the hope that you enjoyed a pleasant festive period.
<P>
Although, as you will have seen, the dreaded ’millennium bug’ failed to
materialise, still the people in a number of countries suffered a series
of natural disasters that truly were dreadful. You have requested a debate
on this subject in the course of the next few days, during this part-session.
In the meantime, I should like to observe a minute’ s silence, as a number
of Members have requested, on behalf of all the victims concerned, particularly
those of the terrible storms, in the various countries of the European Union.
Please rise, then, for this minute’ s silence.
<P>
(The House rose and observed a minute’ s silence)
Table 4.1: A sample from English part of the Europarl corpus
Similar texts exist for other languages, including French and Greek in which
we were interested.
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German
<CHAPTER ID=1>
Wiederaufnahme der Sitzungsperiode
<SPEAKER ID=1 NAME=”Die Pra¨sidentin”>
Ich erkla¨re die am Freitag, dem 17. Dezember unterbrochene Sitzungsperiode
des Europa¨ischen Parlaments fu¨r wiederaufgenommen, wu¨nsche Ihnen nochmals
alles Gute zum Jahreswechsel und hoffe, daß Sie scho¨ne Ferien hatten.
<P>
Wie Sie feststellen konnten, ist der gefu¨rchtete ”Millenium-Bug ” nicht eingetreten.
Doch sind Bu¨rger einiger unserer Mitgliedstaaten Opfer von schrecklichen
Naturkatastrophen geworden. Im Parlament besteht der Wunsch nach einer
Aussprache im Verlauf dieser Sitzungsperiode in den na¨chsten Tagen.
Heute mo¨chte ich Sie bitten - das ist auch der Wunsch einiger Kolleginnen und
Kollegen -, allen Opfern der Stu¨rme, insbesondere in den verschiedenen La¨ndern
der Europa¨ischen Union, in einer Schweigeminute zu
gedenken. Ich bitte Sie, sich zu einer Schweigeminute zu erheben.
<P>
(Das Parlament erhebt sich zu einer Schweigeminute.)
Table 4.2: Sample of German translation of the English example
4.3.2 Pre-processing
The Statistical Machine Translation website, from which the corpora have been
downloaded, suggests performing the following pre-processing tasks in order to
use corpora with tools like GIZA++:
• tokenize the text (required)
• lowercase the text (recommended)
• strip empty lines and their correspondences (required)
• remove lines with XML-Tags (starting with “〈”) (required)
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The above guidelines were religiously followed. GIZA++ takes aligned sen-
tences to word align the parallel corpus, but we skipped the sentence alignment
step since the sentence splitter available with the corpora was not able to see
one-to-many relationships between sentences in different languages. At times
more than one sentence in one language was aligned to a sentence in the other
language. The sentence splitter would split whenever it encountered the period,
without regards for the fact if splitting at that point would create one-to-one sen-
tence alignments or not.
Also, due to one’s lack of knowledge of any of the other languages, it was
quite impossible to manually verify the sentence splits. Even if one had the
requisite language knowledge, such a task would have been time prohibitive.
Thus, for the sake of practicality, paragraphs were used instead of sentences as
the main units providing contextual information. Such an assumption appears
appropriate, although GIZA++ only accepts ‘sentences’ of up to 101 words, be-
yond which they are truncated. We shall see how this decision may have affected
the performance.
The above tasks were time consuming and despite our best efforts it was not
possible to manually align more than 33,508 paragraphs, which were then word
aligned with GIZA++.
4.4 Word Alignment
A couple of pre-processing steps are required before the actual word alignment.
These are outlined below:
1. Creation of vocabulary and sentence files
2. Creation of word classes.
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4.4.1 Creation of Vocabulary and Sentence Files
A pre-processing step is required before the actual word alignment. An auxiliary
tool named as plain2snt, which is part of the GIZA++ package, is used to create
the vocabulary and sentence files for each of the two languages.
Since GIZA++ relies on statistical models for word alignment, computing the
word frequencies is key to carrying out the task efficiently.
Vocabulary Files
The vocabulary file contains information about each word in the corpus. It
assigns a unique ID to each and also gives its frequency of occurrence.
Table 4.3 contains a sample of the English vocabulary file used for alignment.
2 resumption 1
3 of 60474
4 the 128443
5 session 175
6 i 19160
7 declare 84
8 resumed 109
9 european 9509
10 parliament 5047
Table 4.3: Sample of the English vocabulary file
The first column is the unique identifier assigned to each word, the second is
the word itself and the third is the frequency with which it occurs in the corpus.
One such file is produced for each language in the language pair fed to GIZA++2.
Sentence Files
Based on the unique IDs in the vocabulary files, a sentence file is generated
that covers both input languages, where words are encoded with the unique IDs
2http://giza-pp.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/GIZA++-v2/README
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from the vocabulary files and the frequency with which the sentence pair, parallel
sentences, occurs in the parallel corpora. Table 4.4 contains a snapshot from the
English-German sentence file.
1
2 3 4 5 (the 1st encoded sentence in English)
2 3 4 (the 1st encoded sentence in German)
1
6 7 8 4 5 3 4 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 6 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 4 31 32 25 33 26 34 35 36 37 (the 2nd encoded sentence in English)
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 4 15 16 17 18 19 10 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 10 29
30 31 32 33 34 (the 2nd encoded sentence in German)
Table 4.4: Sentence file containing 2 pairs of sentences for English-German
One can see information for two different sentence pairs in the snapshot
above. The first line is the frequency with which the sentence pairs occur in
the parallel corpora. The second line is the encoded sentence for English and
the third for German. The same is repeated for all sentence pairs in the parallel
corpora. The lines in Table 4.4 correspond to the sentences in Table 4.5.
English
resumption of the session
i declare resumed the session of the european parliament adjourned on friday
17 december 1999 , and i would like once again to wish you a happy new year
in the hope that you enjoyed a pleasant festive period .
German
wiederaufnahme der sitzungsperiode
ich erkla¨re die am freitag , dem 17. dezember unterbrochene sitzungsperiode
des europa¨ischen parlaments fu¨r wiederaufgenommen , wu¨nsche ihnen nochmals
alles gute zum jahreswechsel und hoffe , daß sie scho¨ne ferien hatten .
Table 4.5: Sample of English-German input
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4.4.2 Creation of Word Classes
To solve the problem of sparse data in language modelling, word classes are of-
ten used. People have used clustering techniques to solve that problem (Jardino
& Adda (1993); Brown, Pietra, deSouza, Lai & Mercer (Brown et al.); Martin
et al. (1998)). Machine Translation (MT) also faces the problem of sparse data.
Creating word classes mono-lingually does not seem to be useful for MT prob-
lems (Fung & Wu 1995), since two languages are involved and we need to create
some kind of correspondence between word classes for both. (Och 1999) defined
the method of bilingual word clustering to create corresponding word classes for
the two languages, that could be used for MT. mkcls is the tool that does this task
for GIZA++. An example of a word class in English is today tomorrow, with the
corresponding word class in Spanish as hoy man˜ana mismo. It does not mean
that today and tomorrow would be translated with the same Spanish word, but
that their translations would lie in the same word class.
In the next step GIZA++ was run, where one language was defined as the
source language and the other as the target language. This description of lan-
guages as source or target is rather arbitrary but for sake of consistency we always
defined English, the pivotal language, as the target language. But for certain lan-
guages the direction of translation may induce errors and may increase the error
rates (Och & Ney 2003).
The output files generated by GIZA++ give the probablity of word alignment
being correct, and also alignment scores for sentence pairs. The higher the two
metrics, the better the alignment. A few examples of word alignment are given
in Table 4.6.
The final output (Table 4.7) is in the form of sentence pairs in the two lan-
guages. The first line lists the sentence pair number, the length of the sentences
in the source and target languages, and the alignment score for sentence pairs.
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English German Probability of correct word alignment
lumped zusammengefu¨gt 0.40572
cliche´s klischees 1
unambiguously unmißversta¨ndlich 0.578567
Table 4.6: Examples of word alignment probability for English and German
# Sentence pair (1) source length 3 target length 4 alignment score : 0.00126905
resumption of the session
NULL ({ }) wiederaufnahme ({ 1 2 }) der ({ 3 }) sitzungsperiode ({ 4 })
Table 4.7: A snapshot of the result of word alignment for English-German for 1
sentence
The second line contains the target language sentence. The third line contains
the word alignment information.
The third line in Table 4.7 is the German translation of the English sentence in
the second line, with added information of word alignment. It is possible that no
word in the source language is aligned to any word in the target language. That
case is covered by the word NULL in the source language sentence. In the case
above it is followed by a set of indices, which is empty. It indicates that there
is no word in the target language that is not aligned with any source language
word. The German word wiederaufnahme has two indices in its set of indices,
1 and 2. It means that this single German word is aligned with the two English
words resumption of, which are indexed as number 1 and 2. der is aligned with
the, indexed as 3, and sitzungsperiode is aligned with session indexed as 4.
The corresponding alignments for French and Greek are given in Table 4.8.
This information is later used to generate synsets such as the ones shown in
Table 4.9:
The detailed procedure of how to create synsets and the algorithm will be
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discussed later.
4.5 Collation of Words into Phrases
The output of GIZA++ gives word-aligned pairs of sentences for a given pair of
languages as has been discussed in the previous section. We used it to word align
a parallel corpus with four languages, viz. English, German, French and Greek.
It is natural that a word in one language is not necessarily translated into
exactly one word in the other, but may be translated into none or more than one
word in the target language. As a result a lot of contextual information which,
if used properly, could be used to create multilingual proto-synsets (Figure 4.1),
the antecedents of the multilingual synsets that are the ultimate aim of this part
of the research project.
PWN synsets are sets of synonyms, for instance “dog, domestic dog, Canis
familiaris” is one synset and represents one particular concept. In the case of
multilingual proto-synsets, the corresponding entry would be 〈dog, hund, chien,
σκυ´λoς〉.
We call these proto-synsets, rather than synsets. This can be compared with
the work of PWN where lexical entries alone were used. There is a lot of non-
semantic morphological variation. For instance in our case dog and dogs can
appear in an otherwise identical n-tuple of words, thus creating 2 different ‘proto-
synsets’, which would be considered to be different concepts. Hence there are
NULL ({ }) reprise ({ 1 }) de ({ 2 }) la ({ 3 }) session ({ 4 })
NULL ({ 3 }) ǫπανα´ληψη ({ 1 }) της ({ 2 }) συνσδoυ ({ 4 })
Table 4.8: The corresponding French and Greek sentences for the English and
German sentences in Table 4.7
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resumption of wiederaufnahme reprise de ǫπανα´ληψη της
Table 4.9: Generated multilingual synsets
a lot more proto-synsets then there are meanings represented by them. We shall
discuss and follow up ideas about the possible ways of merging proto-synsets if
the words in pivotal language are morphological - inflectional and derivational -
variations of each other. As opposed to the PWN synsets, which are sets of syn-
onyms and are mono-lingual in nature, the multilingual proto-synsets are trans-
lations of a word in different languages, four in our case. We call them synsets
since translations of a word in pivotal language, all represent the same concept.
Also, the PWN synsets define relationships between different synsets, such as
hypernymy, and meronymy. We have not defined any such relationships, though
the current project could be extended to do that.
Languages are not equal in terms of their richness of vocabulary and mor-
phology. Thus, a word in one language can correspond to more than one word
in another. German, for instance, is well known to make extensive use of com-
pound words in its vocabulary (Berton et al. 1996). Compound German words
Figure 4.1: An example of proto-synsets created using our word-aligned parallel
corpus.
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are likely to be aligned with more than one word in English. For instance in
our word aligned corpus, the German word wiederaufnahme aligns with English
words resumption of, French word merci aligns with English words thank you,
and the Greek word πρoτǫι´νω is aligned with three English words i propose that.
The existence of such cases makes the case for collation of words into phrases.
If every word in one language was at most aligned to one word in the other lan-
guage, it would be enough to put together the single-word translations to form
the proto-synsets. But in our case forming single-word proto-synsets would not
cover the meaning of compound words in languages other than the one in which
that compound word exists.
We devised our own algorithm (Algorithm 3) for the said purpose. In the
Algorithm 3 Phrase Generation Algorithm
Data Structures
int N (number of words in the PL)
int M (number of non-PLs)
int array a[1..N]
int array t[1..M,1..L]
Initialize:
for i = 1→ N do
a[i]← i
end for
L← number of words in lang.l
for i = 1→ L do
if word i in lang.l is aligned with word j in the PL then
t[l, i] ← j
else
if word i in lang.l is aligned with words j, j+1, ..., j+ k in the PL then
t[l, i]← j
for z = 1→ k do
a[j + z] ← a[j]
end for
end if
end if
end for
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algorithm a[1..N ] stores the phrase number in a[i] to which word i belongs in the
pivotal language. Pivotal language words a[j], ..., a[j + k] are put in the same
group if in another language they are aligned with the same word. t[l, i] := k
stores information regarding the ith word in language l is aligned with the kth
word in the pivotal language.
Later the PL words belonging to a group are merged to form a phrase and so
are the corresponding mapped words in non-PL languages. These give rise to the
much talked about multilingual proto-synsets, the building blocks of a WordNet
like structure.
The process of generation of phrases is deterministic and hence not prone to
errors. Essentially the quality of output is totally dependent on the quality of
input, or the output of GIZA++ which as has already been discussed is highly
error prone and given to mis-alignments.
Due to variations in language structures and semantics there are cases where a
word in one language aligns with two or more words in another language or none
at all. If there were perfect one-to-one alignments the whole process of aggrega-
tion of words into phrases would have been redundant. Table 4.10 summarizes
our findings related to how many English words are aligned with a word in non-
pivotal language. Even though a large number of alignments are 1:1, there are
cases a word in non-pivotal language aligns with more than one English word.
German has the fewest number of 1:1 word alignments, 85.7% among the lan-
guages chosen, probably indicating the existence of compound words in it.
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Language
Numbre of Aligned Words
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
German 85.7 7.9 2.5 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.6
French 91.6 4.9 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3
Greek 87.4 7.8 2.2 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3
Table 4.10: Proportion (in [%]) of phrases of a given length aligned with each word in the non-pivotal language
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A 1:N alignment suggests that the group ofN words forms a phrase for which
there exists a unitary lexical item in another language, and therefore that phrase is
likely to represent a well-defined and potentially useful semantic concept. When
L words in English are aligned with M words in one non-pivotal language L1,
and N words in another non-pivotal language L2, then the phrase aggregation
algorithm step will pair 2 phrases ML1 : NL2 with the phrase created by collating
L words in English.
Initially all words are assumed to be phrases on their own. Gradually we
start grouping them into phrases based on the fact that how other languages see
the formation of these groups in English, the pivotal language. For instance, if
a word in German is aligned with more than one word in English that probably
is the case where the English words should be merged to form a phrase. The
algorithm decides which English words need to be made part of the same group.
The words that should belong to the same group are assigned the same group
number, but that decision is dependent on the other, non-pivotal, languages as
well. Let us make a run through the algorithm for a few words just to demonstrate
how it works. For the aligned words that would be considered for this example,
please see Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 shows the aligned words in pivotal and non-pivotal languages in
the form of a graph, where an edge indicates the fact that its vertices, in the
form of words, have been word aligned by GIZA++. Thus, Friday in English is
aligned with freitag in German, vendredi in French and παρασκǫνη´ in Greek.
Some words in one language are aligned with more than one word in another.
For instance, vendredi in French is aligned with both on and Friday in English.
This example is taken from the actual proto-synsets that were created. Before
forming phrases we make a list of words in English and assign them a unique ID
and a unique number, what we call Number, for the sake of simplicity. The IDs
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of aligned words in the pivotal and non-
pivotal languages (cf. Table 4.23).
do not remain unique with time and refer to the group number to which that word
belongs. Let us suppose we get the following for English (Table 4.11):
14 adjourned 14
15 on 15
16 friday 16
Table 4.11: Snapshot of the English words, with their IDs (group numbers) and
Num values
Subsequently we make a list of words in each of the non-pivotal languages
and assign them the unique IDs. The first non-pivotal language in this case is
German, and we have the following information for German based on the results
of word alignment (Table 4.12).
erkla¨re 14
am 15
freitag 16
Table 4.12: Corresponding German words and their Num values
Here we have a word in German followed by numbers signifying the number
of English words in the corpus with which it is aligned. Thus erkla¨re is aligned
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with word numbered 14 in the English corpus. Where the first word in the En-
glish corpus is assigned number 1, the second number 2 and so on. erkla¨re is
word aligned with the English word adjourned which has the index number 14.
We would put information in the table for German as (Table 4.13):
14 erkla¨re
Table 4.13: Example of a German word aligned with more than one English word
that are not consecutive
followed by two more entries (Table 4.14):
15 am
16 freitag
Table 4.14: The German entries following the ones in Table 4.13
Since none of the German words carry any information regarding creation
of phrases, the IDs of the English words remain the same. If we were dealing
with only two languages, we would have called it a day and each English word
would have been put against the German word as such, to give the following
(Table 4.15):
adjourned erkla¨re
on am
friday freitag
Table 4.15: Multilingual proto-synsets in the absence of French and Greek word-
aligned corpora
But we are dealing with not one but four languages here, each of which car-
ries some extra information which could be exploited to refine our search for
existence of useful phrases.
The next language to look at is French and it has got the following informa-
tion (Table 4.16):
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interrompue 14
le
vendredi 15 16
Table 4.16: Corresponding entries for French for the generation of phrases
As can be seen we have three French words here among which the word le
is aligned with no English word and is hence not followed by the index of the
aligned English word. interrompue is aligned with the English word with the
index number 14 which as can be seen above is adjourned. vendredi on the
other hand is aligned with two English words on and Friday and they are also
consecutive to each other. Now that is some useful information and we exploit it.
The information that it carries is that the two English words on and Friday could
be merged to form a phrase on Friday, but we are not yet done. So rather than
straight away creating the phrase we store this information for future reference
by assigning the same group number 15 to each of the two English words, and
they now look like (Table 4.17):
14 adjourned 14
15 on 15
15 friday 16
Table 4.17: English group numbers after reading through information about
English-French word alignment
As for French we keep the following information in its table (Table 4.18):
14 interrompue
15 vendredi
Table 4.18: Corresponding information for French
Next, we have Greek. Looking at it we figure that we have got the following
information Table 4.19):
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διακoπǫι´ 14 15
την
παρασκǫυη´ 16
Table 4.19: Entries for Greek for English-Greek word alignment
In this case the first Greek word διακoπǫι´ is aligned with two consecutive
English words indexed 14 and 15 respectively. It implies that all words in English
with index number (ID) 15 should get a new index (ID) of 14, and we end up with
the following in the English table (Table 4.20):
14 adjourned 14
14 on 15
14 friday 16
Table 4.20: Revised group number information for English words after encoun-
tering information in Greek
The second Greek word παρασκǫυη´ does not convey much information
about grouping of words and thus has no bearing on the IDs of the English words.
The Greek table now look like (Table 4.21):
14 διακoπǫι´
16 παρασκǫυη´
Table 4.21: Greek table after changing group number information in English
As can be seen since διακoπǫι´ has been aligned with two consecutive English
words, one index number (15) is skipped.
Table 4.22 gives the phrase group information indicating how the words in
all the different languages could be collated to form phrases. Table 4.23 gives
the final phrases generated.
That is what we call the multilingual proto-synset or proto-synset for short,
since it is not in a very refined form. Refinements can be made to such proto-
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English
ID
English
Word
English
Num
German
ID
German
Word
French
ID
French
Word
Greek
ID
Greek
Word
14 adjourned 14 14 erkla¨re 14 interrompue 14 διακoπǫι´
14 on 15 15 am 15 vendredi 15
14 friday 16 16 freitag 16 16 παρασκǫυη´
Table 4.22: Phrase group information for final generation of phrases.
English Phrase German Phrase French Phrase Greek Phrase
adjourned on friday erkla¨re am freitag interrompue vendredi διακoπǫι´ παρασκǫυη´
Table 4.23: The final phrases generated.
synsets to create synsets and different relationships can be defined between them
to create a WordNet like lexical resource.
As a result of running the algorithm we were able to create more than 1.5
million proto-synsets.
4.5.1 Author’s Note
The process of creating proto-synsets in such a manner is deterministic and is not
given to errors if implemented properly. The quality of output is only dependent
on the quality of input, in this case the pair-wise alignments as given by GIZA++.
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4.6 Disambiguation
The proto-synsets thus created can be used for other NLP tasks, such as Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD), and Multilingual Information Retrieval (IR). In
order to evaluate the results we used them to sense tag the original English corpus
and then to evaluate it by measuring whether using this additional information
helps in the classification of documents by improving the quality of clustering.
Tagging the original English corpus with multilingual sense tags is a straight-
forward process. As can be seen from Figure 4.3, if we start reading down a lan-
guage column, e.g. English, we are in fact reading through the corpus. Thus the
English corpus reads like “resumption of the session ...”. Thus if we assign any
tags to any of the proto-synsets we are essentially assigning sense tags to phrases
or words in the original corpus and thus the corpus would be sense tagged, or
in other words WSD is being performed. Importantly, the process has the po-
tential of providing all words in a given language corpus with a multi-lingual
proto-synset.
Thus we devised a very simple, even if time consuming, process of WSD by
assigning the same sense tag to the same proto-synset, wherever it occurs. Since
a number of proto-synsets will appear repeatedly, they will get the same sense tag
throughout which we will take to suggest that the same word/phrase is used in
the same sense in all these cases. Figure 4.4 gives a snapshot of the proto-synsets
with the corresponding indices assigned.
4.7 Evaluation
This is an example of cross-lingual WSD where translations of a word or phrase
in a non-pivotal language can help us in narrowing down the sense of a word
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Figure 4.3: A sample snapshot of the database of proto-synsets.
or phrase in the pivotal language. It has been done in an unsupervised manner,
meaning thereby that we do not need a sense annotated corpus to begin with.
That is a big advantage over supervised techniques in the sense that any annotated
corpus would require a lot of investment in terms of both time and money, and
to make sure that manual annotations are what they should be, or in other words
reaching the consensus amongst the annotators.
4.7.1 Baseline Comparison for Extraction of Multilingual Synsets
The main idea in our thesis is to generate phrase-based multilingual synsets and
to evaluate their potential benefits. Previously people have only generated the
single word multilingual lexicons from the word aligned data (Fisˇer 2007) and
(Sagot & Fis˘er 2008).
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Figure 4.4: A sample of indexed proto-synsets: snapshot from the database.
For the purposes of baseline evaluation of extracted synsets we did what other
people have done and generated only the word-based multilingual lexicon and
compared it with our synsets.
4.7.1.1 Experimental Design
In the word alignments that GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003) comes up with we have
many words in a non-pivotal language (language other than English) which align
withN words in the pivotal language (English in our case), or in other words they
have 1 : N word mapping. We used this information to generate the phrases.
Lets suppose we skip this step and generate only one-word based multilingual
lexicon.
For the purposes of illustration we have assumed the case where we have
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three languages. English is the pivotal language, and German and French are
non-pivotal languages. Figure 4.5 shows the 1:N mapping between them as a
result of word alignment.
Figure 4.5: 1:N mappings between the pivotal language, English, and non-pivotal
languages, German and French.
To make it simpler, let us assume we have three words in English, the first
two are aligned with a word in French and the last two are aligned with a word
in German, as shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Alignment of words in English, German, and French.
As a result of this proposed alignments we get the phrase-to-phrase align-
ments as in Figure 4.7 and word-to-word alignments as in Figure 4.8.
Now even in our case there are cases where there is 1:1 word alignment be-
tween a word in a non-pivotal language and a word in the pivotal language. In
such cases synsets produced have exactly one word in each language. These
cases must also occur if we do not generate phrases. Thus, there is a certain
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Figure 4.7: Phrases formed as in our synsets.
Figure 4.8: Words put together without forming phrases.
amount of overlap between our synsets and word-based multilingual lexicon gen-
erated as a result of not collating words into phrases. It is depicted in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Words put together without forming phrases.
We are interested in seeing whether taking out the shared synsets and take
sets A and B without them, are there many more one-word synsets than phrase-
based synsets? In other words we are interested in knowing if |B \ {A ∩ B}| <
|A \ {A ∩B}|? The results are given in Table 4.24.
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Number of phrase-based synsets 1576888
Number of word-based synsets 1817018
Number of common synsets 1312027
Number of phrase-based synsets that are not common 264861
Number of word-based synsets that are not common 504991
Ratio of Common Synsets to the size of phrase-based synsets 0.83
Ratio of Common Synsets to the size of word-based synsets 0.72
Table 4.24: Results of Baseline Comparison
As can be observed there are more word-based synsets (504991) that are
not in the intersection set as compared to the phrase-based synsets (264861),
which is ratio of 1.91. It gives us the proportion of phrase-based synsets (16.8%)
which are not created by the other approach where they only consider 1:1 word
alignments.
It shows the benefits of our approach to the baseline approach, as adopted
by other people, in terms of number of entries. Our approach produces the gen-
uine phrases from the aligned data, which would not exist if the words were not
aligned in a particular fashion by GIZA++. Since, GIZA++ produced a number
of 1:N word alignments they should be combined into phrases as done by our
approach but other approaches have confined themselves to only considering 1:1
word alignments.
4.7.2 Issues with Evaluation
The intuitive way of evaluation would be to compare the results with a semanti-
cally disambiguated parallel corpora. We have parallel corpora and semantically
disambiguated corpus in one language3, but not both. That lack of such seman-
tically tagged parallel corpora, leaves us with the option of carrying out an eval-
3http://www.cse.unt.edu/ rada/downloads.html#semcor
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uation in an indirect fashion, where the results themselves are not compared to
any gold standard but their impact on some NLP/IR application is gauged, and it
is ascertained whether it improves the performance or not.
One such application is document clustering, where we cluster documents
based on some similarity metric. The advantage of using document clustering is
that it is also unsupervised and the original corpus need not be annotated with
any class information.
4.7.3 Using Clustering for Evaluation
We have used Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) for clustering doc-
uments. In HAC initially each node, a document in our case, is a cluster which
are progressively merged to form one final cluster that sits at the top, and hence
it is the bottom-up approach. As a result a binary tree is generated which can
be traversed from top to bottom to get the desired number of clusters (Shahid &
Kazakov 2011).
In order to evaluate how good the clustering is, a number of metrics can be
used, such as the Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI) (Davies & Bouldin 1979), Nor-
malized Mutual Information (Kva˚lseth 1987), and the Gini Index (Breiman et al.
1984), which can be used to determine Cluster Purity (Alfred et al. 2007).
DBI is a measure of clustering dispersion, taking into account both within
cluster distances as well as distances between clusters to judge the quality of
clustering. That is an internal criterion for measuring the quality of clustering,
as it does not make use of external gold standard data set for evaluation. Good
scores on that account do not necessarily translate into good scores on effective-
ness or performance in an application specific task.
In an application specific task, clustering is compared against the gold stan-
dard classes. That is the external criterion for measuring the quality of cluster-
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ing. Both Normalized Mutual Information and Cluster Purity (or Impurity) are
external measures of measuring clustering quality.
Among the external criteria, measuring cluster purity (or Impurity) is a sim-
ple and easy approach. It suffers from the fact that purity is highest when each
document is assigned to its own cluster and hence is not a good option to trade
off cluster quality with the number of clusters.
Mutual Information (MI) on its own suffers from the same problem. It reaches
a minimum, 0, when the knowledge about a document being in a particular clus-
ter does not convey any information about which class it might belong to. It
reaches its maximum when the clusters exactly mirror the classes, but also when
we have one-document clusters. So it suffers from the same problem as does
purity.
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) of the set of clusters Ω and the set
of classes C, takes care of that by using the concept of Entropy from Informa-
tion Theory which tends to increase with the number of clusters and is in the
denominator of the equation, as given below:
NMI(Ω,C) =
I(Ω;C)
[H(Ω) +H(C)]/2
(4.1)
where I(Ω;C) is mutual information, Ω = {w1, w2, ..., wk} is the set of clus-
ters, C = {c1, c2, ..., cj} is the set of classes, and H denotes entropy (Equation
4.2). Entropies are measured for both the set of clusters H(Ω) and the set of
classes H(C).
H(Ω) = −
∑
k
P (wk)logP (wk) (4.2)
H(Ω) = −
∑
k
|wk|
N
log
|wk|
N
(4.3)
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Equation 4.2 gives the equation for Entropy for the set of clusters where
P (wk) is the probability of a document being in the cluster wk. Equation 4.3 is
equivalent to equation 4.2 with estimates of the probability, where N is the total
number of documents in all the clusters.
Entropy is a measure of disorder, and is maximum when the classes are max-
imally intermixed in the clusters, and minimum when the clusters have homoge-
nous content or in other words the documents in a cluster belong to the same
class. It also increases with the number of clusters and reaches its maximum
when there is one document per cluster. In equation 4.1 the denominator ensures
that NMI is low when every document is a cluster on its own.
In our case once we have clustered data we convert the hierarchical clustering
binary tree, dendrogram, into a ‘flat’ set of clusters of a predefined size, equal to
the number of clusters in the gold standard. Since we never reach a point where
we end up with one document per cluster, hence, purity (or Impurity) is used as
the measure of clustering quality, which is easy to measure.
Impurity measures the overall cluster quality. Mathematically it is composed
of the Gini Index (GI), which is calculated for each cluster separately. Once the
GI values are calculated for all the clusters, overall impurity is calculated.
The GI gives how diverse a cluster is in terms of the classes to which its
documents belong to. If all of them belong to the same class then the value of GI
is 0. If all of them belong to separate classes, then it approaches 1 asymptotically
in the number of classes. Mathematically it is defined as below:
GiniCk = 1.0−
n∑
c=1
(
Pkc
Nk
)2
(4.4)
The GI is calculated for each cluster separately and gives an indication of how
good a split it provides in terms of cluster homogeneity. In the equation above
k is a particular cluster, n is the number of classes, Pkc
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documents in cluster k belonging to class c. The GI only measures the level of
purity for one cluster. In order to judge the quality of clustering, we need to take
it to the next level and define a parameter that measures the level of purity for the
complete set of clusters. Impurity (Alfred et al. 2007) is one such measure.
The size of a cluster may have a disproportionate effect on the GI, since it is
not normalized. To measure the effect of GI of one particular cluster on overall
clustering we need to normalize it so that the size of a cluster will not affect the
impurity measure for the entire clustering.
The impurity measure is a weighted sum of Gini Indices. In the impurity
measure we multiply the gini of a particular cluster by its size and sum it over
the number of clusters. Then we divide it by the total number of documents in the
data set to get some measure for the clustering. The idea is to minimize impurity
or in other words have clusters with more homogeneity within individual clusters
and where clusters have less in common. The equation below formalizes this
concept in mathematical terms.
Impurity =
∑K
k=1 TCk .GiniCk
N
(4.5)
In the equation above we haveK as the number of clusters, TCk as the number
of documents in a particular cluster andN as the number of documents in the data
set.
4.7.3.1 Experiments
Before we cluster any data we needed to decide what really to cluster. We had
the original Europarl corpus, which we treated as the gold standard since it is
manually created corpora by quality human translators who translate speeches in
the European Parliament into the official languages.
In the original English corpus, parliamentary proceedings are divided into
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chapters, or topics of discussion, and speeches by individual members of Euro-
pean Parliament. Thus under each chapter, topic of discussion, there are a num-
ber of speeches by different individuals. We consider each complete individual
speech as a document.
The above documents are fed into the clustering tool which then performs
stop-word removal and stemming before figuring out the clusters. Stop-word
removal helps in reducing the number of dimensions and hence speeds up the
process.
For the purposes of this work we used an in-built clustering tool. When we
cluster this original corpus, we put each document into a cluster based on what
the clusterer deems fit using the hierarchical agglomerative clustering and pa-
rameters: complete link as a link method, which favours compact clusters (Strehl
2002), and Euclidean distance as the distance metric.
These clusters and the documents within would be used to evaluate the per-
formance of the WSD task when sentences are either replaced with their sense
tags or are followed by them. Such comparison in terms of purity of cluster-
ing gives an indication whether the clustering improved after assigning the sense
tags, or it actually deteriorated. Improving purity would suggest that the sense
tags, or multilingual synsets, are indeed useful in removing ambiguity.
The original English corpus is in the form of individual speeches followed by
the speaker and chapter (class) tags. Below is an example of a document from
the said corpus:
i thank the president-in-office but i do not agree with him that
the purpose of nato ’ s intervention was to stop a humanitarian dis-
aster , because we have a humanitarian disaster in kosovo today , we
have the hell of milosevic , followed by the hell of the kla and the
nato forces . if the president-in-office has noticed , almost half the
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questions he has had to answer today relate to kosovo . despite this ,
he too accepted that the inquisition procedure of the war crimes tri-
bunal against nato after applications by canadian and other pacifist
organisations is an open question . 〈speaker id= 1167 language=“el”
name=“alavanos” 〉 〈chapter id= 59 〉
One can see that it is a speech by someone named Alavanos who is originally
a Greek speaker as told by his language information which is el and he is speak-
ing under topic of discussion question time ( council ) which is identified by its
unique ID of 59.
We clustered only the first 1,000 such documents due to complexity of the
hierarchical clustering algorithm. We then measured the Gini index and the im-
purity measure in order to gauge the quality of clustering.
The purity measure for the original corpus does not convey much information
on its own. So it has to be compared with the same measures for the sense tagged
corpus.
We clustered documents as represented by their sense tags only and also the
original sentences followed by sense tags. For the same document as above the
two versions are as shown below:
@32178 @3838 @171280 @4536 @173455 @1562 @173458
@87793 @291 @1010 @173463 @798 @173465 @7348 @173467
@173468 @27 @173471 @4176 @173473 @2588 @58 @30463
@5109 @4176 @173473 @2588 @5404 @34394 @173484 @61
@173486 @538 @173489 @9302 @173491 @308 @173493 @4432
@173489 @798 @1359 @173499 @326 @296 @173502 @44 @173505
@3065 @56958 @19916 @173509 @61 @173511 @173512 @296
@439 @173515 @632 @173519 @49336 @173521 @115 @34394
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@44 @173525 @173526 @61 @173528 @173529 @2298 @8099
@173533 @589 @35 @173290 @173538 @173540 @34379 @173542
@173544 @173545 @326 @35914 @173548 @7460 @173551 @173552
@44
i thank the president-in-office but i do not agree with him that the
purpose of nato ’ s intervention was to stop a humanitarian disaster ,
because we have a humanitarian disaster in kosovo today , we have
the hell of milosevic , followed by the hell of the kla and the nato
forces . if the president-in-office has noticed , almost half the ques-
tions he has had to answer today relate to kosovo . despite this , he
too accepted that the inquisition procedure of the war crimes tribunal
against nato after applications by canadian and other pacifist organ-
isations is an open question . @32178 @3838 @171280 @4536
@173455 @1562 @173458 @87793 @291 @1010 @173463 @798
@173465 @7348 @173467 @173468 @27 @173471 @4176 @173473
@2588 @58 @30463 @5109 @4176 @173473 @2588 @5404 @34394
@173484 @61 @173486 @538 @173489 @9302 @173491 @308
@173493 @4432 @173489 @798 @1359 @173499 @326 @296
@173502 @44 @173505 @3065 @56958 @19916 @173509 @61
@173511 @173512 @296 @439 @173515 @632 @173519 @49336
@173521 @115 @34394 @44 @173525 @173526 @61 @173528
@173529 @2298 @8099 @173533 @589 @35 @173290 @173538
@173540 @34379 @173542 @173544 @173545 @326 @35914
@173548 @7460 @173551 @173552 @44
Thus if we start traversing the tree from top-down we can decide at which
level to stop if we know the number of classes in the gold standard that we are
dealing with. For our specific purposes we have 59 classes which cover 1,000
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documents that we have clustered, with and without the sense tags. Thus we only
need to go down the tree enough that we have 59 clusters and then we figure out
the documents in each cluster to calculate the gini index and the impurity measure
to see whether clustering improved after annotating the text with the sense tags.
The clustering tool generates an output that gives information about how the
binary tree is structured. That gives useful information to be exploited for the
purposes of figuring out which documents lie in which clusters.
Table 4.25 shows an example of the output of the clustering tool.
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[1998; 1.414; (1997, 1995); (a45 : 0.012, a56 : 0.012, a58 : 0.010, a1605 : 0.010, commission : 0.010)]
[1997; 1.414; (1996, 1992); (a56 : 0.058, a45 : 0.058, a1605 : 0.053, a1104 : 0.038, 1999 : 0.033)]
[1995; 1.414; (1994, 1990); (a20 : 0.011, commission : 0.011, a58 : 0.010, european : 0.010, a326 : 0.010)]
[1996; 1.414; (1993, 1986); (a1104 : 0.073, a2654 : 0.059, a2657 : 0.057, a2655 : 0.056, tomorrow : 0.053)]
[1992; 1.414; (1989, 1985); (a56 : 0.096, a45 : 0.095, a1605 : 0.092, 1999 : 0.065, a1606 : 0.063)]
[1994; 1.414; (1991, 1987); (a20 : 0.012, a58 : 0.012, commission : 0.011, european : 0.011, a326 : 0.011)]
[1990; 1.414; (1984, 1977); (thank : 0.014, debate : 0.011, question : 0.011, item : 0.010, a535 : 0.010)]
Table 4.25: Output of the clustering tool.
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In the snapshot above of the output of the clustering tool, the first piece of
information is regarding the cluster number. So in the first line 1998 is the clus-
ter number, which has been obtained by merging two clusters 1997 and 1995.
The second parameter is the height of that node, and is the distance between its
children. The rest of the information contains the top five words ordered with
respect to their tf-idf weights. Using the information above the binary tree struc-
tures were created that were later traversed to get the requisite number of clusters.
Depth First Search (DFS) was then used to figure out documents in each of the
clusters.
While traversing through the tree to look for clusters and the documents
within, we need to defined before hand how many clusters are we looking for.
In our particular case we defined the number of clusters as 59 which was the
number of chapters (or topics of discussion) for the 1,000 documents that we
clustered. We look through the tree, keep expanding and adding clusters to a
list. We always expand the node with the highest index first. So in the snapshot
above, we will expand 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994 and so forth in order. That
makes sense since newer clusters are formed at greater height of the tree and are
traversed first going from the root to the leaves.
Once a list contains the requisite number of clusters it is time to explore the
clusters for the documents they contain. It is fairly straightforward. We look at
the subtrees rooted at the nodes (clusters) in the list, perform Depth-First-Search
(DFS) till we reach the leaf nodes. For each node in the list we output the leaf
nodes in the subtree rooted at that node. These leaf nodes are the documents
which were assigned to individual clusters in the beginning. Thus, we create a
list of clusters and the documents within.
Such a list comes in handy while calculating parameters such as the Gini
index (Alfred et al. 2007) and the impurity measure to gauge the goodness of
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clustering obtained. If the impurity measure improves after clustering the sen-
tences with the synsets it implies that probably sense tags are useful in reducing
the inherent ambiguity in the language being dealt with.
Measuring impurity for the three cases where we clustered the original En-
glish corpus, where we clustered only the sense tags and where we clustered the
English sentences followed by their representative sense tags would give us a
clue as to whether the sense tags help improve the clustering or not (see Table
4.26).
We expected the clustering to have improved after assigning the sense tags
but impurity seems to have deteriorated, though slightly, when we cluster the sen-
tences along with their sense tags, and is totally way off when we clustered only
the sense tags. The second result is more intuitive since having only the sense
tags does not build any relationship with the sentences that they are assigned to.
But the expectation was that assigning the sense tags would improve clustering.
In the implemented version (Algorithm 4) we have also taken care of the case
where a word in a non-pivotal language is aligned with more than consecutive
series of words in English. Thus if a word is aligned with words with IDs j, j+1,
..., j + z, and another series of consecutive words with IDs k, k + 1, ..., k + zz,
then the second series of consecutive IDs will all be assigned the value k, which
is the first one among the series, as the first series will all get j.
Parameter Original Corpus Sense Annotated Corpus Sense Tags Only
Impurity 0.784 0.806 0.874
Table 4.26: Impurity measures for different scenarios used for evaluation
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Algorithm 4 Step in Algorithm 3 where a word in non-pivotal language is
aligned with more than one consecutive word in the pivotal language.
if If the word in the non-pivotal language is aligned with more than one con-
secutive word in English then
if it is the first series of consecutive alignments then
assign the first position, in the sequence of consecutive positions, to all
the consecutive positions
else
if if it is not the first series of consecutive alignments then
assign the corresponding first position, in this sequence of consecutive
positions, to all the consecutive positions
end if
end if
end if
4.7.4 Discussion
Still the results of evaluation using document clustering appear to be inconclu-
sive and need further investigation. Clustering is unsupervised as the chapter ID
tags have only been used for evaluation and not for the clustering itself. There are
several reasons why using these tags as class labels is far from ideal. The indi-
vidual speeches are quite short, with an average length of around 175 words per
speech for the first thousand speeches, which does not allow a common theme
and vocabulory to become clearly established. There is also the issue of the dif-
ferences in wording and style emphasised by the different linguistic background
of the speakers. Still, this was the best resource available.
Another consideration was made at the time of a potentially important real-
ization namely that the ‘Chapter ID’ tags could be used as class labels indicating
the topic discussed in all speeches included in that chapter.
These class labels could then be used to train and evaluate a classifier. This
supervised machine learning setup could then be used to evaluate the relative
benefits of multilingual proto-synstes when used as additional features (attributes)
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for the texts in question.
4.7.4.1 Why the Tags?
Tags are not ideal for a class label, since:
• they are not systematically chosen.
• individual differences between speakers maybe greater than those between
topics (a.k.a. chapters).
Yet, there is no other auxiliary information in the corpus that could be used
for supervised learning and supervised learning offers an alternative form of eval-
uation.
4.7.4.2 Which Machine Learning Approach to Use?
Decision Trees provide a good alternative to carry out evaluation using a super-
vised learning approach, as they are easy to use, they are fast, and straightfor-
ward. They take a table of attributes, same as in the case of IR where a doc is a
bag of words.
4.7.5 Using Decision Trees for Evaluation
Decision tree is a supervised learning technique that builds a tree where each
node represents an attribute which splits the data set. The learning algorithm
decides which attribute to put at a particular node based on principles of infor-
mation theory.
Entropy is a measure that (Mitchell 1997) measures the homogeneity of a set
of examples. Information Gain measures the expected reduction in entropy. The
aim is to split the set of examples at a particular branch of a tree so that along
one branch all examples belong to one class.
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The measures of Entropy and Information Gain are given as below:
Entropy(S) ≡
c∑
i=1
−pi log2 pi (4.6)
Gain(S,A) ≡ Entropy(S)−
∑
v∈V alues(A)
|Sv|
|S|
Entropy(Sv) (4.7)
Equation 4.6 is a generalized version of equation 4.2, which gives a clustering
specific definition of it.
In the equations above S is a collection of examples with c different possible
classifications. pi is the proportion of examples belonging to class i. In the
formula for Information Gain Sv is the subset of examples which belong to class
v. The first term is the original entropy and the second term is the expected value
of entropy after the data is partitioned using attribute A.
Most algorithms that have been employed to learn decision trees are based on
a top-down greedy approach ID3 (Quinlan 1986) and one of its successors C4.5
(Quinlan 1993). CART (Breiman et al. 1984) is another version of decision trees
where binary trees are constructed for decision making.
Algorithm 5 gives description of an algorithm based on ID3 (Mitchell 1997):
For the construction of decision trees attributes need to be defined which
could be either discrete or continuous valued. In this case the attributes are the
words which are real-valued, taking on TF-IDF values.
For the purposes of evaluation we took a subset of the original data such that
each class had equal number of instances, yielding 37 classes with 10 instances
each. Then TF-IDF values were ascertained for each word in each document.
Then we created a document-term matrix (see Figure 4.10) where each column
is an attribute (term or word) and each row is the document. Each cell in the
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matrix is the TF-IDF value of the term (identified by the column) in the document
(identified by the row).
This TF-IDF matrix is then fed to Weka4, a tool for data mining with Java5
implementation of Decision Trees, named as J48, which is a free version of C4.5.
It takes in the term-document matrix above with class information and gives the
percentage of correctly classified instances.
4.7.5.1 Experimental Design
We created two term-document matrices, one for the original corpus without the
sense tags and the other with the sense tags. They were fed into Weka and 10-fold
cross validation was performed.
4http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
5http://www.java.com/en/
Algorithm 5 ID3(Examples, Targetattribute, Attributes)
Create a Root node for the tree
If all Examples are positive, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = +
If all Examples are negative, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = -
if Attributes is empty, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = most
common value of Target attribute in Examples
Otherwise Begin
A ← the attribute from Attributes that best* classifies Examples
The decision attribute for Root ← A
For each possible value, vi, of A,
Add a new tree branch below Root, corresponding to the test A = vi
Let Examplesvi be the subset of Examples that have value vi for A
If Examplesvi is empty
Then below this new branch add a leaf node with label = most common
value of Target attribute in Examples
Else below this new branch add the subtree
ID3(Examplesvi , Targetattributes, Attributes − A)
End
Return Root
{* The best attribute is the one with the highest} information gain
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Figure 4.10: A snapshot of a term-document matrix with words as attributes
and each cell containing the TF-IDF value for the corresponding word in the
corresponding document
As before, results deteriorate slightly when sense tags are assigned to the
original corpus, with correctly classified instances reducing from 40.2703%, for
the original untagged corpus, to 39.1892% for the sense tagged corpus.
4.8 Discussion
It was expected, and looked very intuitive as well, that disambiguating the origi-
nal corpus by assigning sense tags to each word or phrase, would improve clus-
tering and help to assign the correct class to unseen instances, but as shown above
it showed otherwise. The proposed reasons for the above could be summarized
as below:
• As has been reported before, the word alignment process is error prone
and these errors are multiplied over the set of languages used to create the
multilingual lexicons. But since we used a well recognized tool, GIZA++
(Och & Ney 2003), we had to live with the inherent rates (Och & Ney
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2003).
• We aligned the corpora at the level of paragraphs, and not at the level
of sentence, since the tools available6 at the time did not yield good results.
Better tools are already pre-processed data are now available.
• GIZA++ imposes the limit on length of 100 words for a sentence.
Sentences longer than that are truncated before being used for alignment.
In such a scenario a sentence aligned, rather than a paragraph aligned, and
that to at the level of 1:1 sentence correspondence, could have been more
useful.
• Using English as the source, rather than target, language could have
reduced errors. Reasons are outlined in section 2.4.2 on pp. 72.
• The output of GIZA++ is used to group words into phrases, where pos-
sible. The algorithm to do so is one of our contributions, but since it is
deterministic and no failure is possible, the quality of its output is com-
pletely dependent on its input. It does not however introduce errors on its
own.
The alignment errors might have been reduced, had GIZA++ the ability to
word align all the languages at once. Better pre-processing could have also
helped. But given the constraints our results did not support our expectations.
4.9 Error Analysis
There are two major steps in the generation of multilingual proto-synsets:
6http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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1. pair-wise word alignment for English, German, French, and Greek using
GIZA++ Och & Ney (2003).
2. Collating of words into phrases using our own devised algorithm (see Al-
gorithm 3).
The second step using algorithm 3 in the thesis is deterministic and does not
produce errors on its own but propagates the errors already introduced in the
previous step of word alignment.
Och, et al. Och & Ney (2003) have shown that using GIZA++ induces errors
in pair-wise word alignment. We quote the precision figures for word alignement
when English is used as a target language, as shown in Table 4.27.
Languages Corpus size Precision
German → English 0.5K 77.9
2K 88.1
8K 90.2
34K 92.5
French → English 0.5K 68.5
8K 76.0
128K 84.6
1470K 89.1
Table 4.27: Accuracy figures for Word Alignment when English is used as a
target language
As can be seen from the table above, the maximum accuracy that is obtained
when English is used as the target language, is 92.5% for German, and 89.1%
for French and the accuracy tends to increase with the size of the corpus. As-
suming that in our case GIZA++ worked with maximum efficiency we calculate
the overall accuracy as composed of accuracies of 3 pair-wise alignments which
were independent of each other. The maximum accuracy can be obtained by mul-
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tiplying the numbers for accuracies for each of the individual word alignments,
and is:
accuracy = 0.925 ∗ 0.891 ∗ (accuracyforGreek) (4.8)
We do not have any accuracy numbers for Greek, however if it is assumed
to lie between the accuracy figures for German and French then it is 0.908 =
0.925+0.891
2
, which is the estimated figure. Then the combined accuracy for the
three pair-wise word alignments is:
accuracy = 0.925 ∗ 0.891 ∗ 0.908 (4.9)
which gives us a figure of 0.692 or 69.2% accuracy. An accuracy of 69.2%
would cause errors in pair-wise word alignment across the languages and hence
the synsets extraction using word-alignment using GIZA++ will not perform well
on evaluation unless processed to a certain degree of refinement.
4.10 SemEval Parallel Corpora and Generation of
Multilingual Synsets
Later, we discovered the SemEval-2010 Task 3 on Cross-Lingual Word Sense
Disambiguation7. We used their data in six languages viz. English, French, Ger-
man, Dutch, Italian and Spanish which was sentence aligned with 1:1 sentence
alignment (Lefever & Hoste 2010a). The data set consisted of 884,603 sentences
per language.
We did not need to do any preprocessing of the data as it was already in
adequate shape for that purpose and was directly fed to GIZA++ and then mul-
7http://semeval2.fbk.eu/semeval2.php?location=tasks#T8
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tilingual synsets were generated using the procedures outlined above. Despite
being a relatively much larger data set and being pre-processed to a higher de-
gree of refinement, the results of alignment were not very good, as can be seen
from the following example:
i declare resumed the session of the european parliament adjourned
on friday 17 december 1999 , and i would like once again to wish
you a happy new year in the hope that you enjoyed a pleasant festive
period .
NULL ( 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 32 ) ich ( 1 ) erkla¨re ( 2 ) die (
3 ) am ( 4 ) freitag ( 5 ) , ( 6 ) dem ( 7 ) 17. ( 8 ) dezember ( 9 )
unterbrochene ( 10 ) sitzungsperiode ( 11 ) des ( 12 ) europa¨ischen (
13 ) parlaments ( 14 ) fu¨r ( 15 ) wiederaufgenommen ( 16 ) , ( 17 )
wu¨nsche ( 18 ) ihnen ( ) nochmals ( 19 ) alles ( 20 ) gute ( 21 ) zum
( 22 ) jahreswechsel ( 31 ) und ( 33 ) hoffe ( 34 ) , ( ) daß( 35 ) sie (
36 ) scho¨ne ( 37 ) ferien ( 38 ) hatten ( 39 ) . ( 40 )
A cursory look at the alignment above would tell us that the consecutive
English words to wish you a happy new year in have not been aligned with any
German word, which is a clear case of misalignment. Using such data to generate
multilingual synsets cannot possibly yield good results. That made us leave using
the SemEval data at that.
Yet, we used their trial data set and the sense inventory to theoretically gauge
how the use of multiple languages really help us in reducing ambiguity.
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4.11 Theoretical Analysis
The SemEval (Lefever & Hoste 2010b) data provides 5 target words which need
to be disambiguated viz. bank, movement, occupation, passage, and plant. They
also provide a gold standard sense inventory for each target word.
4.11.1 Sense Inventory
For each of the target words, there is a list of possible meanings in the sense in-
ventory. For each meaning, all possible combinations of words in the 6 languages
corresponding to it are listed.
The sense inventory is created by first word aligning the sentences in the Eu-
roparl parallel corpus. That gives the set of possible translations for the set of
target words. The resultant translations are manually verified by certified trans-
lators.
After manual verification of translations, one annotator manually clustered
them by meaning. The clusters, thus created were organized into two levels of
granularity. The top level contains the main categories. For instance, for the
target word movement, the main sense categories are: social movement, traf-
fic/motion, and transport. The next level defines the finer sense distinctions.
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Meanings English Dutch Italian French German Spanish
1. Financial institution
1.1 Finanlcial build-
ing/entity: general
bancair banca banque bank banco
1.2 Credit/Savings (bank)
1.2.1 credit/savings bank kas cassa caisse kredit caja
1.2.2 Piggy bank spaarpot formula di
risparmio
tirelire spar§§strumpf bancario
1.3 between banks interbancair interbancario
1.4 Bank in casino/game bank banca banque bank banca
2. Supply/Stock
rice bank rijst§§bank banca banque reis-bank banco
3. Sloping land beside
water
3.1 General oever riva rive weichsel§§ufer orilla
rivier§§oever sponda bord ufer margen
3.2 burst their banks oever stare strari-
pato
de´bordement flussufer orilla
3.3 other side overkant fille coˆte´ reihe lado
4. Cisjordan
bank cisgiordania cisjordanie West§§jordanland cisjordania
5. group of similar ob-
jects (row/tiers)
banks of
lifts
lift§§bundel comando syste`me aufzug fila
Table 4.28: A sample of the sense inventory for the target word bank.
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Table 4.28 gives a sample of the sense inventory with different meanings
and sub-meanings for the target word bank. For the purposes of this exercise we
considered translations at second level of granularity to be part of the meanings at
the first level of granularity. So translations belonging to sub-meanings general,
burst their banks, and other side were all considered to be translations of sloping
land beside water, the third meaning of the word bank in the inventory.
4.11.2 Gold Standard
The sense inventory was later used by annotators to annotate 20 sentences per
target word and were asked to give contextually relevant translations for each
of the languages considered. The sentences were extracted from JRC-ACQUIS8
and the British National Corpus (BNC)9. The annotators were asked to pick the
sense meaning from the sense inventory which was most contextually relevant,
and from the meaning cluster they were asked to pick three or fewer preferred
translations. Based on their annotations, frequency weights were assigned to
each translation of the target word, for each sentence, and for each of the lan-
guages considered. As a result a gold standard was created.
Given below is an example of the gold standard for the English word bank in
German for different sentences.
bank.n.de 1 :: bank 4;bankengesellschaft 1;kreditinstitut 1;zentral-
bank 1;finanzinstitut 1;
bank.n.de 2 :: bank 4;zentralbank 3;finanzinstitut 1;notenbank 1;kred-
itinstitut 1;nationalbank 1;
bank.n.de 3 :: westjordanufer 3;westufer 2;westjordanland 2;west-
jordanien 2;westbank 2;west-bank 1;
8http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
9http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
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Each line starts with the following pattern:
{lexelt}{.language} {id}, where lexelt contains the lemma with its Part-Of-
Speech (POS) tag. In the example above, the lemma is bank and POS tag is n
denoting a noun. That is followed by its translations in the corresponding lan-
guage, German in this case denoted by the abbreviation de. The number before
:: is the sentence ID. Thus, each line is a list of translations for the target word in
one of the five languages, where each translation is followed by a number which
signifies how many times that translation has been used by the annotators as they
see the meaning of the target word, in a given sentence, from the sense inventory.
The sense inventory and the gold standard combined are a sort of perfect data
set which are not given to the errors introduced by pre-processing and the word
alignment step in the creation of multilingual synsets.
4.11.3 Methodology
The aim is to see how this data can be used to gauge the effects of availability of
multilingual resources on monolingual disambiguation. Here is the the outline
of what we plan to do:
1. Let us see if there are any combinations of words across the languages that
can correspond to more than one meaning. For example, the combination
of words 〈durchfahrt, passage, paso, transito, doorgang〉 for the target word
passage corresponds to two different meanings: transition, passing from
one place to another and way through which someone/something may pass,
which are meanings 1 and 2 respectively in the sense inventory.
(a) If so, such a synset corresponds to more than one meaning.
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2. To calculate the proportion of these ambiguous synsets and the average
degree of polysemy we shall:
(a) generate all possible combinations of words allowed for each mean-
ing, and weigh them by the frequency with which they were sug-
gested by the translators.
(b) count the polysemy of each word for each sentence and then average
the result over the entire set of sentences.
That led us to come up with a theoretical lower bound on the polysemy of
the target word, signifying the fact that how much polysemy is reduced when we
use translations of the target word in multiple other languages for a perfect data
set. It is important since knowing this would help us identify how much promise
is held by using multilingual corpora in the NLP task of Cross-Lingual WSD.
4.11.4 Experiments
For the purposes of this exercise of calculating the polysemy, we took different
sets of languages: the first one comprising all the five languages viz. German,
French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch. Then we took subsets of the five languages:
French, Spanish, and Italian; French and Italian; and Spanish and Italian. That
is to see the effect of how much polysemy is reduced when only the Romance
languages French, Spanish, and Italian, or their subsets, are considered.
We then generated all the possible multilingual synsets as outlined above,
from this trial data gold standard translations, separately for each sentence. Given
below is the sample from the gold standard for sentence 1. The translations are
for the target word bank in German (de), French (fr), Spanish (es), Italian (it),
and Dutch (nl). Translations are followed by the frequency with which they have
been chosen by annotators from the sense inventory.
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bank.n.de 1 :: bank 4;bankengesellschaft 1;kreditinstitut 1;zentral-
bank 1;finanzinstitut 1;
bank.n.fr 1 :: banque 5;institution 3;bank 3;
bank.n.es 1 :: banco 5;institucio´n 1;institucio´n finaniciera 1;
bank.n.it 1 :: banca 4;istituto di credito 2;istituzione 2;bank 1;istituto
1;
bank.n.nl 1 :: bank 5;kredietinstelling 1;bankinstelling 1;financie¨le
instelling 1;
In the first step the synset generation algorithm would take the first word/phrase
from each language, and put them together as below:
〈bank, banque, banco, banca, bank〉
The next synset generated would be based on frequencies as well, so a word/phrase
with a frequency greater than one would be repeated as many times. If we just
take the first translations in each language, as for the synset above, we can see
that their frequencies are: 4 for bank in German, 5 for banque in French, 5 for
banco in Spanish, 4 for banca in Italian and 5 for bank in Dutch. Thus the next
four synsets generated would all be the same.
Since all possible combinations are considered, it would then take the same
words/phrases from the first four languages, but a different one from Duth. fol-
lowed by:
〈bank, banque, banco, banca, kredietinstelling〉
This one will not be repeated since kredietinstelling has a frequency of only 1.
Thus, we generated all possible multilingual synsets in the above fashion
based on frequencies and then compared them against the sense inventory for
the target word. If a word/phrase in any language in the synset occurred under
any of the main categories, the whole synset would be considered falling under
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that sense category. Thus all the synsets were checked under which sense cate-
gories they fell. From that information we calculated the measures of polysemy,
polysemy ratio, Precision, Recall, and F-score.
Polysemy (Equation 4.10) is defined as the average number of senses that a
synset carries, and higher the value higher is ambiguity.
polysemy =
total number of senses for all the synsets for a sentence
total number of synsets for the sentence (4.10)
Polysemy ratio is defined as the polysemy of the word as a ratio of number
of meanings in the sense inventory for that word. Mathematically:
PolysemyRatio =
Polysemy as calculated in equation 4.10
Number of meanings of the word in the Sense Inventory
(4.11)
Precision is defined as to how does the most prevalent sense fare among all
the sense categories covered by the synsets for a particular sentence. Precision
would be 1 if all the synsets had only one sense, meaning perfect disambigua-
tion. On the other hand the minimum value that Precision could take on is
1.0/(number of sense categories), when all the synsets for a sentence share all
the senses.
Precision =
No. of majority sense hits
total number of senses proposed (4.12)
Recall depicts what portion of the synsets have the majority sense, and is
defined as below:
Recall =
No. of majority sense hits
total no. of synsets (4.13)
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Figure 4.11: German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch for the target word
bank
Finally, the F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, as given
below:
F = 2 ∗
Precision*Recall
Precision+Recall (4.14)
The calculated values of the parameters above for the five trial target words
for each of the 20 sentences in English, where the target words need disambiguat-
ing, are given in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
Table 4.29 gives a summary of statistics from the tables. It can be observed
from the table that polysemy is reduced by as much as 47% when translations of
a word are used as sense tags.
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Figure 4.12: German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch for the target word
movement
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Figure 4.13: German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch for the target word
occupation
Figure 4.14: German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch for the target word
passage
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Figure 4.15: German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch for the target word
plant
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Word # of
Unique
Synsets
Polysemy Before Avg. Polysemy After Reduction in Ambiguity %age
bank 17,873 5 2.7 46
movement 230,061 3 2.51 16
occupation 81,706 4 3.39 15
passage 95,363 7 3.71 47
plant 91,830 3 1.67 44
Total 516,833 4.4 2.796 36.45
Table 4.29: Summary of the tables for German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Dutch for the five target words.
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For other set of languages, the calculated average figures for polysemy, preci-
sion, recall and F-score for 20 sentences per target word, are summarized below
(Tables 4.30, 4.31, and 4.32):
Word Synsets Polysemy Polysemy
Ratio
Precision Recall F-
score
bank 812 2.45 0.49 0.45 1.00 0.60
movement 3,476 2.40 0.80 0.42 1.00 0.59
occupation 1,554 3.25 0.81 0.32 1.00 0.48
passage 2,226 3.64 0.52 0.28 1.00 0.44
plant 1,420 1.65 0.55 0.61 1.00 0.76
Table 4.30: Average figures for French, Spanish, and Italian for the target words.
Word Synsets Polysemy Polysemy
Ratio
Precision Recall F-
score
bank 167 2.01 0.40 0.52 1.00 0.68
movement 456 2.16 0.72 0.47 1.00 0.64
occupation 197 2.75 0.69 0.38 1.00 0.55
passage 295 2.92 0.42 0.36 1.00 0.52
plant 235 1.49 0.50 0.68 1.00 0.81
Table 4.31: Average figures for French and Italian for the target words.
Word Synsets Polysemy Polysemy
Ratio
Precision Recall F-
score
bank 179 1.99 0.40 0.53 1.00 0.69
movement 429 2.18 0.73 0.47 1.00 0.63
occupation 225 3.01 0.75 0.35 1.00 0.51
passage 341 3.20 0.46 0.33 1.00 0.49
plant 235 1.62 0.54 0.62 1.00 0.77
Table 4.32: Average figures for Spanish and Italian for the target words.
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4.11.5 Baseline Comparison for Extraction of Multilingual Synsets
We designed an experiment where we annotated the target words in the SemEval
sentences. We have 5 target words (bank, movement, occupation, plant, and
passage), and 20 sentences per target word.
The target words in these sentences were annotated by their suggested mean-
ings in the sense inventory. Two native and one non-native speakers of English
were asked to carry out the annotation. Out of a total of 100 sentences, only in 2
cases was there complete lack of consensus among the annotators as all three of
them suggested different meanings. We removed them from the evaluation.
For cases where 2 annotators agreed on 1 sense and the third one on the other,
the majority vote was taken. Ultimately, we only considered the majority sense
for each target word in each sentence for evaluation purposes.
We treated the annotated sentences as the Gold Standard (GS) data for eval-
uation of our synsets created from the SemEval data.
Most Frequent Sense (MFS) was chosen as the baseline. For each set of sen-
tences MFS was considered. MFS from annotations of the SemEval sentences.
So among all the senses assigned to the sentences by the annotators, the most fre-
quent sense was taken and it was assumed that all the occurrences of the target
word in the sentences had the same sense. We also took the top sense for each
target word from WordNet, which ranks them by their frequency of use.
We then took the majority senses for each target word in each sentence from
the synsets generated from the SemEval data and compared them against the GS
senses. We also compared the MFS from the annotated SemEval (GS) sentences
and the top senses from the WordNet, with the senses proposed in the GS. We
calculated accuracy as a measure of how many of the suggested senses match
those in the GS, as proposed by the synsets, by the MFS from the SemEval (GS)
sentences, and by the MFS from WordNet. Our results show that the accuracy
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of senses proposed by the synsets is 86%, 52% for WordNet MFS and 59% for
SemEval MFS. It shows the clear benefits of our approach.
4.12 Discussion
Here we have the perfect data set without any errors introduced in the pre-
processing steps or during word alignment by GIZA++. And results clearly show
that given a perfect (or improved) word alignment tool, the original hypothesis
stands. In total we generated 516,833 multilingual synsets from this perfect data
set. Taken on its own it constitutes a perfect parallel corpus where all the words
are ambiguous words and there are no function words but only content words.
In our previous experiments on Europarl, we could have taken the multilin-
gual proto-synsets and after refinement, by merging proto-synsets that are either
synonymous or morphological variations of each other, and we could have come
up with a set of refined synsets just as created from the perfect data set, and then
used them for word sense disambiguation. In that case results might have been
better. We could not achieve it due to time constraints.
4.13 Conclusion
We wanted to see if the parallel corpus could be used to build a resource useful
for carrying out NLP/IR tasks on the same corpus. So starting from a parallel
corpus, Europarl in this case, we word aligned them. Once, the word alignments
were there we grouped them into words, depending on if a word in one language
aligned with two or more words in another language. We put those phrases to-
gether, as translations, in the languages of the parallel corpus, in the form of
4-tuples.
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We used the notion of multilingual synsets to describe these 4-tuples, as op-
posed to the notion of synsets used in the PWN where a synset is a set of syn-
onyms in English. There are similarities between them, where both refer to a
semantic concept. While a WordNet synset is the set of synonyms of a word in
the same language, in the case of multilingual synsets, it is the translations of a
word in other languages with the same semantics, or we can say they are syn-
onymous with each other in the multilingual context. Using that translation in
the parallel corpus will not alter the context in which it is used. The notion of
multilingual synsets also help in narrowing down the meaning of a word/phrase
to fewer alternatives.
However, there are some crucial differences between the resource that we
have created and a WordNet. The WordNet creates a hierarchical structure be-
tween synsets employing concepts such as synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy and
meronymy. Different approaches to creating a new WordNet basically map to
these hierarchical structures so that a new WordNet created in any language is
basically an extension of PWN. Our resource, however, is not a WordNet per se,
since there are no such hierarchical structures and there is no mapping between
it and the PWN.
It has been clear from the start that a number of additional tools, resources,
and processing steps would make the success of this approach more likely, i.e.,
by mapping word forms to their lexical entries or recognizing named entities.
However, this could increase the complexity of the task beyond what is viable
in the time available for this PhD, and also our focus has always been on the
relative benefits of using multilingual synsets and not on the performance of the
ultimate tool that incorporates them.
The evaluation of the benefits of using multilingual synsets has been a peren-
nial challenge throughout the project, since we did not have a semantically dis-
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ambiguated parallel corpus at hand.
However, we carried out baseline comparison of our synsets with the word-
based multilingual lexicons generated by other people. Our approach also pro-
duces some word-based synsets, so there is an overlap between what our tech-
nique does and what other people have done. Barring the intersection of the two,
our approach produced lesser number of phrase-based synsets than the word-
based synsets. That shows the clear benefits of our approach over what other
people have done.
Thus, we decided to evaluate them indirectly by measuring the benefits of
employing multilingual synsets on the task of document clustering with the un-
supervised ignorant setup. There is no annotation. We also adopted the rather
extreme assumption that we do not make use of any useful resources in the lan-
guages, such as lexicons, morpho-lexical analysers, or gazeeteers.
When we realized that the parallel corpus we used contained information
which could be used to label the contents of our documents, we carried out the
second set of experiments in which the benefits of multilingual synsets were
evaluated on a classification task, that is on a supervised learning task, in which
a decision tree was trained to classify a document on the basis of the words and
the multilingual synsets they contained.
Because of the variance in word forms, or because of morphological vari-
ances, there are a lot more multilingual synsets than corresponding meanings.
The gap can be reduced by merging word forms that are synonymous, for indi-
vidual languages. That forms the basis of our work on morphology discussed in
the next chapter.
The multilingual synsets we produced can contribute to the mono-lingual
methods for the learning of semantic relationships by providing an independent
point of reference. Ultimately, one can conceive an iterative process in which
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mono-lingual and parallel corpus techniques progressively reinforce each other
and refine their results.
The work was based on Europarl, but a very pertinent question is whether it
can be used beyond the parallel corpus from which they were derived. They can
be, since any parallel corpus could be processed in the same manner to create
multilingual synsets and then to use them for NLP/IR tasks such as document
clustering and WSD.
Towards the end of this work, we became aware of a resource that would
make possible the evaluation of the potential of multilingual synsets for WSD,
independent from the effects of any other NLP step, such as morpho-lexical anal-
ysis, word alignment, and so on, albeit on a relatively smaller scale.
We also carried out the baseline comparison of the senses proposed by our
synsets generated from the SemEval data, when compared to the gold standard
sense annotation of the target words in the sentences. We used the Most Frequent
Sense (MFS) baseline, proposed by the gold standard and also by the WordNet.
Our synsets had more accuracy than either of the other two MFS based baselines,
which shows the clear benefits of our approach.
CHAPTER 5
Morphology and Lexical Distances
As discussed in the previous chapter, the multilingual proto-synsets generated,
are more numerous in number than their meanings would suggest. That is due
to syntactic (in word form) or semantic variances, such as synonymy, which are
inherent to any natural language.
5.1 Main Idea
This gap in the number of proto-synsets and their meanings can be reduced by
identifying such variations and merging word forms or synonyms for each lan-
guage. We have indicated how word forms could be merged through the use of
either existing mono-lingual lexicons or through unsupervised learning of word
morphology. It is also clear that existing techniques for the learning of synonyms
in any given language can be employed to the same purpose.
On the basis of the work done so far we realized that: firstly, there was a
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need to map word forms to lexical entries in order to show the true benefits of
multilingual synsets; secondly, that the word aligned parallel corpus can be used
to learn the word paradigms of a given language without any additional expert
input.
We therefore developed a methodology and carried out experiments to create
such paradigms and to compare them to the output of other approaches for the
unsupervised morphology learning.
5.2 Morphological Analysis
Languages are rich in morphology and some of them are more equal than others
in this respect. Turkish is an example of a morphologically rich language where
words can be immensely long with a number of morphemes composing a single
word. Such morphologically rich languages are hard to analyse but demonstrate
the art of brevity by putting morphemes together in shorter space, conveying the
message with fewer number of words.
Morphology essentially deals with morphemes, the shortest form of the word
that carries semantic information. For instance, the word dog that corresponds
to a mammal is a free morpheme that can exist on its own and conveys enough
semantic information without any help from other words. But such free mor-
phemes can have inflectional forms, such as dogs that though still corresponds to
the same mammal but is the plural form of the original morpheme. They might
also be compounded with other words to form new words, for instance doghouse.
Still other morphemes can be used to change the word POS, e.g., biology can be
converted into biological. While the first one is a noun the second one is an
adjective.
Analysing such morphological relationships is not trivial. We have carried
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out morphological analysis of the text in the multilingual context.
We will show that the concept of edit distance (see section 5.4) can be used
with benefit in calculating the morphological variation of the extracted multilin-
gual proto-synsets, as discussed in the last chapter. They can be used to refine the
proto-synsets by considering to merge the ones that are lexicographically simi-
lar (i.e., with small edit distance between them. That would help us in reducing
some of the word forms to their lexical entries.
5.3 Experiments
We base our approach on the observation that word forms in a given language
could belong to the same lexical entry if they share a common root (begin with
the same substring). This hypothesis would be reinforced by the following fac-
tors:
1. the stem is of sufficient length;
2. the two proposed endings are not too long, and are frequently encountered;
3. the two word forms in question appear in a pair of synsets which contain
identical words for some of the other three languages.
We shall describe results for the following setups:
Sect. 5.5 : segmentation of pairs of English word forms into a common stem
and two endings is proposed regardless of how they are translated in the
other three languages. Then we find all the stems that share the same pair
of endings, and put them in the form of ‘paradigms’, where we have the
set of stems along with the pair of endings. Finally, we go through the
list of paradigms one by one, finding another paradigm with which it has
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most stems in common and creating a new paradigm with the merger of the
two. The resulting two sets of stems and endings can be seen as a bi-partite
graph defining all word forms of a particular morphological paradigm.
Sect. 5.6 : segmentation of pairs of word forms, in any language, into a common
stem and two endings is only proposed if they appear in synsets which
completely overlap in the other 3 languages (a situation which we describe
as “support of three” (languages).
The result of these is a lexical resource matching a stem to a list of possible
endings1. We have further considered how roots sharing the same set of endings
could be combined together to form a class of roots that take the same set of
endings, i.e., to form morphological paradigms. In doing so, we have considered
two cases, that of roots sharing exactly the same endings, and another, where the
roots share ‘sufficiently many’ endings, i.e., a certain, large, percentage. Note
that the result of the latter case is the ability of our morphological lexicon to
analyse some unseen word forms, although, of course, there is the possibility of
an error in allowing this generalisation. We also evaluate our results through a
comparison with a gold standard corpus (lexicon segmented into morphemes),
and with another unsupervised method for word segmentation.
To recapitulate the above account: in most experiments, we start by grouping
together synsets which contain the same English word or phrase. This means that
the group will contain all word forms corresponding to the same English word or
phrase in all other languages. We then proceed to:
• Create all possible synset-pairs within a group, if it has at least two synsets
in it.
1which could be used to map word forms onto a single root / lexical entry
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• We look at English monolingual data and propose segmentations, organiz-
ing them into paradigms.
• Finally, we consider carrying out word segmentation in all four languages,
provided there is an overlap between synset-pairs in 3 of the 4 languages,
or in other words each segmentation has support of exactly 3. We did not
create any paradigms, but compared the results segmentation with the gold
standard data and analogy, an unsupervised segmentation technique.
5.4 Edit Distance
Gusfield (1997) gives an introduction to edit distances and describes it as an in-
exact matching problem where given any two strings, the minimum number of
steps in which starting from one string and coming up with the other is ascer-
tained.
As per Gusfield, it is defined as: “The edit distance between two strings is
defined as the minimum number of edit operations - insertions, deletions, and
substitutions - needed to transform the first string into the second. For emphasis,
note that matches are not counted.” Gusfield gives an example where starting
from string vintner, one converts it into writers.
RIMDMDMMI
v intner
wri t ers
Four edit operations are permitted: insertion (I) of a character into a string,
deletion (D) of a character from the string, replacement (R) (or substitution (S))
of a character with another character, or a non-operation of match (M). The min-
imum number of such operations is the distance between any two strings, also
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known as the Levenshtein distance in recognition of the paper written by V. Lev-
enstein (Levenstein 1966), who probably first discussed the concept.
5.4.1 Calculating Edit Distances
The edit distance problem, as defined by Gusfiled is “to compute the edit distance
between two given strings, along with an optimal edit transcript that describes
the transformation.” (Gusfield 1997) It can be viewed as simultaneously doing
edit operations on the two strings, which might yield a third string, which is the
desired solution. Since insertion in one string can be taken as a deletion in the
other.
The edit transcript is a way to represent the sequential set of operations ap-
plied to a string, thus the sequence RIMDMDMMI in the example given for
words vintner and writers is the edit transcript. There might be more than one
such optimal transcripts.
Finding the edit distance is basically a string alignment process, whereby ei-
ther spaces are introduced corresponding to either the insertion or the deletion
operations or characters are mismatched to indicate substitution. Take the exam-
ple of two strings qacdbd and qawxb, as given in Gusfield’s. When put together
they are aligned as such:
q a c _ d b d q a w x _ b _
The characters that match (q, a, and b) are put opposite to each other. c is
put opposite a w signifying a substitution operation. A space (dash) in the first
string signifies insertion and in the second signifies deletion. The edit distance
is given by minimizing the number of mismatched characters and the number of
characters opposite spaces (dashes).
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Dynamic programming technique has been used to compute the edit dis-
tances, as defined in (Wagner & Fischer 1974), and as given in Algorithm 6:
Algorithm 6 Calculating Edit Distances
D[0, 0]← 0
for i = 1→ |A| do
D[i, 0]← D[i− 1, 0] + γ(A < i >→ λ)
end for
for j = 1 → |B| do
D[0, j]← D[0, j − 1] + γ(λ→ B < j >)
end for
for i = 1→ |A| do
for j = 1→ |B| do
m1 ← D[i− 1, j − 1] + γ(A < i >→ B < j >
m2 ← D[i− 1, j] + γ(A < i >→ λ)
m3 ← D[i, j − 1] + γ(λ→ B < j >)
D[i, j]← min(m1, m2, m3)
end for
end for
Algorithm 6 is recursive. γ gives the cost of different edit operations. γ(A <
i >→ λ) represents the cost of deletion. γ(λ → B < j >) gives the cost of
insertion. And γ(A < i >→ B < j >) gives the cost of substitution. The
non-operation of match has no cost associated with it. Thus the cost of starting
with a string and ending up with an empty string is the length of the first string,
since all the characters need to be deleted. The cost of starting with an empty
string and ending up with some string is the length of the second string since all
the characters need to be inserted. These two form the base cases of recursion.
The aim is to find the minimum cost of all such operations which starts from one
string and ends up with another as represented by min(m1, m2, m3).
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5.4.2 Edit Distances between Multilingual Proto-Synsets
The multilingual proto-synsets generated in the previous step are in a relatively
crude form with two or more separate proto-synsets for words that might be
inflections of each other (Table 5.1).
abolish abschaffen abolir καταργη´σǫι
abolished abgeschafft aboli καταργη´θηκε
Table 5.1: An example of morphological syntactic variation
In Table 5.1 the two proto-synsets are for the same basic lexeme abolish,
but the second proto-synset is for the inflectional form of the word and is the
past tense form. Such inflections are relatively easy to spot since, as a rule, they
have relatively small edit distances between them. This, of course, is not always
the case, e.g., for irregular verbs, is and are the small edit distance does not
imply that they are morphological variation of each other. The more difficult to
spot are the synonyms, where two different words can substitute each other in a
context without changing it. Synonymous words may have large edit distances
since they might be totally different words and a number of operations might be
required to start with one and convert it into another. So large distances can mean
either that the two words are synonymous or might be the result of misalignment.
The translations of such two words in other languages can indicate if they hold
the synonymy relationship with each other or not. If their translations are the
same or close inflections of each other then there is a higher chance that they are
synonymous. Table 5.2 gives one example of such a case.
administration verwaltung administration διoι´κηση
administration verwaltung administration διαχει´ριση
Table 5.2: Pair of Greek synonyms
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As can be seen from the example, English, German and French have been
translated in the same way for the two Greek words διoι´κηση and διαχει´ριση,
which have an edit distance of 5, and could also be translated as administration
and management respectively, are synonymous with each other, as WordNet con-
firms. Since the Greek words are translated using the same word forms in other
languages, we can say that they have support of 3.
We have devised the following experiment. We took the original proto-
synsets created, as explained in Chapter 4. We then separated the proto-synsets
into groups where in each group all the proto-synsets shared the same English
word/phrase. Some of the proto-synsets are for English words/phrase that have
only one synset associated with them. But edit distances can only be measured
between pairs of proto-synsets. Thus, all those groups of proto-synsets were
dropped which had only proto-synset in them .
After that within each group all possible pairs of proto-synsets were created
and edit distances were calculated for them. Edit distances were calculated for
each of the languages in a synset pair and then the total edit distance was cal-
culated by adding values of edit distances for each individual languages in the
synset pair. Finally, the pairs with in each group were ordered with respect to
their total edit distances in ascending order.
americans amerikanische ame´ricaine αµερικανικη´
0 5 1 3
americans amerikanern ame´ricains αµερικανω´ν
Table 5.3: An example of synsets with the same English word/phrase but differ-
ent translations and the corresponding edit distances for each of the translated
words/phrases
As Table 5.3 shows the English words are the same, the edit distance between
German words is 5, French words is 1, Greek words is 3 and in total (0 + 5 + 1 +
3) is 9. Apparently the words in the same language are just inflectional variations
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of each other, depicting closer proximity in terms of semantics and only syntactic
differences.
There were a total of 441,163 proto-synsets with unique English phrases, out
of which 89,234 occurred with a frequency of 1 and the rest had frequency more
than 1.
5.5 Looking for Word Paradigms
The aim here is to segment word forms in any of the four languages, but we only
created paradigms for English. Word segmentation in other three languages were
not considered for creating paradigms. We do it by comparing the word forms in
each language and taking the maximum common prefix of size at least 4. We do
administer verwalten administrent χαρα´σσoιυν 0 13 9 12 34
administer haushaltsvorga¨nge facilite´ διǫυκoλυ´νǫται 0 13 9 12 34
administered ge´re´ πoσo´στωσης 0 0 4 9 13
administered διǫγǫρτικǫ´ς 0 0 4 9 13
administered hiervon ge´re´ διαχǫιρι´ζoνται 0 7 4 10 21
administered διǫγǫρτικǫ´ς 0 7 4 10 21
administered hiervon ge´re´ διαχǫιρι´ζoνται 0 7 0 14 21
administered ge´re´ πoσo´στωσης 0 7 0 14 21
administered unbu¨rokratische de´finissant συναλλαγη´ 0 15 10 10 35
administered ge´re´ πoσo´στωσης 0 15 10 10 35
administered unbu¨rokratische de´finissant συναλλαγη´ 0 15 11 11 37
administered διǫγǫρτικǫ´ς 0 15 11 11 37
administered unbu¨rokratische de´finissant συναλλαγη´ 0 14 10 14 38
administered hiervon ge´re´ διαχǫιρι´ζoνται 0 14 10 14 38
administering verwaltung cofinancement διαχǫι´ρισης 0 0 12 1 13
administering verwaltung alle´ge´ διαχǫι´ριση 0 0 12 1 13
Table 5.4: A sample of groups of synset pairs with lexical distances for individual
languages and for the entire synsets.
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it separately for each synset-pair.
Table 5.4 gives a sample of the data used for word segmentation. We have
divided the data into groups, where each group contains set of synsets where
English word forms are the same. The groups are demarcarted by horizontal
lines here.
We experimented with this data for each of the three languages, but decided
to concentrate on experiments using data with support of 3 (see section 5.6).
Before we present these results, we shall report experiments with English data
which did not make any use of the multilingual information, as they can provide
a feel of what one can expect from a comparable monolingual corpus.
Within a group, we take all possible synset pairs which share the same En-
glish word forms. We can say that translations in these languages in each synset-
pair have support of at least 1. Since English word forms are same in each synset
pair, we can not use them to segment English words. However, they can be used
to segment word forms in German, French, and Greek.
However, English word forms can be segmented by comparing English word
forms between groups. English word forms may or may not have any support
in a synset pair, since translations in other languages may be different. But in
some synset pairs, the English word forms may have support of 1 or 2. Support
of 3 is not possible for English within a group, since it would mean that the two
synset-pairs are exactly the same. Such synset-pairs can not exist because only
the unique synsets were considered for calculating edit distances, to begin with.
We can use the same criterion to segment English word forms, that the size of
the common prefix (stem) should be at least 4 letters.
Table 5.4 gives a snapshot of the set of proto-synsets with their edit distances
for all the languages individually, and the total. As can be observed even though
English words and phrases remain the same in one particular set of proto-synsets
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm for separating stems from endings
Get two words in the same language from which to extract stems and endings
Start comparing the letters in each word from the left
Find the minimum number of common letters, that is the stem
the rest is the ending
if length of stem is at least 4, then output the stem and the ending
or a group, they do change from one set (group) to the next.
In Table 5.4 we have proto-synsets for three English words administer, ad-
ministered and administering. Carrying out the morphological analysis for them
would yield the stem as administer and the set of endings as 〈ed,ing〉, which is
also called as a signature.
The algorithm for separating stems from endings is listed as Algorithm 7.
That is a simple algorithm that carries out unsupervised morphological analy-
sis of the proto-synsets. As a result we ended up with a total number of 23,935
unique English stem-endings, 118,559 German, 96,395 French and 153,061 unique
Greek stems and endings. But they contained a lot of redundancy in the case of
German, French and Greek since all proto-synset pairs were considered for their
extraction which shared the same English phrase, and there was a high chance
that phrases in other languages were repeated. A lot of entries also contained 2
nulls, due to the fact that many times two proto-synset pairs had exactly the same
two phrases in any of the non-pivotal languages. Some also contained multiple
word phrases. Some entries were also alpha-numeric and even purely numeric.
All these problems can be resolved but would require more pre-processing before
applying the segmentation algorithm.
After processing the obtained word segmentations to remove such problems,
we were left with only 4,929 English, 50,961 German, 35,040 French and 89,345
Greek stems with their signatures. From now on, we only considered the English
word segmentations and we created paradigms for them.
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It is important to look for support for each signature, in other words how
many stems share the same set of endings. To ascertain the level of support we
sorted the entries in ascending order with respect to the endings, thus phenomen
〈a on〉 would come before referend 〈a um〉. Then we removed all the entries
with signatures having support of just one stem. After this step we were left with
3,023 pairs of stems and their endings.
5.5.1 Merging Paradigms
A paradigm is the set of stems that share the same set of endings. Certain
paradigms may share certain number of stems and they have the potential to
be merged by taking a union of their endings and putting the common stems
in the new paradigms. Merging paradigms helps in creating more generalized
paradigms which may cover more words but may also have the potential of in-
creasing noise by putting stems and endings together which do not form valid
words when combined together.
We use a bottom-up approach where we start from a point where every stem
with a pair of endings is a paradigm. Then we start putting stems together in the
same paradigm if they share the same set of endings. Each stem increases the
support that a paradigm enjoys. The more the stems are in a pardigm, the more
support it has. It is easy to carry out this step with just one run through the entire
list of stems with their signatures, since they are sorted by the endings.
The paradigms are then put in the descending order of their support, and from
the list any two paradigms are chosen for merger which share the maximum
number of common stems. A new paradigm is created by taking a union of
the endings in the original paradigms and putting them and the common stems,
between the two original paradigms, into the new paradigm. These common
stems are removed fom the original paradigms. Old paradigms are removed if
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they are left with no stems in them since they loose any manner of support. The
new paradigms created and the paradigms from which they have been created, if
they still have support of at least one stem, are then made part of the original set
of paradigms. The rest retain their existence as long as they have the support of
at least one stem. Algorithm 8 outlines the process.
Algorithm 8 Looking for paradigms
sort the list of stems and endings in descending order of endings
merge the stems that share the same set of endings
for each paradigm in the list of paradigms
find a paradigm with max. no. of common stems
create a new paradigm
take a union of their endings
put the common stems in the new paradigm
remove the common stems from the original paradigms
remove a paradigm if no more stems left in them
That yields a total of 454 paradigms with 182 of them, 40%, that enjoy the
support of only one stem. 107 of them enjoy the support of 2 stems each while the
rest enjoy the support of at least 3 stems. The paradigm with the highest support
has a support of 399 stems where the endings are <null,s>. That makes sense
since many words, 399 in this case, when suffixed with s either correspond to
the plural of it or makes it into a 3rd person singular present tense. For instance,
abduction affixed with s becomes the noun abductions which is the plural form of
abduction. But an s affixed with say accede would yield the 3rd person singular
present tense of the word. Both of them exist in the paradigm with the signature
null,s.
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〈∅ ,s〉 399 abduction,abstention,academic,accede,accusation,...
〈null,d〉 127 accelerate,accommodate,acquire,advocate,allocate,announce,...
〈es,ing〉 112 abolish,acced,acknowledg,address,advocat,allocat,analys,appreciat,...
〈ed,ing〉 97 accelerat,accommodat,acquir,anticipat,assess,assum,assur,astound,...
〈ies,y〉 81 abilit,accompan,agenc,ambiguit,appl,bankruptc,beneficiar,capabilit,...
〈null,ly〉 78 accidental,according,acute,admitted,alleged,anonymous,apparent,approximate,...
〈ng,on〉 76 accelerati,accessi,accommodati,allocati,anticipati,appreciati,associati,...
〈d,s〉 57 abolishe,aggregate,allie,annexe,argue,believe,breache,challenge,clarifie,...
〈null,ing〉 54 allay,benchmark,bend,bind,bolster,boycott,burn,constrain,dawn,deny,dock,...
〈null,d〉 49 abuse,aggravate,analyse,appreciate,authorise,cite,couple,criticise,delegate,...
〈null,ed〉 42 access,amend,annex,applaud,breach,concert,connect,crush,curtail,deem,defeat,...
〈ility,le〉 30 acceptab,accessib,accountab,admissib,affordab,applicab,availab,capab,comparab,...
〈ing,s〉 29 accept,affect,attempt,await,conflict,detail,extend,farm,flood,function,guarantee,...
〈ed,ing,null〉 29 adjust,administer,alter,broaden,conduct,construct,contest,convert,convey,curb,...
〈ce,t〉 28 absen,coheren,convenien,deterren,dominan,equivalen,excellen,ignoran,inciden,...
... ... ...
〈ly,s〉 6 essential,friend,month,objective,official,year
〈er,ing〉 6 bann,clean,join,remind,waiv,warn
〈null,er〉 5 bold,campaign,cheap,mann,rich
〈es,ing,ation,e〉 5 combin,determin,realis,restor,subsidis
... ... ...
〈null,ful,s,ual〉 1 event
〈null,ance〉 1 resist
〈null,ed,ors,s,ments,or〉 1 invest
〈ing,m〉 1 centralis
Table 5.5: A sample of the paradigms created.
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Figure 5.1: Support enjoyed by a paradigm vs. its rank, giving rise to a curve
similar to the one for Zipf’s Law.
Table 5.5 gives a sample of paradigms where the first column corresponds
to the set of endings shared by the stems in the 3rd column. Column 2 gives
support enjoyed by the set of endings, in terms of how many stems have been
found sharing the same set of endings. The endings with the highest support of
399 stems are {∅, s}. We plotted the support enjoyed by each paradigm vs. its
rank, for the top 50 paradigms ordered by their support, and the resultant chart
looks like the familiar Zipf’s Law (see Figure 5.1).
5.5.2 Merging Paradigms based on Common Number of Stems
Another set of experiments was carried out where two parameters were defined:
Common Factor (CF), and Percentage of Compared Stems (PCS). We take the
pervious set of merged paradigms and carry out comparisons between them and
merge paradigms that have more stems in common than a predefined threshold.
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CF is defined as the ratio of number of stems in common between two paradigms,
that are compared, to the length of the original set of stems.
Common Factor =
# of Stems in Common Between Paradigms Compared
# of Stems in the F irst Paradigm
(5.1)
PCS is defined as the ratio of number of stems in common between two
paradigms, that are compared, to the length of set of stems with which it is com-
pared.
%age of Stems =
# of Stems in Common Between Paradigms Compared
# of Stems in the Second Paradigm
(5.2)
We only merge paradigms if they are different and CF is at least greater than
and equal to a certain threshold. Here, merging means we take the union of both
stems and endings in the paradigms to be merged, and put them together as a
new paradigm. Table 5.6 gives how many new paradigms have been created for
different merge thresholds out of a total of 454 paradigms originally created.
Table 5.7 presents a sample of new paradigms created as a result of merging
paradigms based on pre-defined thresholds of 0.33, 0.50, and 0.67.
Merge Threshold Number of New Paradigms
0.33 35
0.5 28
0.67 9
Table 5.6: How Number of new Paradigms created changes with the Merge
Threshold?
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〈r,st,ty〉 13 bigge,cheape,deepe,functionali,newe,poore,quicke,riche,safe,simple,stricte,...
〈ed,ment,s〉 7 align,enjoy,fulfil,imprison,indict,involve,replace
〈ary,s,null〉 5 element,precaution,reaction,revolution,vision
〈ary,s,null〉 5 element,precaution,reaction,revolution,vision
〈ants,ed,ers,ing,s〉 5 account,assist,defend,export,protest
〈ation,ations,ed,ing,null〉 8 alleg,civilis,condemn,confront,expect,generalis,install,vari
〈ary,s,null〉 5 element,precaution,reaction,revolution,vision
〈ary,s,null〉 5 element,precaution,reaction,revolution,vision
〈ability,ably,ed,ing,null〉 5 account,favour,regrett,remark,sustain
〈ability,ants,ed,ing,null〉 4 account,assist,defend,sustain
〈ation,ations,ed,ing,null〉 8 alleg,civilis,condemn,confront,expect,generalis,install,vari
〈es,ing,s,y〉 7 german,part,read,risk,speed,unit,victor
〈ability,ed,ing,ment〉 5 agree,disappoint,employ,enlighten,punish
〈en,est,ness,null〉 3 happi,rich,weak
〈able,al,ed,ing,null〉 3 deferr,deni,renew
Table 5.7: A sample of new paradigms created after merging paradigms based on the thresholds of 0.33, 0.50, and 0.67
without signature refinement
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5.5.2.1 Signature Refinement and Merging Paradigms based on Common
Number of Stems
Some paradigms also show more interesting patterns where the last letter in each
stem is the same, implying that it could be combined with the endings to refine
them. For instance, in the following paradigm:
“〈es,ng〉” 5 “[citi,counti,deliveri,polici,treati]”
the last letter in each stem is i, which can be combined with the two endings
to yield a new paradigm, as given below:
“〈ies,ing〉” 5 “[cit,count,deliver,polic,treat]”
We look at paradigms and see if the stems in a particular paradigm share the
same last letter. If they do, we refine the signatures by prefixing the common last
letter to the endings and removing it from the end of the stems, as shown above.
But since even after carrying it out once we may have cases where there is a
common last letter shared by the stems, we need to iterate over it a few times.
We carried out a series of experiments where the paradigms were first refined
and then merged based on a certain merge threshold. We did four iterations of
signature refinement so the output of refinement in one iteration would become
the input for signature refinement in the next iteration.
During each iteration we used three merge thresholds viz. 0.33, 0.5, and
0.67 for merging. So first we performed signature refinement and then merged
paradigms which were different and had CF greater than the merge threshold.
Table 5.8 demonstrates how signatures and corresponding stems are refined
over four iterations. For this paradigm, the process converges in the 3rd iteration,
and thus in the 4th iteration we get the same results as in the 3rd iteration.
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1 〈le,ly〉 commendab,inevitab,notab,preferab,probab,regrettab,remarkab,undeniab,...
2 〈ble,bly〉 commenda,inevita,nota,prefera,proba,regretta,remarka,undenia,...
3 〈able,ably〉 commend,inevit,not,prefer,prob,regrett,remark,undeni,...
4 〈able,ably〉 commend,inevit,not,prefer,prob,regrett,remark,undeni,
Table 5.8: An example of signature refinement over four iterations.
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Table 5.9 shows how the number of new paradigms created as a result of
merging varies with the threshold and the iteration.
Threshold Iteration Number of new Paradigms
0.33 1st 52
0.33 2nd 53
0.33 3rd 55
0.33 4th 54
0.5 1st 52
0.5 2nd 53
0.5 3rd 55
0.5 4th 54
0.67 1st 52
0.67 2nd 53
0.67 3rd 55
0.67 4th 54
Table 5.9: The results of experiments on refining signatures and merging
paradigms
The process of refinement and merging of paradigms is described below as
Algorithms 9 and 10, one for refinement and the other for paradigm merging.
5.5.3 Discussion
We have shown how proto-synsets can be used to first carry out word segmenta-
tion in an unsupervised manner, and then to create paradigms in English. These
paradigms can be useful in deciding to which paradigm a new unseen instance
would belong to, and what could be its possible endings.
However, we did not evaluate the paradigms since we were interested in mor-
phological analysis from the multilingual aspect. Looking at support from other
languages would provide that multilingual aspect to our morphological analysis.
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Algorithm 9 Ending refinement
Paradigm[< set of endings, support, set of stems >]
commonLastLetter ← TRUE
for i = 2→ (set of stems).length do
if !(set of stems)[i].lastLetter == (set of stems)[i − 1].lastLetter
then
commonLastLetter ← FALSE
end if
end for
if commonLastLetter == TRUE then
for j = 1→ (set of endings).length do
endings[j]← endings[j] + lastCommonLetter
end for
for k = 1→ (set of stems).length do
stems[k] ← stems[k].substring(1, stems[k].length − 1))
end for
end if
Algorithm 10 Paradigm Merging based on common number of stems
commonFactor ← −1
numberOfCommonStems← −1
First carry out Signature Refinement as given in Algorithm 7
for i = 0→ (set of refinedparadigms).length do
paradigmStemsOriginal[]← paradigmsOriginal[i][2].split(′delimiter′)
for j = 0→ (set of refined paradigms).length do
paradigmStemsForComparison[] ←
paradigmsForComparison[j][2].split(′delimiter′)
if i 6= j then
calculate numberOfCommonStems
commonFactor = numberOfCommonStems/paradigmStemsOriginal.length
end if
end for
end for
if commonFactor ≥ mergeThreshold then
newEndings = paradigmsOriginal.endings
⋃
paradigmForMerging.endings
newStems = paradigmsOriginal.stems
⋃
paradigmsForMerging.stems
end if
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Still, we showed that there is a nice relationship similar to Zipf’s Law be-
tween the support enjoyed by each paradigm and its rank.
5.6 Further Experiments in Multilingual Morphol-
ogy
One way to ascertain the validity of attained stems and endings is through the
support that a word gets from its translations in other languages. The more the
translations of a word agree in other languages, more support its morphological
analysis has.
Thus we took all the synsets that only had alphabetic words/phrases in them,
leaving us with 241,590 synsets in total. They were searched for synset pairs
where for three of the languages they contained identical entries, as in Table 5.2.
This yielded a set of 660,272 synset pairs.
Extracting stems and endings and catering for the requirement of at least 4
letters in a stem, we ended up with 983 English, 17,156 German, 3,667 French
and 15,853 Greek ‘paradigms’. Here each paradigm is just one stem with two
endings, one of which can be null.
Table 5.10 gives a sample of word segmentations in all languages.
5.7 Evaluation of Morphological Analysis
Here we want to evaluate how the word segmentations, stems and their endings,
proposed by our algorithm compare with the word segmentations proposed by a
gold standard van den Bosch et al. (1996).
In order to carry out this evaluation we need to bring our own word segmen-
tations in the same format as that of the gold standard. Table 5.11 gives a sample
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English
adopt ed ing
barbari sm ty
chair man person
implement ation ing
German
altersgr enzen uppen
vertra¨ge ∅ n
alkohol frage genuß
a¨nderungsantr ag a¨gen
French
administrati fs on
adopt er e´e
afri cain que
modifi ant cation
Greek
διoικη´σǫ ις ων
ǫγκρι´ν ǫι oυµǫ
ǫγκρι´ν ǫι oυµǫ
υιoθǫτ η´ θηκǫ σǫι
Table 5.10: A sample of word segmentations in the four languages
of how words and their segmentations look like in the gold standard.
In Table 5.11, the first column is the word to be segmented, the second col-
umn is the POS tag of the word and in the third column we have the proposed
segmentation in the form of a binary code.
In a word a segmentation point is where a cut is made to partition the word
into a prefix, the leading part, and a suffix, the trailing part. Thus, the word walked
can be segmented between the letters k and e, yielding the prefix walk and the
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Word that is segmented POS tag Segmentation
abandon VB 10000001
abandoned VBN 1000000101
abandoning VBG 10000001001
abandonment NN 100000010001
abandons VBZ 100000011
abasement NN 1000010001
abatement NN 1000010001
abbey NN 100001
abbot NN 100001
abbreviation NN 1000001001001
abbreviations NNS 10000010010011
abdominal JJ 1000000101
abduction NN 1000001001
abed RB 11001
aberrant JJ 101001001
abetted VBN 10001001
Table 5.11: A sample of words, their POS tags and the proposed segmentations
in the gold standard.
suffix ed. walked itself has the binary code 1000001. 1’s identify the split points,
and 0’s identify that there is no split at that point. 1’s on both sides with 0’s in
the middle, signify that the word is not segmented, since the leading and trailing
1’s identify the word boundaries.
In the sample in Table 5.11, the word abandoned has the segmentation 1000000101,
which means it is segmented at the point between letters n and e, and thus the
prefix and suffix are abandon and ed respectively.
5.7.1 Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of segmentation algorithms, we used Precision and
Recall. In the context of morphological analysis the two terms are defined in
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terms of number of segmentation points in the gold standard and our data. Since
a cut is denoted by a 1, we count the number of 1’s in the binary code for seg-
mentation for a word form.
Thus, precision is defined as the ratio of number of shared segmentation
points, or 1’s, between the binary code for gold standard (GS) word form seg-
mentation and the binary code suggested by our algorithm for word form seg-
mentation, to the number of 1’s in our proposed segmentation. Mathematically:
Precision =
# of shared 1’s between GS segmentation and our segmentation
# of 1’s in our proposed segmentation
(5.3)
Recall has the same numerator as for Precision, but the denominator is for
the gold standard segmentation. Mathematically:
Recall =
# of shared 1’s between GS segmentation and our segmentation
# of 1’s in the GS segmentation
(5.4)
5.7.2 Segmentation with Support
The paradigms created for English in the last step have support from other lan-
guages. Thus, we used them to compare against the gold standard to see how
well our word segmentation algorithm performed. By bringing the paradigms
to the format of the gold standard, we ended up with 1,483 words with their
segmentations.
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5.7.3 Analogy Principle
We compared our method for segmentation with the one based on the principle
of analogy as has been discussed in section 2.2.2.1. We built a lexicon of word
forms to be segmented.
Algorithm 11 Algorithm for implementation of the Analogy principle
for all LW1 ∈ Lex do
if LW1 = P1 + S1 then
if LW2 ∈ Lex & LW2 6= LW1 & LW2 = P1 + S2 then
if LW3 ∈ Lex & LW3 = P2 + S2 then
if P2 6= P1 then
if LW4 = P2 + S2 & LW4 ∈ Lex then
Split LW1 into P1 and S1
end if
end if
end if
end if
end if
end for
We used the analogy principle (see Algorithm 11) to get segmentations for
the same words on which we applied our segmentation algorithm as outlined in
section 5.6 and Algorithm 7.
Analogy principle gives a lot more segmentations than our algorithm, which
only cuts at one point because it carries out the exhaustive search in a search
space where every point is one particular segmentation of a word form.
5.7.4 Results
We calculated the results for segmentation based on the analogy principle and
our own method. And then we took an intersection of the two by only taking the
segmentations proposed by both the methods and also compared them against
the gold standard segmentations.
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After evaluating the methods we got the following results:
Method Precision Recall F-Score
Analogy 0.449 0.870 0.592
Segmentations extracted from Synsets 0.856 0.711 0.777
Intersection of both 0.887 0.706 0.786
Table 5.12: Precision and Recall for segmentations proposed by the analogy
principle, our own method and for the intersection of both.
Table 5.12 gives a summary of results. The segmentation based on the anal-
ogy principle gives much worse performance than our method. Even though
recall is high, because it proposes a lot more segmentation points, but precision
is very low, as a lot of them do not appear in the gold standard.
Our method has good precision, 86% which is much higher than analogy,
with low recall of 71%. However, the intersection of the two scores slightly
lower on the recall measure than any of the other two, but precision goes up even
further to 89%. It is reflected in the F-Score measure, which goes up from 0.59
for Analogy to 0.79 for the intersection.
What it means is that our method is better than the one based on the analogy
principle but the combination of both gives even better results with F-Score rising
to 0.79. Precision improves by 3% to 89% with a slight drop in recall of 1% to
70.6%. That makes sense since in the combined segmentation data the number
of 1’s can not be more than the number of 1’s in either the one based on analogy
or our method.
5.8 Conclusion
This chapter gives details of the work that has been carried out in the direction
of refinement of proto-synsets by identifying morphological variations between
different wordforms in all the languages, which could be later used to merge the
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proto-synsets. Lexical distances have been measured for pairs of proto-synsets.
While a small lexical distance might indicate an inflectional variation, larger
distances might mean either the two words are synonyms of each other or are
wrong translations. Such information can come in handy while merging proto-
synsets that have low inlfectional variation.
Then on the proto-synsets data with lexical distances calculated, we carried
out morphological analysis by separating stems from endings. For English word
segmentation we did not look for support in other languages. The English word
segmentations, thus created, formed the basic ‘paradigms’ with a stem sharing
a pair of endings. These paradigms were later merged that yielded a total of
454 paradigms with support for each paradigm measured as the number of stems
sharing the same endings. The pair of endings 〈null, s〉 has the maximum support
of 399 stems.
For the English paradigms created in the previous step, we defined the mea-
sure of CF to see how many stems were common between any two paradigms.
Two paradigms would be merged if they had the CF greater than a pre-defined
threshold. Three threshold values taken were 0.33, 0.5, and 0.67. So any two
paradigms would be merged if they had at least one third, one half, or two third
of stems in common between them. With a threshold of 0.33, 35 new paradigms
were created after merging. While with a threshold of 0.67 only 9 new paradigms
were created (Table 5.13).
We then discovered that in many paradigms all the stems shared the same last
letter, and we decided to refine those paradigms by taking that last letter out of
all the stems and concatenating that letter at the beginning of all the endings in
that paradigm. We also merged any pair of refined paradigms, if they shared at
least a minimum portion of their stems. We merged them by taking a union of
endings and stems, and putting them in a new paradigm.
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Endings Stems
ation,ations,ed,ing,null alleg,civilis,condemn,confront,expect,generalis,...
en,est,ness,null happi,rich,weak
ability,ed,ing,ment agree,disappoint,employ,enlighten,punish
able,al,ed,ing,null deferr,deni,renew
es,ing,s,y german,part,read,risk,speed,unit,victor
able,ably,ed,s,null favour,regrett,remark,sustain
er,ing,s bann,clean,join,remind,waiv,warn
ation,e,es,ing,m,tic combin,determin,realis,restor,subsidis
e,m,tic enthusias,idealis,optimis
Table 5.13: 9 new paradigms created with a threshold of 0.67.
Four iterations were carried out for refinement of paradigms, each time us-
ing the thresholds of 0.33, 0.5, and 0.67. Interestingly, the new paradigms thus
created are the same for each threshold though their number varies over the 4
iterations. In the first iteration 52 new paradigms were created, 53 in the 2nd, 55
in the 3rd and 54 in the 4th.
The new paradigms thus created also gave us a new set of words, which were
not covered by the old paradigms. That can help in generalizing the paradigms
and a new unseen word could be segmented by using the new paradigms and then
verified by comparing against a large corpus.
We repeated the experiments for segmenting word forms into stems and end-
ings, but this time taking into account that how much support two word forms in
one language have from their translations in other languages. We only segmented
word forms in any language, whose translations matched in the other three lan-
guages, and who had at least the first four letters in common. Or we can say
that all the word segmentations done in any language had the support of 3. With
this approach we ended up with 983 ‘paradigms’ in English, 17,156 in German,
3,667 in French and 15,853 in Greek. We only used English segmentations for
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evaluation. After calculating segmentation binary codes and collapsing them, for
the word form segmentations in English, we ended up with 1,483 segmentations.
We also used the algorithm based on the analogy principle to calculate seg-
mentations for the same word forms in English. For the application of analogy
principle, at each step we took four different word forms, based on the criterion
that when segmented two of the four pair would have the same prefix among
them and the other two would also have the same prefix between them. And also
that the two stems (prefixes) would have the same two endings. We looked for
all possible segmentations for each word form. Thus the total number of seg-
mentations is relatively very high as compared to our method where only one
segmentation point is taken.
Evaluation is carried out based on the fact that how many of the segmenta-
tions proposed by the analogy principle and our method, are also shared by the
gold standard data. We observed that our method performed much better than the
one based on the analogy principle. Recall for our method was 86% as compared
to only 45% for the one based on the analogy principle. The intersection of the
two, however, yields better results than either of the two with precision of almost
89%, though recall in that case goes down a bit.
Multilingual proto-synsets created earlier are in crude form and there are
more proto-synsets than the number of meanings that they correspond to. That
has to do with morphological and semantic variation in the synsets. If we can
refine the synsets by merging ones that are morphological variations of other or
where a word is a synonym of the other, the number of proto-synsets can be
reduced and the word forms would start converging towards their lexical form.
Such synsets can give better results on document clustering and classification
tasks. The work on morphology can lead us into that direction.
CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
Here is the summarized account of work done in this thesis and the results ob-
tained. The results have been analyzed and conclusions drawn. Section 6.1 gives
the summary of the entire work. Section 6.2 outlines the contributions made. Fi-
nally, Section 6.3 outlines some of the future directions that this work can take.
6.1 Summary
This work comprises three different parts. In the first, we demonstrated that a
multi-lingual lexicon can be extracted from online resources in an automated
way. In the second, we showed that word aligning parallel corpora can help
remove lexical ambiguity. In the third, we demonstrated that the word-aligned
parallel corpus can be used to carry out morphological analysis in an unsuper-
vised manner.
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6.1.1 Automatic Generation of Multilingual Lexicons
Generation of multilingual lexicons, is a straightforward, but valuable task. In
it a crawler is used to search through Wikipedia pages, using the HTML link
structure. A starting point is defined but then the search is done using BFS as
the search technique, where webpages are visited in the order in which they are
discovered. The crawler extracts the title of the starting Wikipedia webpage in
English, and puts it together with translations of the same title in other languages.
The process if repeated for all the URLs explored during search.
We created both general and domain specific lexicons, covering different lan-
guage families, writing styles and topics. The general dictionary covers topics
ranging from politics, to sports, to religion. The domain specific dictionaries
cover domains of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence. We also used
the domain specific lexicons to build relationships between different languages,
based on how many concepts any two languages have in common on Wikipedia.
The results were evaluated for HeptaLex: a general lexicon in seven languages
viz. English, German, French, Greek, Polish, Bulgarian and Chinese. Native
speakers of the languages were asked to verify the translations. Results look
promising for the languages evaluated. Chinese entries were the most reliable
with 97% of them being correct, while French had 93% of its entries as correct.
These lexicons can come in handy for translators and interpreters. They can
also be used in the classroom environment where there are students with diverse
backgrounds who may speak different languages. In order for them to discuss
ideas with their class mates and to contribute productively to the topic under
discussion, they need to understand others and know what words to used to ex-
press themselves. Such a single source of multilingual lexicon can provide the
required vocabulary. Domain specific dictionaries are specially useful in such
circumstances since the domain specific jargon does not constitute a massive vo-
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cabulary, and thus domain specific lexicons are easy to build.
The category translations can also be used to build taxonomic hierarchi-
cal structures. Categories are already implicitly defined as graph structures in
Wikipedia, and thus graph traversal algorithms can be used for the said purpose.
6.1.2 Extraction of Multilingual Proto-Synsets from Parallel
Corpora
We used Europarl (Koehn 2002), an un-annotated parallel corpus for the auto-
matic creation of multilingual proto-synsets. We first word aligned the parallel
corpus using GIZA++ (Och & Ney 2003), pair-wise in English, German, French
and Greek, with English as the pivotal language. The resultant word alignments
were used to build phrases. The phrases in English with translations in other
languages, constitute the proto-synsets.
We used the resultant proto-synsets as multilingual sense tags to disambiguate
the original corpus in English. Since we did not have any sense disambiguated
parallel corpus, we evaluated it indirectly by evaluating how good it performed
at document clustering and classification tasks.
The results of this evaluation did not show any benefits of the use of multi-
lingual synsets. We believe the reasons were twofold: firstly, the word alignment
was far from perfect; secondly, the corpus contained a much greater number of
word forms than lexical entries. We did not perform any morphological analysis
that would collapse all such variant multilingual synsets onto a single one, and
therefore could not evaluate the full potential of our idea. This was done later
through the use of a dataset that did not need word alignment or morphological
analysis, and therefore allowed us to measure the benefits of our approach in its
pure form.
The results clearly showed that using our approach can reduce substantially
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the lexical ambiguity of the corpus, if paired with efficient alignment and mor-
phological analysis algorithms.
6.1.3 Morphological Analysis
The proto-synsets thus created are in crude form and there are lot more synsets
than the meanings or concepts suggested by them. The solution for this discrep-
ancy is to refine the proto-synsets by merging the ones that have word forms that
are morphological or semantic variation of each other. Morphological variation
refers to inflectional and derivational variation. While semantic variation refers
to two word forms having the same sense, or in other words being synonymous.
We did some initial experimentation in this direction by calculating edit dis-
tances between all possible pairs of proto-synsets where each of them had the
same word in English.
We later used these pairs of proto-synsets for word segmentation of English
wordforms into a common stem and a pair of endings. These were later used to
create paradigms. The paradigms were then merged together by going through
each paradigm at a time, comparing it against all the others, finding one with
which it had maximum number of stems in common, and then creating a new
paradigm consisting of the common stems and the union of their endings. Old
paradigms that were merged were removed from the list of paradigms if they lost
support of any stems. These new paradigms, along with the paradigms that were
used for merging and had some stems removed, were later made part of the set
of paradigms created earlier.
We also carried out another series of experiments where we first refined the
endings and then taking each paradigm at a time, finding another one with which
it shared stems more than a certain pre-defined threshold, and merging them to-
gether by taking a union of stems and endings. This would give rise to more
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generalized paradigms, which could also be used to segment unseen wordforms.
The paradigms were not evaluated because we were more interested in morphol-
ogy from the multilingual perspective.
We also conducted another series of experiments where we took all the orig-
inal proto-synsets, and created all possible combinations of them, and finding
any pair of them that overlapped in any of the three languages. That is what we
called support of 3 languages. Then we segmented the wordforms in the fourth
language, where the wordforms were different, into a common stem and a pair
of endings. We also segmented these wordforms using another unsupervised
technique based on the analogy principle.
Then we compared the two sets of segmentations with the gold standard and
found that our method performed much better than the one based on the anal-
ogy principle, with a precision of 85.6% for the former as compared to 44.9%
for the latter. Though recall reduced for our method since they only have one
segmentation point per word form. On the other hand the analogy principle cuts
a word form at many points, since it considers all possible segmentations. It is
constrained by the fact that it looks for another word form, with a different prefix
that share the same set of endings. Recall is high for it, but only a few of these
options can be correct so precision is low.
Then we took the intersection of the segmentations produced by the two
methods. We found that recall decreased a bit but precision improved even fur-
ther to 88.7%. It shows that our method works well and we can use them for
morphological analysis.
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6.2 Contributions
The main contributions that have been made in this thesis are summarized as
follows:
1. We have demonstrated how to build both general and domain specific mul-
tilingual lexicons using Wikipedia as a resource, using standard search
techniques embedded in a crawler.
2. We have demonstrated how parallel corpora can be used to extract lexical
semantic information in the form of multilingual synsets. We have also
studied the benefits of using multilingual synsets for the WSD task. We
showed that taking cues from other languages to disambiguate a sense of
a polysemous word in one of the languages, can substantially reduce am-
biguity. We also proposed and studied ways of evaluating multilingual
synsets in the absence of a gold standard, through their use in supervised
and unsupervised learning tasks.
3. We have demonstrated how multilingual synsets can be used for the un-
supervised learning of morphology. We have shown that our approach
outperforms substantially, by a factor of almost two, another popular un-
supervised approach, and that the two can be combined in a useful way, as
measured on a gold standard dataset.
6.3 Future Work
There is a lot of room for further work. This work has also lead us to think of
new ideas to work on.
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1. We can refine the proto-synsets by using the work we did on calculating
edit distances and segmentation of word forms.
(a) The work on calculating edit distances can be used to merge proto-
synsets based on edit distances.
(b) Edit distances can also be used along with other synonymy detec-
tion methods to find proto-synsets that have different word forms that
share the same meaning. They can also be merged.
(c) The paradigms we created can help us in figuring out the lexical
forms of words and that can help us in refining the proto-synsets to
the point where the word forms in them start converging to their lex-
ical forms.
2. The paradigms we created can also be used to segment unseen words,
which can then be verified by looking for their instances in a large par-
allel corpus.
3. We can also target the next SemEval multilingual cross-lingual word sense
disambiguation task in 2013.
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